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Abstract

Over the last couple of decades, the agricultural industry in Canada has struggled

with intemational and domestic pressues to the point that many sectors are experiencing

a clear crisis. The present state of Canadian agriculture is the accumulation of many

factors, some of which include low commodity prices, increasing input costs,

intemational trade bans, disasters caused by weather, and ineffective government

policies. Governments, at both the provincial and federal level, have been unable to enact

policy measures that facilitate the conditions needed for stability and prosperity for the

agricultural industry. Govemment policy has largely been reactive, short-term oriented,

and lacking a coherent vision.

This thesis examines the 'politics' of agricultural policymaking, which

encompa¡ises both the characteristics of the political system and the nature of
relationships between policy actors, in the domestic and intemational context. This

research provides an analysis of the extent to which the interconnection between the

political system and the policy network has ultimately affected the quality of policy

created for the agricultural industry. In addition, the analysis provides a detailed

comparison between the Canadian and American political systems to illushate the impact

of the political system on policy development. It is anticipated that by better

understanding the capacity of the Canadian political system and the policy actors that

operate within its framework, that more innovative and long-term strategies can be

realized.

This thesis also examines the intemational context of Canadian agriculture and

details some of the pressures placed on policymakers and the industry. The final chapters

of this research paper discuss the significance of the agricultural industry within Canada,

and outline a number of manageable steps that can be taken to enable better and more

effective policymaking for the Canadian agricultural industry.
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Introduction

Over the last couple of decades, the agricultural industry in Canada has struggled

with international and domestic pressul'es to the point that many sectors are experiencing

a clear crisis. The political actions and policy responses of the federal and provincial

governments have signifrcarrtly altered the state of agriculture in Canada. However, the

majority of academic research on Canadian agricultural policy has given little

consideration to the political factors involved with its creation and implernentation. While

economics and other forces in the policy environment help shape, and are themselves

affected by agricultural policy, it is also essential to consider how the political system's

characteristics affect policy development, the roles of the various institutions and

interests involved, and the policy outcomes that the system produces. This thesis will

examine these impacts on the Canadian agricultural industry.

The 'politics' of agricultural policy encompasses two main components. The first

is the structural and procedural institutions and processes in the Canadian political

system, which establish how policy is created and implemented. The second focuses on

the networks of relationships that exist among major contributors to the policymaking

process, including politicians, bureaucrats, stakeholders (farrners and agri-business), the

nìedia, and consumers, who all have major roles to play in the process and varying

degrees of influence over each other's actions. In addition to identifying each source and

the power they hold, we must in turn consider the political system that sets the

framework, and influences how each group operates and the degree of power they

exercise,
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This thesis examines our political system and its ability to provide an environment

that eucourages the development and subsequent success of federal/provirrcial agriculture

policies. As the primary focus of this thesis is the process of agricultural policymaking,

any assessment of the substance of government policies will be limited in scope. In the

pâst decade, canadian producers have witnessed the collapse of internatiorìal trade

markets for certain agricultural products. while markets and trade disputes are hard to

predict, they oÍÌen expose weaknesses in a nation's political system regarding its ability

to adequately plan for, and respond to the challenges faced by the agricultural sector. In

Canada's current state, governments, at all levels, are setting short-term agendas. There

are many reasons that government has become more reactive than proactive. This paper

will address how the political system and the major actors in the policy process have

contributed to a lack of foresight and incremental approaches to agricultural

policymaking.

The.first chtpter wiII set the foundation of this paper by clear.ly defining what

canadian agricultural policy entails, discussing its constitutional jurisdiction, as well as

establishing a set of goals that policymakers should set as objectives, and measure their

success by. Furthermore, the current state of canadian agriculture will also be addressed

by detailing recent trends in levels of income and debt being faced by primary producers.

The first chapter of this thesis will lay a framework fol following chapters to build and

expand upon.

The second clnpter of the thesis will focus o' two areas: the canadi4n political

system aDd the major contributors to agricultural policy that operate within its

framework. Given the scope ofthe analysis, this is the longest chapter in the thesis and
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comprises a substantial part ofthe integrating theme that agricultural policy is lacking in

lorìg-tern vision.

The first section of this chapter will analyze how structural and procedural

elements of the Canadian political system affect the quality of agricultural policy being

produced. To expose some of the weaknesses of our system, this chapter will present a

cornparative analysis with the American political system. The United States has often

been recognized as having one of the best political systems in the world for the

development of effective agricultural policy.r Therefore, the comparative analysis will

attempt to illustrate the impact that a political system has on policy development. It is

with this understanding that potential solutions for better policymaking can be identifred

and evaluated. The comparison will examine the style of government, characteristics of

the political system, the role of the Senate, and the nature of the federal system. By

exarniniug these particular aspects of the political system, it will demonstrate how the

American system facilitates conditions that lend thernselves to a more sustainable

agricultural industry. The systematic comparison with the United States' polítical system

will be confrned to this one particular chapter but additional comparisons may be

discussed throughout the thesis.

The second halfofthe chapter will discuss the policy network and detail the roles

of the 'rnajor playels' in aglicultural policy development. The sectiorì will analyze how

the different levels of government and their officials, elected and non-elected, are

obviously in the best position to shape policy direction through prograrns and legislation.

Furthermore, it will examine the extent to which lobby groups, the rnedia, and

consumers! are able to exert influence over the political process. This chapter will
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illustrate the interrelationships among the various actors who form the agricultural policy

network. By examining these rnajor contributors to the political process, it will unveil

how the political system determines the amount of influence each contributçr has and

how this hinders or contributes to policy creation.

The third chapter will plovide a discussion of the intenlational context of

Canadian agriculture and more specifically, how international pressures affect domestic

policymaking. This chapter will make use of recent case studies to illustrate these

challenges to the agricultural industry and Canadian policymakers.

The foufth chopter will briefly outline the importance of effective 4gricultural

polìcy within Canada and demonstrate why more long-term goals will lead to more

stability and benefit the entire Canadian population. This section of the thesis will use

statistics to demonstrate how the benefits of a stable agricultural economy would be

widespread. Based on this analysis it will become clear as to why long{erm progressive

policies are needed and how our political system must create a policy systen that

supports the defrnition and successful pursuit of long-range objectives.

The Jifih chøpter will explore possible steps that would enable better and more

effective policy to be created, in an effort to achieve more stability within the Canadian

agricultural industry, Together, these proposals will provide viable solutions to ensure

that Canadian agricultural policy is of higher quality and is more effective in the long-

term for the industry and its producers.

The sLtth chttpter will draw together the main arguments of the papor and state

final conclusions ofthe research.
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Methodoloev

As research on agricultural policy is lacking in the political science field, the

synthesis of a wide variety of sources is required. The research foundation will be based

on the information gathered from secondary sources, including books, scholarly journals,

newspaper articles, governrnent publications, case studies, and various onlille sources.

This literature review will provide the required framework necessary for the inclusion of

primary sources. The primary sources will include, but are not limited to, personal

interviews, statistical atralyses, and government reports. Regarding the intervie\rys, a total

of four individuals were interviewed using a qualitative, elite interview approach, which

allowed the respondents considerable freedorn to offer their perceptions and

interpretations of the agricultural policy process. The interviewees represented

backgrounds in politics, farm organizations, the bureaucracy, the media, etc. Each

interview lasted approxim ately 1-2 hours and all respondents agreed to be quoted within

the context of this thesis. The list of individuals that were interviewed can found in the

bibliogiaphy section.

I Andre\y Schnritz, Hartley Furtar, ând Katheri[e Baylis. .4gl icultural Policy, Agrib s¡ness, and Rent-
Seeking Behoviour Qoronto: Universit) of Torolìto Press. 2002) 25.
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Chapter One: Canadian Asricultural Policvmakins and the
Current State of the Asricultural Industlv

To develop a clear understanding of how agricultural policy is developed, we

must first determine the constitutional responsibility, define what public policymaking

entails, and establish a set ofgoals that policymakers should be committed to achieving.

It is also essential that the current state ofthe Canadian agricultural industry be explored

to fu1ly appreciate why better policymaking is needed.

Constitutional Jurisdiction for Agriculture

The distribution of political responsibility and powers within Canada i$ set out in

The Co sÍftution Ac¡ 1867. Specifically, Section 91 outlines federal powers, and Section

92 outlines the powers entrusted to provincial legislatures, with each level of governrnerrt

supreme in its respective area. Agriculture is one area that is defined in Section 95, as a

joint responsibility within Canada's federal arrangement, which lneans that both levels of

government have some constitutional authority over policymaking. As outlined in

Section VI of the CøtsÍiî.tt|.ion AcÍ, 1867,

"In each Province the Legislature may make Laws in relation to
Agriculture in the Province, and to Immigration into the Province; and it is
hereby cleclared that the Parliament of Canada may from Time to Time
make Laws in relation to Agriculture in all or any of the Provinces, and to
Imrnigration into all or any of the Provinces; and any Law of the
Legislature of a Province relative to Agriculture or to Immigration shall
have effect in and for the Province as long arrd as far only as it is not
repugnant to any Act ofthe Parliament ofCanada".r

It is irnportant to understand that policy lines often intersect as both levels ofgovenunent

work together to achieve shared or similar policy goals. As agriculture is a joint

responsibility of the federal and provincial governments, the political decisions that are
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made by both levels of jurisdiction establish the overall picture of what constitutes

agricultural policy in Canada.

Agricultural Policv

Public policy is a general term that refers to a set of interrelated decisions in a

particular area ofgovernment jurisdiction. The precise defìnition of 'public policy' varies

among academics. In Studying Public Policy, Michael Howlett explains the merit of

Thomas Dye's definition that appeared in the 1972 publication, Understanding Public

Policy, which interpreted 'public policy' as the collective action or inaction taken by

government in a given area of public interest.2 Howlett notes tlìat this defrnition entails

two key components: it identifies government as the principle agent ofpublic policy, and

it implies fhat government has a fundamental choice to act or not act.3 As such, it is the

role of government to set direction, implement legislation, and develop general policy

objectives. The result ofthis role is a framework for programs and regulations that work

towards achieving set goals in a given area.

Agricultural policy refers to the legislation, regulations, programming, and

government support for an industry that is defined as the "science, art, and business of

cultivating soil, producing crops, and raising of livestock".a The Canadian Federation of

Agriculture (CFA) has identified the frve major agricultural production sectors in Canada

based on the greatest amounts of farm cash receiptss for the year 2005. In precedence

they are: Grains and oilseeds (34%); red meats (27Vo); dairy (12%); horticulture (9%);

and poultry and egg production (8%).6 The dairy, poultry, and egg sectors are oriented

towards the domestic market and are regulated by a supply-managed system. The
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research presented in this thesis will primarily focus on the grains, oilseed, and red meat

sectors, which have both a domestic and export orientation.

Goals of Agricullural Policv

Agriculture is such a diverse industry that it is crucial to identifu and clarify

general goals so that the aims or purposes of policy can fìnd expression in legislation,

spending, regulations, and administrative activities. General objectives include: the

fostering of oppofiunities in our rural areas, the long-term stability of the industry,

management and development of future market potential, the maintenance of a safe and

quality food supply, environmental protection, and the humane and responsible treatment

of livestock animals. Ifthese goals are pursued in a consistent and coordinated manner it

will help to build a strong agricultural industry, strong rural communities, and a strong

Canadian economy. Goals and sustainable direction must be supported with political will,

leadership, vision, commitment, and effective management of policies and programs.

The goals of agricultural policy all are cumulative towards a larger objective,

which is the sustainability ofthe sector and its producers. Sustainability is a general term

but in essence means how the agri-food system can meet society's need for safe and

nutritious food, while conserving natural resources, and ensuring economic viability for

producers.? For that reason, it is best to view sustainability in terms ofgoals, objectives,

and indicators.

Current State of the Canadian .4gricultural Industrry

The concept of what is a 'crisis' often lacks a clear and concise definition.

Kenneth Bessant, a professor of rural development at Brandon University, explains the

many conceptual issues surrounding what is ternled a 'crisis': one being whether it is
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objective (empirical, factual) or subjective (perceptual, interpretative).8 Furthermore,

while the struggle of the Canadian agricultural industry is based on economic and social

indicators, the reference to 'crisis' is primarily subjective as there is no empirical

measurement to define what is, or what is not, a crisis. Acadernic P.R. Brass explains that

a crisis situation cornmonly exists when the following conditions are present. I) it is

perceived "to have reality" by someone or some group; 2) is defined so as to convince

others (not directly involved) of its authenticity; 3) involves a real or implied threat of a

major loss or an unwanted change; and 4) conveys a need for some type of response.e

Brass' conditions are all present in the current state of Canadian agriculture.

The crisis being felt in the agricultural industry is not the product of any gìven

year, but rather has been gradually building to the point that income levels are at records

lows, debt levels are threatening the stability oflhe industry, the farm populationr0 is

dlamatically declining, and farms al'e becoming increasingly capital intensive and

consolidated in the hopes that producing more will result in improved financial returns. If

we measure sustainability in terms of indicators, the agricultural industry in Canada is

clearly struggling regardless ofthe increased levels of commodities being produced.

As illustrated in Figure 1.1, since the early 1970s, Canadian farmers have

consistently produced greater amounts of product that is exported to other countries.

However, while the wealth that was created frorn these exports for the national and

provincial governments increased over 1,400% to nearly $30 billion between 1970 and

2002, lhe real net incomerr of Canadian farmers unfortunately remained stagnant during

this same period.l2
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Figurç;1: tanadian agri-fircd exporls rnd reâlized net farn income: 197 O-2OO?

-?0

,9E¡O

SorfcÊs: Statistics |]anada C¿t. No. 2ì-603E: AAFC ,qgr¡-[ood Tmde Servic",'Ágri.food Expo{r Pote¡tti¡l for Uìe Year 2000";
AÂIC, 'Côn¿do's Trade in Agriculturol Prod.rcrs", l,a ior¡e yÞ-á.5 ¡ræluding 1988, 19S9, añd 1990,

One sign that Canada's agricultural economy is in a state of crisis is the fact that

Canadian farmers are currently experiencing income levels comparable to those received

in the 1930s.13 Between 2003 and 2005, the average farrn in Canada lud an annual

realized net incorne of $3,734- one of the worst ever recorded in Canadian history.ra

Fufihermore, Canadian plimary producers' net farm incornes are expected to fall by

alound 50%, from $1.9 billion in 2005 to $875 million in 2006.r5 These declining incorne

levels are occurring despite large federal government programs that have paid an

approximate net dollar amount of $4.6 billion to the industry since 2005.16 A general

conclusion that can be made from this is that throwing money at the farm crisis is not

providing any sustainable direction to the industry or the primary producers,

To some extent, governmeÌrt aid can end up doing more harm than good when it

supports a policy environment that focuses on creating short-term ad hoc programs rather

than generating long{erm solutions. Moreover, the agricultural industry will not benefit

from payment prograrns that are "propping up" farrns that are mismanaged or

government "band-aid" solutions that are merely delaying working towards finding long-

l0
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term solutions. Governments are reacting from crisis to crisis and as such are not taking a

proactive role in developing sustainable long-term policy.

As commodity prices decline, farmers strive to produce more by intensifying their

falrning practices by purchasing larger machinery and more inputs. When farmers' only

option is to become larger and rnore capital intensive in hopes that they will be able to

pay more bills, it often leads to more debt when commodity prices remain [ow. For

example, aÍÌer a relatively stable decade through the 1980s, total Canadian farm debt

increased from $1.7 billion to $23.4 billion at the end of 200311, and then reached a

record high of $50.96 billion at the end of 2005.t* While acknowledging that Canada's

currently low interest rates are helping keep debt for rnany farms relatively stable, George

Brinkman, a Canadian agricultural economist at the University of Guelph, stresses, "...

the likelihood of increasing interest rates from this point onwards is much greater than the

likelihood of further decreases, so we must be aware that rising interest rates could create

serious problerns for Canadian agriculture", le

While many farmers have not been able to manage, those who are lefÌ are forced

to become larger and produce more to make the same amount. The average Canadian

farm grew by 11.2%, increasing from 608 acres to 676 acres in the period between 1996

to 2001.20 Further, a report released by Statistics Canada in 2001 stated that regardless of

the size of farm, farmers are spending significantly more than they were in the mid

1990's to make the sarne dollar.2r As farms have been getting larger', the industry has

become more capital intensive as farrners rely on getting the highest yield from their

crops just to afford the increasingly expensive inputs. Agricultural economists, Andrew

Schmitz, Hartley Furtan, and Katherine Baylis, in their book, Agt'icultural Policy,

t1
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Agtibusiness, and Renr.-Seeking Behaviour, argue that the high cost of agricultural

production is as much a part ofthe farm problem as are low commodity prices.22 In 2001,

for every dollar Canadian grain farmers earned, 87 cents went to pay for operating

expenses." For producers raising beef cattle the input expenses were even greater at 94

cents for every dollal ofrevenue.2a

As farmers are becorning fewer and farms are becoming larger, the consumption

of fuel has also become a greater cost for individual producers. Compounding these

difl'iculties faced by Canadian farmers, there has been a dramatic rise in fuel prices since

1999. Between the years 1999 and 2005, the cost of farm fuel (purple gasoline/purple

diesel) escalated 84.1o/o and 99% respectively,2s By comparison, the prices for wheat and

canola, over the same period only witnessed marginal increases of 2%o and 20Yo

respectively.26 The high cost of inputs is not only a matter of the increasing price of

products, but of augmented use. Since 1999, the price for potash and nitrogen fertilizers

has increased by 7 4Yo.27 The reason is that soil quality has been reduced as a result of

continuous cropping.2s Essentially, farmers have to apply more fertilizer to maintain crop

yields and their income. This in turn results in increased costs for fuel, larger farm

equipment, more bins for storage, and essentially additional stress and worry as

commodity prices remain low and farm debt climbs.

The mounting stress arrd frustration that ulany farmers are experiencing creates

serious problems for their families and their communities. In fact, eight of the ten

Canadian provinces have set up specific plogranrs within the last few years to deal with

the problem of farm and rural stress, including the development of phone

services/websites that provide information, support, counseling and referrals to other

t2
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assistance programs available in the province. For example, the Manitoba Farm and Rural

Stress Line began operations in December 2000 and their website explains why there is a

need for such a program. It states:

"Rural living and in particular farming has utrdergone many changes over
the past decade. Weather, pests, volatile markets, global influences, and
the effects of rural de-population are just sorne of the unique challenges
facing farm and rural families today. Many ofthese issues are long-lasting
and beyond our control, creating high levels of stress. Rural stress is a

community problem that touches everyone whose life, livelihood and

identity is linked to the land and agriculture."2e

The termination of the Crow Rate in 1984 and the subsequent Crow Benefrt in

1995, which were two federal programs that covered partial costs for grain traqsportation,

has also meant that individual farmers are absorbìng additional monetary burden. Further,

as rural communities have seen the demise oflocal grain elevators, farmers have to fravel

greater distances to move their grain. The higher consumption of fuel contributes to rising

production costs and, as noted above, fuel costs have risen considerably since the late

1990s. To further appreciate the cost/price pressures that farmers are experiencing, it is

essential to examine what has often been referred to as Canada's 'cheap food policy'.

As defrned by The l,l/estern Prcducer columnist Barry Wilson, Canada's cheap

food policy "forces farmers to sell much oftheir produce much ofthe time at prices too

low to return the cost of production, a profit on investment and decent return on

labour".3O Critics of the 'cheap food policy' do not claim that consurners should be

paying more for theil food, but rather they algue that the primary producer should be

receiving a larger share of what consumers are paying. In fact, only 7 cents of every

dollar spent on food in Canada is returned to the farmer who produced it.3r In addition,

between 1997 and 2003, the price that Canadians paid for food increased by 13.8%. By

contrast, the average price received by farmers for their produce only inçreased by

13
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2.1'Y0.32 In total, Canadians spent 10.6% of their disposable income on food in 2003,

which is one of the lowest amounts in the world.33 Figure i.2 provides a visual

comparison ofthe costs paid by consumers for food and what farmers are beipg paid for

their raw product.

Figure 1,2 Selected Farm Gate and Retail P¡'ices (not adjusted for inflation)3¡

8re¡d ànd rYàeàt rm<€3,19792001 (ôm ¡nd.Òtlì ffðkre p.i<er,1976200¡

IL9

ËceëeÉc

B¡dÈt ¡M beêt Þrkei,1974'2002

!20¡

Snur.$:Sli{irli.tC¡n¡d¡,(:asrtrrrirridrn¡¡lPhr/¡r:r.x¿r,C¡|.No.a¿ÐI0b{ilhU,rtú;fñnìthcC^NSUvl
rl ¡rib¡sl: 5l¡ ti.sl¡cs C¡ìrili, ¡.i rr¿.1 S hl¡5iiG, C¡1. No. 2-1{!)3j 5¡sknlche!{¡ )ì 

^êr¡ 
cultìrrc ¡ nd 

^S.i 
food.

Sr¡iÌ h.rr {'ara¡iùtr M¡.nr 8nr¡i lrvr!¡lsF' No I Cll S t1tr.d,, ¡ns6 56&.10¡4 Cõn¡.1¡ o-t¡¡ns Cout.il.
St¡i¡rli:ìr¡ Hr¡rd¡ùÂ{, t ¡dous fc¡¡r. R.lail bær p¡¡e i. ¡n ¡slinì¡lo ùi<¡rl'lcd í¡ùn !¡ridrs sù,c.r.

Agriculture is a land-based business, not a margin-based industry. The difference

being that in a margin-based industry increased costs of production are passed on to the

consuner, while in a land-based industry they are not. Agricultural economist Hartley

Furtan identifies this difference as a "serious error" in Canada's agricultural

programming.3s Prince Edward Island Member of Parliament and formpr Liberal

Parliamentary Secretary for Agriculture, Wayne Easter, has also identified the inability to

pass on production costs as one of the main reasons why farm income ¡emains

chronically low.36
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Farmers frnd themselves suddenly caught in the crossfire of consumers' changing

demands regarding food preferences, health concerns, and environmental protection.

Farmers are being asked to respond to these challenges in a time of economic duress,

while agricultural commodities are at the lowest value in decades, and inputs, like

fertilizer', fuel, pesticides, and machinery ale at all-time highs. Therefole, Canada's

primary producers need to see greater returns if the standards of production for safe and

affordable food are to be maintained and management practices that sustain Canada's

natural environment be promoted. With high inputs and low returns, the sustainability of

agriculture at the current state is not viable. This point can easily be seen when we

examine the decline in the number of family farms in Canada.

Consolidation of farrnland, to a certain extent, is a natural progression of an

industrial society. However, there are not fewer farms today because there is less of a

demand. As decades of technological advancements have increased production per

person by substituting capital and generic knowledge for labor and individual

management, the number of farms decreased and the size ofthose left increased. The rate

at which smaller Canadian farms are disappearing is unprecedented and cause for serious

concern. In the latest Census of Agricuhm'e, there was a decline of 10.7To in the number

of Canadian farms between the years 1996 and 2001.37 Manitoba had the higllest rate of

decline amongst all Canadian provinces, at 13.6%o during this flrve-year period.38 Since

2001, the exodus of farmers from rural Canada has drarnatically iucreased due to

frnancial troubles caused by the Bovine Spongiform Encelopathy (BSE) crisis and

drastically low commodity prices.3e
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Agriculture is directly linked to the rural communities that support it, and the

crisis being experienced in rural areas is clear, Changes that affect farm payments, credit,

and land values have implications beyond the farm gate to local farm supply companies,

banks, retail outlets, schools, and so on. Nothing illustrates this fact more than the

drarnatic increase in the use of rural food banks in recent yeals. Winnipeg Halvest, a non-

profrt, community-based organization, compiled statistics regarding the number of

households that were receiving help from Manitoba's rural food banks. They found that

the number ofpeople accessing rural food bank services increased by 69Yo between 2002

and 2004 (Appendix A;.40 At the height ofthe BSE crisis in rural Canada in 2004, food

banks in Manitoba were providing food for arr estimated 7,000 people (Appendix B).at

While other factors contribute to these demands, one of the most commonly cited reasons

was the economic crisis in agriculture. In an October 2004 news release, Winnipeg

Haruest stated, " The effect of the farm crisis is severe, and lood managers project

worsening conditions as farmers who depend on grain and cattle have been hit on both

sides this year due to the BSE crisis and the bad weather last summer".a2 For example,

the food banks in the area of Selkirk experienced an increase oî 233%o between 2002-

2004, and the food bank's manager identiflres "farm issues" as the leading cause of tl.re

demand.a3 There are about 40 food banksaa operating in rural Manitoba and Winnipeg

Harvest provides assistance to 16. In 2002103, Winnipeg Harvest distributed

approxinìately 16,000 pounds of food, compared to 46,000 pounds during the 2003/04

year.ot The Chief Executive Ofïicer at the Regina and District food bank, Wayne

Hellquist, has witnessed similar results in Saskatchewan. In reference to the Canadian
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Association of Food Banks 2006 report, a Parliament Hill news conference was held in

early December 2006 where Hellquist stated,

"Tough times in the prairie farm economy are increasìng the lineups at

rural and urban food banks, often forcing farm families to turn to charity
for food. Rural food bar*s, sornething we never used to see are growing. It
is a result of the agricultural economy and that puts tremendous pressure

on rural communities. The erosion of the falrn ecorìomy affects both
farmers and small town businesses that <fepend on them, increasing

.,,J6poveny .

It is hard fo believe that over 6 million people still live in rural Canadian

4t -, .

communities.'' This is approximately one-fifth of the total Canadian population. This

means that the very people that are feeding the world are often unable to feed their own

families. In fact, there is an estimated two million rural Canadians living in poverty,as

The record use of lifelines like food banks puts the crisis into a human perspective. In

March 2006, Canadian Senator, Hugh Segal expressed his concerns on the issue of rural

poverty and stated that an investigation of the issue would "open the door on flaws in

agricultural policy".ae

People in rural towns are also hurting, as their businesses have been st¡angled by

the lack ofdisposable income oftheir residents. To illustrate, in March 2003, the beef

industry in Canada was paralyzed when a cow infected with Bovine Spongiform

Encelopathy (BSE) was discovered in Alberta. This finding forced an economic crisis

within Canada when international bordels slammed shut to beef exports. Within the last

three years, the federal and provincial governments have been scrambling to provide

relief to livestock farmers. As rural communities are dependent on a healthy agricultural

econorny, they have suffered from the financial fallout of the BSE crisis. Local
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businesses like veterinarians, implement dealers, hardware stores, and construction

companies have all faced significant drops in their profìt margins.5o

As the farm population has decreased, so too has their political power and

influence as fewer larmers translates into fewer votes. Based on fhe 2001 Cer¡s¡¿s, the

farm population was an estimate d 2.4o/o of the total Canadian population.5r While this

nurnber may not seem very large, it is nonetheless significant. The s¡nall population of

primary producers means that 100%o of Canada's population is increasingly relying on

fewer producers to fulhll the needs of food production and export potential. In addition,

tlrere is still 20.2% of Canadians living in rural Canada, which still depends on the

stability of local farms to support their communities.s2 The percentage of the farm

population varies across provinces, with the highest concentration in Saskatchewan at

12.6%, followed by Manitoba (6.1%) and Alberta (5.6%).53 Combined, these provinces

have over 50% of Canadian farrns located within their borders.sa In addition, the Prairie

Provinces have the highest rural populations in Canacla (Appendix C).55 Therefore,

agricultural policy is particularly important in these Western provinces, as the largest

rural populations will directly feel the greatest number of effects from a struggling

industry.

As the agricultural crisis in Canada continues to build, there are many economic

and social indicators of the struggle currently faced by Canadian farmers: One of these

problems focuses on the aging population in rural areas. Farmers are perhaps the one of

the oldest occupational groups in Canada and this trend will continue as little incentive is

provided for youth to stay in rural Canada.56 To illustrate, the number offarmers under

the age of35 decreased by rnore than one-third between 1996 and 2001. Further, the
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2001 Census also reported that 34.gyo of all fa¡mers were 55 years or older and ofthose,

15%o were 65 years or older.57 Statistics Canada concluded that another 68,000, or 20% of

farnrers would celebrate their 65th birthday by 201 1 .58 In contiast, only 9o/o of the entire

Canadian labour force will turn65by the 2011.5e These frgures bring up a critical

question: To whom and how will agriculture's assets be transferred to the next generation

when the industry is not an attractive occupational choice for youth?

The fact is that many older farmers are slowly consuming their retirement equity

and/or are taking off-farm jobs to help support their farm because falling asset values are

forcing people to work longer. These are the same individuals who are too young to

consider retiring and cannot afford to sell their farm for basically nothing, when they

have invested so much into their livelihood. As a result, more farmers are sustaining their

farms by relying on off-farm income. For example, in 2001, 346,200 farmers l.¡ad income

fi'om off-farrn employnrent, which represented 45o/o of the total farrning population,

compared to 37%o a decade earlier.60 Although the occupation of farrning is a respected

way of life, the constant frnancial and emotional frustrations have forced many farm

families to seek enployment in urban centers. But the question that arises is why would a

farmer be forced to rely on off-farm income? It only illustrates the dire situation of rnany

farm families when they cannot make a living solely on the investment they have made in

their land, buildings, and livestock. Many politicians, even agriculture ministers, have at

times been very inconsiderate with regard to this issue. In May 2004, the Manitoba

Agriculture Minister, prorroted the floodway expansion as possible employment for

farmers that were forced to seek alternative income.6r Many criticized this statement

because it completely disregarded the plight of struggling farmers.62
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One objective of public policy is to reduce income disparity in Canada.63 Per

capita, the rural-urban income gap is largest within the provinces of Nova Scotia and

Manitoba.64 With all the wealth that is produced in rural communities, this fact illustrates

that very little is being reinvested. Infrastructure repairs on highways and in the towns are

desperately needed; there are closed businesses, healthcare facilities, post offtces, and

schools, and an abundance of catalogues advertising farm sales. Instability in the

agricultural industry and lack of incentive and opportunity given to youth has created an

out migration ofpeople, which has been accompanied by the loss ofpublic services. All

these conditions have contributed to the perception among rural residents that

governments are not fully conmitted to defending the well-being of those who live in

rural areas.

Although the historical foundation ofthe Prairie Provinces lies in agriculture, the

rural communities that were once its growth centers are mainly in decline. There are

many factors that contribute to the eroding state that our rural communities currelltly find

themselves in. Over the past few years rural Canada has witnessed many difflrculties.

Grain prices have shifted dramatically, a crisis has been faced by our livestock industry,

and unpredictable weather conditions and export markets continue to create apprehension

about what the future holds. These troubles have all increased the economic instability of

farming communities that depend on their business. The sentiment ilt rural communities

is one of pride, ambition, and independence. However, as rural people see their rail lines

abandoned, grain elevators destroyed, and their hard work producing ever dirninishing

returns, their pride is replaced by feelings of frustration and despair.
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Farmers have raised their productivity, improved their management practices,

diversified, invested in new equipment and yet this is not being reflected in the form of

higher incomes. If the matter was one of efliciency, good managers would \ave driven

out bad managers by now and farm income would have shown improvement.

Agricultural Economist Hartley Furtan has argued, "Policy ìs rnore importarrt today than

ploduction problems".65 This statement is significant because it uncovers a new

dimension ofthe farm crisis in Canada. As the federal and provincial governments create

policy, their ability to react in the short-term, but plan for reaching long-term objectives

is what will determine how the agricultural industry overcomes their struggle. As the

Canadian agricultural industry confinues to flounder from crisis to crisis, the demand for

more effective programs and political consideration must be addressed. It is necessary

that the political system and the policy network be examined to understand why policy is

mostly reactive and short-term oriented. It is only with this understanding that possible

solutions for better long-term policy can be identified and pursued.
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Chapter Two: The Political Svstem and its Maior Plavers

The policy environment encompasses all state and societal actors and institutions

that directly or indirectly affect the development of a specifrc policy area.r Of course, in

tlie age of globalization, and in terms of agricultural policy specifrcally, the policy

environment also includes intentational influences and pressures. Chapter Tluee will

examine these international pressures, but prior to that discussion, it is important to gain

an understanding of how Canada's political system shapes the policy envirorunent and

how it determines the many relationships within the policy network.

This chapter will explore the complex interrelationships that exist between the

political system and the policy actors that operate within it. As academic G. Bruce Doern

explains, "public policy is best viewed as an interplay among ideas, structures and

processes in which the direction of causality operates both ways, from society and

economy to politics and government and vice versa".2 Ofcourse there are many variables

that exist at any given point in the political environment, including shifting issues and the

skills and priorities of the major policy actors. Therefore, by focusing on agricultural

policy development, it will expose how institutions and policy actors should not be

studied in isolation but rather as interrelated components of an intricate and dynamic

pfocess.
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Chapter Two Part One: The Political System

There are three branches of government in Canada's political system: the

executive, the legislative, and thejudicial. This thesis will limit the discussion to only the

direct policymaking bodies, as the judiciary's involvement in agricultural policyrnaking

is indirect. The executive and the legislative branches of government, and the federal

nature of Canada's political system contribute to the overall development of agricultural

policy. These structures establish a framework that essentially distributes power arnong

policy actors. In Michael Atkinson's academic work, Goterning Canada, he examines

the institutional approach to public policy. This approach argues, "political institutions

play a critical role in determining policy outcomes in Canada".3

To understand how the Canadian political system affects the development of

agricultural policy, it is helpful to draw a comparison with the political system ofanother

nation. An analysis of the similarities and differences between two types of political

systems highlights the limitations and capabilities of the Canadian system to produce

policy that maintains lhe level of stability that the agricultural industry is seeking against

domestic and international pressures.

Canada and the United States share a border and are major economic trading

paftners. Furthermore, the United States is said to have one of the best political systems

when it comes to developing effective agriculture policya. As such, it is useful to cornpare

and evaluate the policymaking systems of the two countries in terms of their relative

ability to support long-term policy consideration and action, The approaches to

agricultural policy in the United States and Canada have been much different especially

in regards to farm programming. Agricultural policy in the U.S. is set in omnibus
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legislation, whereas in Canada, there is no overarching policy but instead, governments

have created a "patchwork" ofstatutes and programs for the agricultural industry.5

These differences in national policy styles in the field of agriculture reflect a

¡rumber of differences between the two countries, including their constitutional and

institutional ân'angements for distributing legal authority and political power. The

constitutional/institutional frameworks within the two political systems are fundamentally

different. Furthermore, these legal features cannot explain everything about how

agricultural policy is shaped, but they provide the necessary starting point for this

analysis. To gain an understanding of policy development, it is essential to examine the

main political structures that exist in both Canada and the United States and compare

them in terms of their ability to establish agricultural policy. As such, this section will

analyze the style ofgovernment, the executive, and the federal structure ofeach nation.

StYle of Government

The political origins ofthe United States and Canada led each country to develop

a different political system. Due to an overwhelming distrust of government among the

colonies at the time of its union, the United States adopted a presidential-congressional

system that entrenched an elaborate array of checks and balances. Conversely, Canada's

cabinet-parliamentary system reflected the Westminster style of British government that

was designed to give power to the prime rninister and cabinet. Moreover, both countries

operate differently under a bicameral system with an upper house in their national

legislature. However, the Senate in the two countries is quite different, with the upper

house in the U.S. being elected and the Canadian Senate being appoirrted. Both countries

also adopted federal systems of divided constitutional authority between national and
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regional governments. As noted in a later section, the Canadian federal system has

becorne highly decentralized, with provincial governments wielding more power

generally than their state counterparts in the U.S.

R. Kent Weaver and Bert A. Rockman identify four main differences between

parliamentary and presidential systems that, to varying deglees, affect policy

development: party discipline/party cohesion, recruitment of ministers, centralization of

powers, and centralization of accountability.6 Each ofthese distinctive components ofthe

two types of political systems will be examined in turn.

Parly Díscipline/ Party Cohesion

The first difference between parliamentary and presidential systems that Weaver

and Rockman identify is strong party discipline/party cohesion. This difference affects

the development of agricultural policy not only in how the interests of citizens are

representecl, but also the overall stability of govemment ancl the policies they generate.

In parliamentary systems of goverlment, the executive is chosen flom the

members of the party that hold the largest number of seats in the legislature. Therefore,

the cabinet will retain their positions as long as their party remains in government, and

can only be removed at the will of the prime minister/premier. In theory, the prime

minister and the cabinet remain in offrce for as long as they have the confidence of a

majority in the House of Comn'rons. Weaver and Rockman explain that if strong party

cohesion did not exist in parliamentary systems, the executive would be constantly

threatened with the fall ofthe government.T The cabinet solidarity that exists in Canada's

political system ensures that any dissension on policy matters is dealt with behind closed

doors. Furthermore, once the party develops a politicat position on a given issue, all
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cabinet members are expected to pubficly support their party's decisions, and all

legislators ale anticipated to vote along party lines. Party members that break fron their

party's position face various sanctions imposed by their party, which incl¡rde: being

ostracized by party associates; refused party funds and organizational support in election

campaigns; passed over for promotion to cabinet; denied decent offrce accommodation

and adequate staff; overlooked as possible members of prestigious parliamentary

committees or of traveling parliamentary delegations; denied the opportunity to ask a

question during Question Period; refused party assistance in performing services for

constituents; or expelled from the caucus.'

In presidential systems, "the executive is separate from the legislature .. . and does

rrot need to retain rnajority support in the legislature".e Therefore, party discipline is not

as essential in the United States, and as a result, individual legislators have more freedom

to vote based on the constituency's interests and concems. American politicians are often

seen as representatives of their electorate first and members of their politicat party

second.

Stability in the American system also comes in the form of fixed terms. The

president and members of the legislative branch all have fixed terms in ofäce, and

elections are held on set dates. Therefore, there is more stability in government as the

executive is not vulnerable to a vote of confìdence, which in parliamentary systems like

Canada's can trigger an election and a subsequent change in government. Since 1962,

Canada's party system has produced several minority governments, all only surviving a

few months in offrce before losing a vote of confrdence in the House of Commons. The

most recent example ofa sudden change irr the Canadian federal governnent was a result
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ofa vote ofconfrdence in November 2005, which led to an election and the defeat ofthe

minority Liberal government in January 2006. However, the Conservative party v/as only

marginally successful as they formed another minority government, which again is

vulnerable to vote of confidence from opposition parties. In the adversarial nature of

Canadian politics, the opposition's decision to introduce a rnotion of non-confidence will

be done as soon as the opposition feels that it is in the most strategic position to win an

election.

As there is no separation between executive and legislative branches in Canada's

political system, and governments, with the exception of tkee provinces (British

Colurnbia, Ontario, and Newfoundland) do not have fixed elections dates, governments

can change abruptly. As policy that has been agreed upon can change when governments

do, the policy created by rninority govemments is not only weak in vision to ensure that it

can gain multi-party support, but also can create inconsistent policy priorities. V.C.

Fowke argues, "Canadian agricultural policy has no degree of permanence or internal

consistency".lo Furthermore, when governments change there is also a change in

priorities and method of how to address issues ofpublic concern.

As agricultural policy development is the joint responsibility of both the federal

and provincial governments, the instability and inconsistency of policy is even further

heightened. For example, a new party in power at the provincial level can effectively

abandon a commitment to a federal program, which was agreed to by its predecessor.

This instability does not help farm programming in Canacla. For example, after the 1991

deleat of the Progressive Conservative government in Saskatchewan, the nevly elected
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New Democratic Party, dramatically lowered the support level for farmers available

through the joint federal-provincial Gross Revenue Insurance Program (GRIP).

The uncertainty and inconsistency of government policies has escalated the

instability for agricultural producers, as governments have proven numerous times that

they are unable to maintain long-term contracts with farmers.I lAgricultural ecouomist,

Andrew Schmitz explains that one ofthe best examples ofthis type ofgovernment failure

was GRIP. Schmitz argues that the Canadian policy was sold to farmers as a long-term

program to stabilize income, yet within the time period of eighteen months it was

substantially changed and later abandoned. "The important point, however, is that

farmers were faced with increased government induced uncertainty. This government

failure was costly to farmers who committed resources to their farms based on promises

made under the 1991 GRIP program".l2

In comparison, the American political systern is superior in providing more stable

programming such as the Farm Bill, which establishes guaranteed minimum levels of

funding. The American Fa¡'m Bill is a creation of the Ag'icultural Adjttslntent Acd which

came into effect in 1933 and requires the national government to rewrite farm policy

every four years. Through lhe Farm Bill, the U.S. governrnent must set levels of

commodity and income support (subsidies) for farmers and outline goals and objectives

for the Arnerican agricultural industry. As politicians design the Farur Bl1¿ it tends to be

more detailed than in Canada, leaving less up to the discretion of the bureaucracy. For

example, the legislation in the U.S. usually sets out the budget needed, whereas in

Canada, the budget is set separately by the Treasury Board Cornmittee, after the program

details are developed by the bureaucra"y.tt In fact, Robert Sopuck, a journalist and
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director for the Frontier Centre for Public Policy, argues that there is a "democratic

defrcit" in Canadian agriculture because policy is driven by the bureaucracy, compared to

the American system that listens more to the needs of their farmers and is set out by the

politicians that represent them.ra The rnain point that Sopuck attempts to establish is that

politicians in the American political systern have greater control over the developnrent of

agricultural policy. However, while the bureaucracy is undeniably influential in

developing Canadian policy, the flrnal word on policy still rests with the ministers to

whom public servants report, as the government is ultimately held answerable for policy

decisions. In a later section, this thesis will examine the role of government offrcials in

greater detail.

Recruitment of Mi nisters

In parliamentary systems, prime ministers select cabinet members from among

the electecl members of their party. There is usually a minister from each province in

Canada, with a member taken from the Senate if there are no available Member's of

Parliament (MP) elected. Therefore, cabinet ministers are "more often policy generalists

than specialists" in that they usually bring more political experience than specialized

knowledge to their assigned area.r5 In the United States, members of Congress are

constitutionally prohibited from serving in executive positions. However, while many

executives do have prior political experience (governorships, rnayoralties, etc.), a cabinet

member is usually not considered to be a "professional politician", but rather have

expertise in their assigned area of responsibility. r6 This aspect ofthe American political

system allows for the executive to bring a wealth of knowledge to their portfolio. In

addition, as mentioned above, the American political system creates stability for the
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executive and by association, the priorities and vision that these individuals have. This is

often a major benefrt to areas like agriculture that require long-term goals and planning

for effective programs.

Despite the fact that the executive, in both the Canadian and American political

systems, is appointed by the prirne rninister/president, the political direction that is taken

from the head ofgovernment varies considerably.

Ce nt ml iz¡tti o n of Pow er

The third difference between parliamentary and presidential systems is how the

centralization of power affects policy development. The influence of the prime

rninisterþresident, the representation of citizens, and the access of citizens to the policy

process, are all affected by the degree of control that the executive has in creating

agricultural policy.

Weaver and Rockman explain that in parliamentary systems, party discipline can

turn the legislature into a "rubber stamp" for executive actions, due to the limited power

of backbenchers and legislative committees to make, or propose amendments to

government legislation. rT However, as academic Christopher Dunn identifies, there is

some variation between federal and provincial cabinets, due to the smaller scale political

dynamic at the provincial level.ls Dunn explains that in addition to provincial cabinets

being larger than their federal counterparts relative to the size of the legislature and

governnìent rnerrbers, they are also more likely to integrate other mernbers ofthe caucus

in policy development.le However, it is still argued by academics G. Bruce Doern and

Peter Aucoin in The Slruchtres of Policy-Making in Canada, that government's policy

priorities stem from the executive, and more specifically, the prime ministerþremier.20 In
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Govemingfront lhe Cenlre, Donald Savoie presents a similar argument, and explains that

the power and control ofthe prime minister, as the central political authority, have grown

substantialty in the last thirty years.2r

As the Canadian prime minister controls the cabinet, sets priorities, and makes

majol appointments to suclÌ bodies as the Senate and various committees, he/she holds

enormous control over the resources that could be given to aid the agricultural industry.

Therefore, the policy initiatives of a particular government are often interpreted as its

priorities. Academic Grace Skogstad and Barry Wilson, a journalist for The Weslern

Producer, both argue that policy development reflects the political priorities set by the

first minister and their cabinet. Both Skogstad and Wilson cite examples of how

agriculture was a low priority in the 1970s when Pierre Trudeau's Liberal government

was in power at the federal level. Skogstad attributes the lack of support and direction for

agriculture during that decade as a direct result of the undenepresentation in the cabinet

and in the caucus of members ft'om the Prairie region of Canada.2z

Donald Savoie's book, Governing f'om the Cenlre, explains that the 'political

authority' that the prime minister has, means that his support for particular issues will

become the larger priorities of the government.23 Barry Wilson argues the actions of

agriculture ministers depend greatly on whether they are a member of a government

which is syrnpathetic to agriculture, and whether they are adept enough at conttolling the

bureaucracy to ensure that their political gains are translated into action.2a For example,

while Wilson details the extensive support that the Diefenbaker government2s showed

towards agriculture, he describes the successive Trudeau govemments26 as 'indifferent'

when it came to agricultural issues during their time in offrce.27 Wilson quotes a senior
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bureaucrat that worked at Agriculture Canada during the Trudeau government years who

stated, "In meetings with oflicials from other departments, I could tell that my item

would be the last one on the agenda and it was another indication of its relative

importance".2s This statement illustrates that for policy endeavours to be conceived and

developed, it is essential that there is support from the prirne trrinister.

While some literature has gone so far as to compare the power of thç Canadian

prime minister to that of a'dictator'2e, others like Paul G. Thomas argue, "the impression

... of a one-person rule is a gross exaggeration".3o Thomas' article, Governing f'ont the

Centre: Reconcephølizing the role of the PM and Cabinef, explains that while the prime

minister's position is prominent, "it does not make his cabinet colleagues any less

ambitious. Srnart prime ministers recognize the need to mobilize consent and support for

actions of the government and they depend on other ministers to contribute to this

process".3r Furthermore, as Donald Savoie notes, Canadian prime ministers have all had

different "personalities, styles, and approaches to governing".32 Therefore, while

agricultural policy is the compilation of many governments programs and policies, the

extent to which agricultural issues are addressed, may largely be determined by the policy

enviromnent, political leaders, and public opinion at a given time.

Thomas also argues that given the scope and complexity of government issues in

addition to fiscal restraint, "policies announced by governments today are rnodifrcations

to existing programs, rather than entirely new innovations".33 To illustratg since the

Canadian Agricultural Income Stabilization (CAIS) program was implemented in 2003,

farm organizations have identifred many problems with its design and irnplementation,

such as the issue of declining margins, its complexity, slow payments to farmers, etc.
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Despite their election promises to replace CAIS, the Conservative Party in offrce after the

January 2006 election opted instead to make changes to the existing program, The fact

that agriculture is a joint responsibility of the two levels of government, rneans that

modifications to existing programs is politically easier than seeking intergovernmental

agreenrents for new programs.

In Canada's system of government the executive proposes most legislation.

Further, in parliamentary systems most legislation proposed by the executive is adopted

by the legislature, especially in majority government situations when the governing party

is not required to seek support from opposition parties to pass legislation. Conversely, in

the American system, the legislature is autonomous ofthe government and as a result, the

president and the executive must often strike bargains with the legislature (House of

Representatives and Senate) or risk their proposals being rejected. Therefore, in the

American political system, policy often changes from its original design to ensure

passage. In Canada, if the government holds a majority of seats, the proposed legislation

is expected to pass in its entirety. As such, while strong party discipline in Canada

essentially suffocates independent legislators from taking an opposing stance against their

party's position, the Canadian system allows for strong leadership and vision when it

conles to policy development. This nleans that if the executive deems agriculture to be a

high priority and commits to an agenda of short and long-term goals, they will face few

obstacles Íìom the legislature in terms of passing and implementing legislation. Of

course, in setting the political agenda, governtnent leaders will consider a range of factors

including: who supporls a given policy endeavour (rnedia, farm lobby), what opposition

they may face in choosing how they respond (opposition parties, stakeholders), and of
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course the nature of the issue (international, national, emergency, etc.). In doing so,

politicians are often lured into reactionary policy measures to keep up with day{o-day

demands, which ultimately contributes to the discouragement of long-term thinking and

bold action.

The level ofpower the executive holds in the political systern is much different in

the United States. Opposite to the Canadian system of collective cabinet decisions, the

cabinet in the American system rarely acts as a collective decision-making body, as it is

not seen to be benelicial to consult cabinet members outside oftheir department, unless a

clear overlap exists. In addition, congressional committees and individual legislators have

considerably more opportunity to introduce legislation through committee actions and

floor amendments, compared to members of parliamentary systems. Moreover, as the

United States has a presidential systern of government where the executive branch is

separate from the legislature, the executive is more dependent on retainirrg good relations

with the Congress and Senate to ensure legislation is supported, which in turn weakens

the executive's allegiance to the president and his priorities. Legislation hke the Farnt

-Bl1l is able to generate support from both major parties, which collectively must agree to

a clarified long-term commitment and vision for agriculture. By establishing long{erm

objectives and standards for subsidy programs, it provides a predictable stability in

American agriculture that is lacking in Canada.

The concentration of executive power in Canadian politics has only increased the

conflict between levels of government. Academics Alan Cairns and Donald Smiley

argue,

"Executive-dominated governnlents, led by different political parties,

fìghting elections at different times and over different issues, become
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preoccupied with maximizing their autonomy and jurisdiction. The
consequence is competition between governments with only very limited
direct participation by groups and individuals".3a

The power of the executive at both the provincial and federal level makes it di{ficult to

hold these offrcials accountable for their actions or inactions. Government ministers are

only truly answe¡able to citizens at election time. Further, the strict party discipline that

exists in the palty system does not allow for individual politicians to publicly debate over

cabinet decisions in support of regional issues, like agriculture. Once cabinet develops a

position, the party members are expected to support the policy. Academic Herman Bakvis

explains that the Canadian cabinet is usually depicted as "a body that is unduly

responsive to a wide range ofparticular interests and special pleadings, that is spendthrift,

and that is unable to make hard decisions".3s As such, the role ofother policy actors, like

the rnedia and lobby groups becorre an essential part of the policy environment as they

force the government to address issues important to Canadians.

Concentration of power in the hands of the executive imposes certain limitations

on citizen participation in policy development. Therefore, the fewer points ofaccess that

a political system has, the more limited the contribution ofthose most affected have over

policy creation. As the primary access route to the decision-making process is through the

prime minister or cabinet, it is essential for agricultural lobby groups to gain access to

government ministers to encourage them to support the industry and its producers.

Academic Michael Atkinson contends that Canada has a less participatory policymaking

process compared to the United States, specifically in regard to the legislative branch of

government, due to strong party discipline and the highly concentrated level of power in

the cabinet.36 Furthermore, in the United States, individual politicians play a larger role in
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farm policy, as the passage of the U.S. Farm Bill requires support frorn both major

political parties (Republicans and Democrats). each chamber of government must

approve it. Additionally, as party discipline in the American system is not as robust,

legislators are more likely to be held individually accountable for the legislation they put

forrh and the positions they took on areas that are important to their constituents.

Centrul izutío n of Accou ntabíl ity

One ofthe most obvious differences between the Canadian and American system

of govemment is the way that governments and politicians are held accountable for their

actions.3? As party discipline and cabinet solidarity are very strong in Canada, individual

legislators are not often expected to stray from party positions and are collectively held

responsible for their party's actions. As mentioned above, due to the lack of strong party

discipline in the American system, the manner to which legislators are held accountable

for their policy stance is much different than in Canacla. In the Canaclian system, party

discipline obliges members of a political party to form a cohesive statrce on policy issues.

Furthermore, while Canadian legislators are viewed as a member of a collective, those in

the U.S. systern are more likely to be seen as individuals, given that there are not as

strongly bound to the political position of their party. Therefore, as citizens in the U.S.

expect their representative to support the issues they deem important, legislators are

individually more accountable for their actiolts on an issue ofpublic policy.

In Canada's political system some ofthe formal legislative procedures that hold

governments accountable are. parliamentary debate and questioning Íìorn the opposition

parties, general inquilies by parliarnentary committees, standing committees, which are

somewhat independent of the executive, rare votes of non-confidence, and elections.
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Therefore, if the Canadian government fails to prioritize agriculture, opposition parties

are expected to hold them accountable. Academic Michael Howlett states, "Legislatures

are crucial forums where social problems are highlighted and policies to address them are

clernanded".3s While government procedures, such as Question Period, are presumed to

be an effective way to hold government atrswerable for the actions, its effrcacy is often

questioned. The adversarial nature of legislative debate often reflects more dyçfunctional

features rather than productive outcomes. As opposition parties become consumed with

trying to attract media attention by blaming government ministers rather than questioning

them, the executive responds either with equal venorn or general avoidance. As

underlined by Paul G. Thomas' article Performa ce Measurentent, Reporling and

Accoanlabilily: Recenf h'ends and Fulu'e Dh'eclions, Question Period can create a

situation in which ministers will seek to

"avoid the publicity and controversy that "bad news" brings- reacting

defensively when something goes vvrong. For their part, opposition parties

can usually be counted on to interpret mistakes and shorlcornings in
performance in the worst possible light. When such clashes take place and

are reported in the media, the issues involved become amplified and

distorted. The whole process contributes to the public's impression that

nothing or little in govèrnment works as intended."re

Similarly, as Aucoin argues in Accotrntability: The Key to Resloring Public Conftdence in

Govet'nntenl, Question Period is only a "limited device for extracting an account from

government".40

The nature of legislative debate also contributes to why government policy is

more reactionary. As ministers are constantly trying to avoid media attention that will

expose any trace of failule on their part, they try to deal with issues immediately and

quickly. As Susan Sutherland writes in her article, The Public Service and Policy
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Det,elopmenl, "The House of Commons exerts a feactive accountability'.at As such,

important issues may not stay on the political agenda for long periods of time

The Senate

In addition to the four differences that Weaver and Rockman identi$, the

different roles ofthe Senate in the Canadian and Alnerican political systems also irnpacts

how agricultural policy develops.

Canada and the United States both operate under a bicameral system with a House

of RepresentativeslHouse of Commons and a Senate. However, there are some major

differences in how these chambers of government are represented and how they operate.

The members of the House of RepresentativeslHouse of Commons are elected in both

nations based on population. Irr most instances, legislation begins its passage in the lower

house and the Senate's approval is subsequently required for its passage-

Unlike Canada, the United States has an elected Senate. The elected Senate is one

of the more notable differences of the political systents, and is also olle of the prirrcipal

factors used to explain why agriculture is given more attentioll in the U.S.. For a number

ofreasons the U.S. Senate is often recognized by scholars to be one the most powerful

legislative institutions in the world, Each state, regardless ofsize or population, is allotted

two Senate seats. This gives states that have small populations political leverage as they

often bargain with the House of Representatives over legislation. Moreover, as

agricultural bills start in the House of Representatives, they must also be passed in the

Senate, where regions have more influence. In cornbination with the abserrco of strong

party disciptine, this arrangement gives regional concerns a much stronger voice at the

federal government's policy table. Powerful elected senators from American farm states
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ensure that the needs of their constituents are reflected in farm policy. For example,

senators from the low-population Midwest states have been recognized as holding a large

degree of political power in the Senate by forming a collective policy front on regional

issues like agriculture (i.e. The Farm Bil[).42 Furthermore, as American senators are

elected for six-yeæ ternls, with one third of the seats up for a vote every two years, the

system allows for the continual progression of issues before Senate. This elernent of the

political system allows for agricultural issues to be addressed in a consistent long-term

manner.

The roles and power of Senate committees in Canada and the United States also

vary in the development of agricultural policy. While the consultation process is

relatively similar in both countries, the major difference relates to the firstJtand policy

development that the Agriculture Senate Committee has in the United States. For

exarnple, in the drafting oî the Farm Bill, the Senate's Agriculture Committee will submit

its draft to the Senate body once the committee members have cotne to an agreelnent on

context and language. In Canada, a committee's duties are limited to conducting studies

on issues, and reviewing legislation. This role results in the committee putting forth

recommendatiorrs and reports. However, for Senate amendments and comrnittee reports

to have any impact on policy development in Canada, usually depends on a number of

favourable circumstarrces, such as a minister who is gerruinely seeking advice and/or is

being pressured from provincial governments or lobby groups. Therefore, while Senate

Committees in Canada are important, their power relative to that of Senate Committees in

the United States is negligible- as is evidenced by the pivotal role the U.S. Senate

Committee on Agricullure plays in the developrnent of the Farn Bill.
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The Canadian Senate is constantly criticized for its lack of power, which is

closely related to its appointed status and lack of democratic legitimacy. Senators are

appointed by the prime minister and can serve until the age of 75. Most Senate

appointments represent prime ministerial patronage for past or future service to the

governing party, Therefore, party loyalty is oftelì expected to plevail over regional

representation in the operating of the Senate. Academic Richard Simeon deScribes the

Senate as, "primarily a retirement home for party warhorses, with little policymaking

significance and even less function in federal-provincial relations".a3 This criticisnl

reflects a longstanding, and widely held view of this institution, which may not be

entirely fair. In The Parliament of Canada, C.E.S. Franks cites a number of reasons why

the Senate may be a more useful institution than the quotatiorr from Simeon implies.aa

One of these reasons is that while Canadian senators are most often appointed on a

partisan basis, investigations do not usually reflect a partisan bias. Furthermore, there are

tnany extremely able and experienced Carradians sitting as Setlatofs that contribute to

investigative work and who are able to contribute a longer-term perspective because they

are not threatened by election defeat. Despite the positive contribution that many

Canadian senators make to the policy environment by conducting research and producing

reports, its deficiencies in terms of representation and accountability mean that there will

continue to be calls for fundatnental reforms to the institution.

As originally designed, the Senate was meant to represent the regions of Canada

in the national policy process. Those regions have evolved in their econolnic and social

characteristics over tilne. As noted in Chapter One, the Prairie Provinces are three ofthe

largest dependents on a stable agricultural economy. Unfortunately, the political systern
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of Canada is not as supportive of regional issues as the United States. In comparing the

role of the Senate in respect to agricultural policymaking, agricultulal economist

Katherine Baylis argues that compared to the United States, "Regional interests have a

much srnaller voice in Canada".a5 Baylis concludes that the equal number of elected

representatives who serve for a specified term, make them nore accountable for their

policy positions, and therefore more loyal to their electorate's pliorities.a6 However, it is

important to keep in mind that the different roles and duties ofthe Senate are determined

by the political system in which they exist. Therefore, despite the fact that the Canadian

Senate was not designed 1o provide equal representation to regional issues, it does not

mean that the institution is completely insignifrcant. In terms of agriculture, the Senate

Committee does investigate a number of important topics facing the industry and often

provides valuable recommendations in their reports to the House of Commons.

Therefore, the extent to which the Canaclian Senate is valuable to policy development in

its current state is subject to ongoing debate. However, for the purposes of this thesis it is

only necessary to focus on the extent to which the Canadian and American Senates' are

able to provide regional representation and subsequent policy contributions.

While the Senate does not represent provinces and regions in Canada to the sarne

extent as the American system, the joint constitutional responsibility for agriculture in

Canada, and the decentralized character of the Canadian federal system allows for

signi{icant input from provincial governments. Therefore, the next step in assessing horv

Canada's political system affects policy development is to examine the federal

relationship between the national government and its provirrcial counterparts.
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Federalism

Canada and the United States both have a federal system, which gives the

provinces/states a great deal of power over their own affairs. However, the main

difference between political systems is the extent to which the national government must

consult with the provinces/states. In the united states the national government is able to

produce legislation, such as the Farn Bill, which establishes national standards for

American farmers' subsidies without requiring the approval of individual states.

Conversely, in Canada the lederal system has evolved to reflect a much more

decentralized system than the United States, especially in regards to agriculture. As the

jurisdiction for agriculture is shared between the two levels of government in Canada, it

is essential to briefly examine the shifting trends of federal relations in canada, and

assess how the present state offederalism is impacting policy creation for the agricultural

industry.

Until the 1960s, provinces were willing to let the federal government take control

over agricultural policy direction and followed their lead.aT Despite the shared

jurisdiction over agriculture, there was little conflict between governments. Then in the

latter part of the 20Û' century, provinces began to demand more control over policy

matters. In the 1960s, Prime Minister Lester Pearsoll began an era that he called

,cooperative federalism', which offer ed provincial premiers a larger role in how national

programs were designed and implemented. In retum, the provinces accepted that the

federal governrnent would have some control in matters ofprovincial jurisdiction. At first

this cooperative arrangemeltt focused rnore on social services like health ca[e, but

gradually the provinces asserted themselves in more areas of public policy, including
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agriculture. Academics William Chandler and Herman Bakvis argue that the

constitutional jurisdiction that provinces have over natural resources led to the rise of

'competitive federalism', and an adversarial relationship between the federal and

provincial governments".as

As in many areas of Canadian public policy, the tl'etrd in recetlt decades has been

the rise of 'competitive federalism', where provinces are demanding more autonomy in

policy areas and are fighting for federal resources. The frrst ministers' conference is a

clear clisplay of premiers seeking to gain maximum political advantage by demanding

greater resources and autonomy. However, the effrcacy of this type of negotiation

bet'¡r'een the two levels of government executive has been criticized. As Roger Gibbons

argues, "The increasing executive control over policymaking has taken policymaking out

of the legislatures and insulated policy decisions from public pressure, partisan debate,

ancl electoral combat".ae Limiting access of pressure groups and public accountability is

obviously not benefrcial to the creation of agricultural policy, as farrners gÌeatly depend

on farm organizations to tobby government on their behalf and opposition parties to

challenge government on their actions.

Academics Paul G. Thomas and Robert Adie explain that the relations between

the federal and provincial government vary across time and policy field and that relations

between the two levels of government undoubtedly reflect a number of contributing

facto¡s. These include: "the historical nature ofthe relationship, the wealth and size ofthe

province, the distributive nature of the provincial society, the political parties in offrce in

the two capitals, and the relative bureaucratic capacity and competence ofthe provincial

government".50 The factors that Thomas and Adie identify all contribute to'asymmetrical
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federalism', which is a term most often used to describe the variation among provinces in

their relationship with the federal government.5r

As agriculture is a responsibility ofboth the federal and provincial governments,

it is essential that both levels of government attempt to streamline legislation to prevent

overlap, duplication, or conflict. To accornplish this, extensive discussions take place

between ministers and bureaucrats at both levels. Not only is it diffrcult to achieve

consensus among ten provinces and the federal government, but also there are many

variations in how programs are implemented and funded.

The increase of provincial power and autonomy within Canada's federal system

has complicated the policymaking process to a considerable extent. It is hard to reach a

national consensus when provinces often clash with each other over fesources, interests,

and ideology. The joint jurisdiction over agriculture has meant that there is agreat deal of

time spent consulting, cleveloping a ftlnding formula, and formulating policy that all

counterparts can agree on. Michael Howlett argues that the existence ofa fedefal system

affects the capacity of governments to deal with pressing issues in a "timely and

consistent manner", because when different levels ofgovernment must negotiate to reach

some agteement, policymaking can be a "[ong, drawn-out, and often rancorous affair".52

This position is valid in regards to the development of long-term agricultural

policy and explains why Canada's policy environment favors policy that is "ad hoC' in

nature.53 As William Chandler and Herman Bakvis contend,

"The dispersion of power irr federal systems and the necessity of seeking

consensual solutions among a large number of policy actors combine to
inhibit the prospects for effective planning of long-terrn economic

strategies. In a series of ad hoc actions and uncoordinated initiatives by
both the federal and provincial governments, all of which result in policies

that lack coherence and comprehensiveness".'o
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The Royal Commission on the Economic Union and Development Prospects for Canada

would agree with this perspective. In the Commission's 1985 report they state, "Decision

making costs increase as eleven sets of political authorities must coordinate their

activities. The result in shared fields often seems to be immobility and indecisiveness ...

Federalism seems to be the enemy of policy that is planned, comprehensive, coherent,

uniform, and consistent".s5 Grace Skogstad takes a similar position, arguing, "federalism

has a direct and constraining effect", in regards to agricultural policy development.sG

Long-term objectives for the agricultural industry are difficult to reach in a competitive

and often adversarial political environment. As the nature of Canadian politics often

presents a climate of politicians fighting over who receives credit o1l a given issue,

rneaningful and progressive development often gets lost amongst political rhetoric.

Therefore, pursuing some clegree of cohesion on policy matters between the two levels of

government is not an easy and uncomplicated task. As such, long-term policy

development may reflect the limitations ofthe adversarial relationship.

The main issue fueling the struggle between the federal and provincial

governments is often tied to the frnancing of policy initiatives. Not only is this conflict

leading to inconsistent farm support programs across the nation, but agricultural

economist, Andrew Schrnitz predicts that it will lead to a decrease in provincial demands

for more programming on behalf oftheir agricultural producers.5T In Canada, the funding

formula for stabilization programs has evolved from being solely a federal responsibility,

to a federal-producer responsibility, and most recently to being a tripartite federal-

provincial-producer responsibility. Andrew Schmitz argues that the Canadian federal

government favors the tripartite funding formula, not only because farm programming is
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expensive, but also because when the provinces are required to pay a larger share ofthe

funding, the demands for new funding and programs decrease.58 Furthermore, if there is a

decrease in provincial demands for fear that they may have to assume additional financial

burden, it further frustrates agricultural producers as they rely in part on the provincial

government to lobby on their behalfat the federal level.

Beginning in the 1990s, the Canadian government required the provinces to

assume a greater share of financing farm expenditure programs. The common formula

has since been 600/o federal funding, and 40Yo provincial funding. However, provinces

vary considerably in their governing political parties, economic interests, and most

importantly financial capabilities. For example, Saskatchewan and Manitoba, whose

economies are highly dependent on agriculture reverìues, have a tnore diffrcult time

funding programs compared to wealthy province like Alberta or a larger province like

Quebec. Grace Skogstad argues, "The result is that producers in different parts ofCanada

are tfeated differently, with some offered better insurance against the itrherent income

risks of farming".se In fact, Aiberta and Quebec have both introcluced provincial

agricultural support programs, which has led to different levels of support among

provinces. For example, during the BSE crisis, Alberta was able to offer their beef cattle

farmers a level of aid through subsidy programs that was unmatched in the other Prairie

Provinces. At the time, Manitoba's Agriculture Minister called for the Alberta

government to reduce its levels of support and for the federal government to step in to

level the amount of assistance across the country.60 Obviously intended to deflect

criticism of her government, the Agriculture Minister's comments nevertheless reflected

the reality of inequality among farmers in different areas of Canada. Boyd Mullin, a
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Manitoba farmer stated, "I know it's not right and I'd like to be treated as an equal. Just

because I live in a different province I don't think I should be penalized".6r In addition,

when Alberta offers greater levels of funding for their farmers, it leaves producers in

other provinces at a disadvantage, as they are more lulnerable to international and

domestic competitiorl.62

The lack of national standards in farm programs has led to demands that the

Government of canada assume a larger role in funding and most importantly in setting

direction for agricultural programming. The lack of established national standards for

farm programs is often identiflred as one weakness that the Canadian political system has

produced. The diversity ofCanadian provinces makes it dif{ìcult to achieve consensus on

policy priorities and national programs. In turn, programs may be diluted or provinces

may just choose to opt out ofnational programming and create their own. This produces a

variety of programs across Canada. This is not the case in the United States, which as

previously mentioned, imposes a rntional Farm Bill that establishes standards for all

American producers. If the canadian federal government legislated agricultural policy to

the same extent, the federal law would establish national standards and reduce

inconsistent programs among provinces.

One of the constant challenges of the federal government is to recognize the

constitutional right of provincial governments to make farm policy, with the need for

national program vision.63 Barry Wilson argues that the federal government has two

major complaints with regard to their relations with the provinces over agricultural

policy, First, the provinces are not financially contributing enough to agricultural

progrun,suo; and secondly, provincial spending is not focused on national agricultural
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standards, but rather promoting their own producers to the disadvantage of other

provinces.65 As in many areas of public policy, provinces routinely deflect the blame for

lack ofprograms to the federal government's unwillingness to provide greater funding to

the provinces. The mutual animosity that exists among governments over finances is

apparent in the present state ofaglicultural prograrnrning in Canacla.

The provinces have been eager to develop agricultural policy. However, they also

expect the federal government to take the lion's share of responsibility when it comes to

funding. Given the diflering economic capabilities amongst provinces and regions, it is

understandable that their position on economic policy and their distribution of resources

vary. Moreover, most provinces are unwilling or unable to fund a larger share of

agricultural programs. This presents an opportunity for the federal government to

establish national standards for agricultural producers with the funding that it is able to

provide. This does not mean that provinces should have a restricted role in policy

development within their jurisdiction, but rather the national government must take a

greater role in setting national policy direction. This proposal will be furtherexplored in a

later chapter, as one possible way to reduce the difflrculties of creating long-term,

effective policy for the agricultural industry. Successful agricultural policy requires

coordination between both levels ofgovernment. There must be greater attempts to make

the federal system in Canada more efficient in establishing a policy basis for futule

economic stability for the industry.

By comparison, the lack of jurisdictional disputes in the United Sates has made

the developrnent of a single agricultural policy (i.e. the U.S. Farm.Bll/) possible. EveLy

four years, the United States has to pass a -Farzr BilÌ thal develops a long-term strategy,
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This is not the case in Canada, which partly explains why Canada has so many ad hoc

progfams that respond to issues as they arise. Creating the Farnt Bill is a process that

requires the bargaining between the Congress, the White House, the Senate, and special

interest gfoups. By requiring a broad base of political support for farm legislation, it

allows for long-term initiatives and national standards for aglicultulal producers

The federal system in Canada should not be solely regarded as an obstacle to

policy development in agriculture. In fact, the provinces can be "laboratories for

innovation", and there are clear examples of how provinces in many policy fields have

developed innovative programming.66 Further, what the provincial governments create

could be used as a foundation in which the federal government could build upon to

achieve short and long-term objectives.

Conclusion

The political system of Canada has undoubtedly aflected how agricultural policy

is created. However, it is important to remember that policy is not only a product of

institutional capabilities but also the actiotts and influences of domestic policy actors, as

well as international and domestic pressures. As Canada's policy process is concentrated

in the hands offirst ministers and cabinets at the national and provincial level, how other

actors behave and their influence within the policy process is also shaped by the

structures of the political system. While the American system creates a much different

policy environment for agriculture and citizen representation, the Canadian system still

holds the ability to produce better and more effective policy for agriculture. Therefore, to

suggest ho\ aglicultural policy could be improved, it is necessary to look at the second

component ofthe policy environment: the policy network
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Chapter Two Part Two: The Policv Network

The previous section established an explanation of the institutional framework

within which agricultural policy actors exist and operate. This framework determines, to

solrle not easily specified extent, the nature of relations between policy actors and the

degree of power they exercise. Michael Atkinsorr argues, "State organization has

implications for the concentration and diffusion of power, for the manner in which

societal actors organize and participate in policymaking, and for the process whereby

some ideas are nuftuled and others discarded or igrrored".67 Therefore, to provide an irr-

depth examination of the policy environment for agriculture, it is crucial to analyze the

influence and capacity for action that individual policy actors have over the creation of

agricultural policy in Canada.

The pattern of interaction that develops among societal and state actors is often

characterized as a 'policy network' or 'policy conmunity'.68 In Policy Conmrunilies and

Public Policy in Canada, William Coleman and Grace Skogstad define 'policy

community' to include "all actors or potential actors \ryith a direct or indirect interest in a

policy area or function who share a common policy focus, and who, with varying degrees

of influence shape policy outcomes over the long run".6e In the development of

agricultural policy, policy actors usually include: politicians, the bureaucracy, rnedia,

farmers/lobby groups/agri-busitress, and consulners. As these groups interact and exefi

varying degrees of influence and perspective, government responds by developing or

modifying policy initiatives.

While there are generalizations to be made about policymaking, variations of the

policy network lead to different patterns of development depending on the policy
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domain.?o Atkinson explains that thefe is no set pattern ofpublic policy development, but

rather, each area ofpublic policy has "different actors, different coalitions, and dilferent

patterns of interaction".Tl Moreover, the number of policy actofs, their specifrc interests,

and the distribution of power affect the outcome of policy creation. These diflerences

essentially mean that the development of agricultural policy differs from areas like health

and justice. Furthermore, even within the agricultural policy field, different issues will

produce different patterns of interaction.

If each area of public policy is developed differently because of the associatiolr

between policy actors, then the question that remains is, how does their interaction affect

the quality ofthe agricultural policy that is produced? To attempt to answer this question,

it is crucial to acknowledge that the relations between policy actors are not lineâr, nor do

they exist in isolation from each other. Instead, the interaction between them is best

understood as a matrix, with influence over policy direction flowing many ways forming

a webJike pattern betweerr the "rnajor players" of agricultural policymaking. The

following sections will expand on the roles of each policy actor, and will attempt to

illustrate the linkage between them, in addition to detaìling the roles they have in the

Canadian policymaking environment

Policv Actor #1-Government

Elected and non-elected offrcials that exist within the institutional frarnework of

government are the primary actors in the creation of agricultural policy. As governments

set priorities, respond to issues, create policy, and implement programs, their role is

unparalleled by any other policy actor. As such, what irrfluences their policy decisions
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and what guides their political direction, is the determinant in how agricultural policy

develops.

The policy that government produces is a compilation of many factors- past and

present initiatives, political objectives, and the consideration of other policy actors, most

notably the rnedia, stakeholclers, and the electorate. As different levels ofgovernment and

their officials, are obviously in the best position to shape policy direction through

progfams and legislation, attributing the ongoing struggle ofthe agricultural industry to

the inability ofgovernment to provide effective solutions, could therefore be a reasonable

assessment.

The following section will examine the role of government offrcials, explore the

reactive nature of Canadian politics, and analyze the environment in which agricultural

policy is derived. Through this analysis, it will provide a better understanding of why

agricultural policy is not addressing the real problems withirr the industry'

Elected Officiols

The role of elected ofTìcials is essentially determined by their position within

govefnment. With regard to the policymaking process, the executive holds enormous

power as it makes the major policy decisions of government. Michael Atkinson defines

,governing' as the ,'ability to set appropfiate and attainable policy goals, to marshal

fesources for the achievement of those goals, and to pursue them in a manner that

enhances the legitimacy of the institutions of govemment".?2 Of course what is

appropriate and attairrable is often very subjective and open to political dispute.

Therefore, it is the legislature that gives legitimacy to the policymaking process by

debating and approving the rneasures put forward by the executive. Performing these
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duties, whether they afe at the federal or provincial level, requires politicians to sefve

various responsibilities within the context ofbeing a legislator.

As an elected member of the legislative branch, politicians are not only

representatives of their constituencies, but also members oftheir respective pafty caucus.

How politicians fulfill their ¡oles, impacts how agricultural policy is created. As noted in

Chapter One, party discipline in Canada's political system has a large impact on how

politicians carry out their duties. Politicians are expected to publicly uphold their party's

position on a given policy matter, even though behind closed doors they may disagree

with the leadership or direction being taken. It is also true that the electolat€ most often

bases their vote on the political party rather than the traits ofthe individual candidate. As

such, when it comes to policymaking in Canada, serving the role as a representative of a

constituency is closely linked to the role ofbeing a member ofa political party

As demographics illustrate the decline in farm families in recent years, farmers

have lost considerable political strength. Therefore, they rely on their elected

representatives at the provincial and federal level, to serve on their behalf and be a strong

voice for their industry. At the provincial level, ministers are closer to local issues and

that presents more opportunity for producers to approach these officials, and their staff,

whether it is directly or tkough lobby representation. However, even provincial

agriculture ninisters are ofteu criticized for being "out oftouch" with issues T3

At the federal level, farmers constitute an even smaller percentage ofthe general

electorate, and therefore depend on the provincial government to put pressure on their

national counterpâfts to addless their collcerns. Agricultural producers also access the

federal government through their MPs. However, while MPs may present fhe interests of
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the electorate to their colleagues, it may not matter unless the goverlìment establishes the

issue as a priofity. Richard simeon, author of Federal-Ptot incial Diplomacy: The

Making of Recent Policy in Canada, illustrates this perspective when he cites the

comments of a Manitoba MP who stated, "[Being a provincial spokesman] is a pretty

minor ¡ole for MPs. You hardly ever hear fi'om the provincial goverllmellt. Lirles are all

party down here".7a Therefore, as pafiy discipline plays such a predominant role in

canadian government, agricultural producers ultimately depend on pressuring the

executive at both levels of government to set agriculture as a government priority, devote

resources, and develop policy that seeks to address the problems plaguing the industry.

The cabinet in the parliamentary system is the key political player in policy

development. In addition to the fact that its authority faces few checks within the

Canadian political system, it also has access to many resources that strengthen its position

in policy matters. Tlìere are five main resources that are identiflred by Michael Howlett in

his book, Sndying Public Policy.1s Ttre first is the control over information. The

communication staff and resources available to the prime minister and his cabinet, allow

the cabinet to control an immense amount of information on a given issue and plan an

elaborate strategy on how they will present their message. Moreover, the executive

chooses what information it withhotds, releases, and manipulates, and does this to present

its position in the best possible light.76 The second is control over fiscal resources, which

allows the government the general discretion as to how it allocates resources and what

areas of policy it wants to set as priorities. The third resource identifred, is the

unpar.alleled access to the mass media in publicizing the government's position and

undermining those ol its opponents. The bureaucracy is the fourth powerful resource of
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the executive, as it not only provides valuable advice but also carries out the

government,s set priorities. The frfth resource is the control that the executive has over

the timing of introducing and passing legislation. By determining when bills are to be

introduced to the legislature and when they are expected to pass, the executive attempts

to control tlre political agenda.

In any govemment organizational chart, the Agriculture Minister is considered to

be at the top of the agricultural policymaking structure. As government ministers are not

expected to be experts in their assigned portfolio, they rely on the bureaucracy to provide

the knowledge needed to make informed policy decisions.

Bureaucrats

Appointed public offrcials who deal with public policy and administration are

collectively referred to as the 'bureaucracy'. In this role, members of the bureaucracy

advise governrnent ministers on policy issues, draft legislation/regulations, propose

budgets, spend government funds, and implernent government policies and programs.

Paul Pross argues that it is the considerable autonomy that is granted to the bureaucracy

to carry out these roles that make the senior ranks of the public service the preferred

target for interest groups.Tt In fact, agricultural economist Hartley Furtan argues that the

bureaucracy's role in agricultural policyrnaking is so prevalent that, "in tlte U.S,

politicians rnake policy, while irl Canada, policy changes come from bureaucrats".Ts At

first, Furtan's argument nìay seem to contradict the position that academics like Donald

Savoie have taken, arguing the immense power of the cabinet in setting political

dir-ection. However, Fufian's position does not challenge the central role that the cabinet
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has in policy direction, rather he focuses on how policy change is ofìen central to the

influence the bureaucracy has, as it caries out its departmental duties

Given the complexity and sheer number ofissues that are brought to the attention

of government, politicians are forced to "leave wide discretionary powers to the public

selice to cafly out their general, abstl'act goals".7e As a result, the bureaucracy is often

the subject of extensive criticism when agricultural policy fails to address the concerns

that it was intended to. As a result, agricultural policies are often deemed to be

,illegitimate'. When it comes to agricultural policy, some may argue that legitimacy is

subjective, as it is most likely assumed to be linked with how successful a policy or

progfam is perceived to be. However, the legitimacy ofa policy or program is more often

based on two nrain factofs: ho\'r' it was derived, and more speci{ìcally who developed it.

Agricultural producers and farm lobby groups often attribute failed policy

measures with the lack of consultation with farmers, or the disregard for the suggestions

tlrey nrake. For exarnple, the Agr.iculrural Policy Frantetuork (2003) was a federal-

provincial agreement that has been criticized for being 'illegitimate' because it "lacked

practical farm input".8o Journalist Barry Wilson argues that the result has been, "one of

the most unpopular and i.effective farm progtams in a generation...".8l Another

prominent example is the Canadian Agricultural Income Stabilization program (CAIS)

since the CAIS program began in 2003, farm lobby gfoups have been vocal in stating

their concerns over how the program is designed and horv it is administered. CFA

president, Bob Friesen, states, "We could see the flaws, we could predict the failures, but

the rnindset in the department at the time was that they knew best and we were over-

reacting. I think a lot of the problems could have been avoided if they had been more
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willing to involve the industry in the design".8' From a political party perspective, a

report released by the national Liberal party's agricultural task force in July 2006

attributed the weakness ofpast Liberal government safety net policies to the façt that they

were "made by bureaucrats and politicians without heeding the real needs and input of

farurers and their represeutative organizations".83 while the Liberal party lays partial

blame on politicians, the bureaucracy is also recognized to have contributed to failed

programming. David Rolfesa, president of the Keystone Agricultural Producers contends

that the bureaucracy is often lacking in frontline knowledge ofthe industry, resistant to

advice from lobby groups, territorial over issues that cross departmental lines, and are

often overly sensitive to criticism.s5 Barry Wilson, a journalist for The ,l/eslem Producer

for over 26 years, presents a similar perspective, arguing that politicians and bureaucrals

most often accept farm organizations' ideas only when they "support their

prescription".s6

\n Breaking the Bar.gain,Donald savoie explains that there is "a thin line between

what is policy and what is political ... governments rìow expect career officials to be

policy actors not just inside but also outside government circles".87 According to Savoie,

it is "extremely diffrcult for career offtcials to participate with tron-government actors in

lhe policy process as neutral observers unwilling to support a policy position" ss

Therefore, conflict between bureaucrats and lobby gfoups may arise when there are clear

differences in how policy is created and implenlented. III contrast, retired senior public

servant, Afthur Kroeger argues, there is a difference between political and partisan and

while deputy rninisters (DNf) will lay out political arguments for mirtisters to consider,

the final decisions always rest with the elected offrcials.tt This latter viewpoint
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minimizes the influence ofsenior public servants. Regardless, given the prominent fole of

the bureaucracy in the creation and implementation of agticultural policy they are often

seen as logical targets to blame when programs fail or lobby group concerns are not

addressed. whether this is a valid assessment or not, it contributes to the contentious

debate arnong policy actors on the topic of the bureaucracy's role irr agricultural policy

development.

Journalist Robert sopuck has been a vocal critic of what he refers to as "the

bureaucratic stranglehold on farm policy in Canada".eo Sopuck argues that ineffective

farm programs are the result of passive cabinet ministers who "act like interested

spectators, but are divorced from the final result, and an unaccoutltable bureaucracy that

is not heeding the advice of the agricultural community".nt As one of the least visibte

policy actors in agricultural policy developntent, the public service is often cited to be

.unaccountable', 'unelected', 'large', and 'uncontrollable'. As farm organizations rely on

their access to department offrcials to translate their concerns and suggestions to political

leaders, the bureaucracy is the target of criticism when government policy fails to reflect

the larm lobby,s proposals. without applying the advice of the farm organizations,

bureaucrats often design farm policy according to what "should" work within the

industry, but most often fails to do so once implemented.e2 Critics often cite the myriad

of ineffective farm programs that have been developed by both levels ofgovernment over

the last couple of decades as evidence of this phenontenon.

A link that is often drawn between bureaucrats and ill-designed farm programs is

that the bureaucracy is 'permanent' and 'resistant to change'. As governments change

regularly in Canadian politics, the bureaucracy remains almost cornpletely intact within
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departments at both the provincial and federal level. This combined with a lack of

political direction from cabinet, is often used to explain why agricultural policy is rarely

innovative. Donald Savoie, author of Got'erning .front lhe Cenl¡'e, states, "The role of

senior public servants is to take political direction, and where it doesn't exist, to tread

water until direction is given".e3

As the bureaucracy's role is to execute the policy established by the Agriculture

Minister and his government, they often consult with stakeholders such as business

groups and farm lobby groups. As such, one should expect that they woulcl be able to

provide constructive suggestions for policy initiatives that would effectively connect

government to the realities faced by producers. However, as Barry Wilson argues in his

book Farning the SysÍent, ntany agriculture ministers, at both the federal and provincial

levels, have often found the bureaucratic staffresistant to change, which Wilson cites as a

main reason why new policy ideas "rarely are presented from the bottom up".ea

As the above discussion would suggest, agricultural policy developrnent may be

ineffective given that politicians rely on the bureaucracy to suggest policy change, and

the bureaucracy fails to do so. However, as G. Bruce Doern and Richard Phidd argue,

,,There is no satisfactory way to generalize about the balance, or the lack thereof, between

"bottom-up" or "top-down" sources of policy initiation, since these are governed by both

perception and by evidence".es However, Arthur Kroeger who over his career headed the

federal departments of Transport, Industry, Errergy, Economic Development and

Ernployment, explains that in principle, the role of a deputy minister is to gâther

information and analyze problems.e6 However, Kroeger explains that in reality it is often

difficult for bottom-up policymaking to occur because frontline administrators are often
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spread throughout the nation and as such, ideas or concerns often do not easily frlter

through the lines of communication to the senior civil servants in Ottawa.eT

As the bureaucracy will continue to remain directly accountable to ministers, and

only indirectly accountable to Parliament ând the public, it is necessary for politicians to

become str.onger leaders who can commullicate a cleaf vision and woÍk with the

bureaucracy to achieve set goals. While ministers should encourage the public service to

make suggestions on policy matters, it is the responsibility of elected offrcials to set the

larger direction for government policy, as they will be held answerable to the public at

election time. Academic Donald savoie cites that in his research, career officials in

central government agencies,

"respond whenever clear and consistent political direction is given, that

when political authority decides to focus its energy on selected issues and

clearly lays down the d-irection it wishes to pursue . will give their best

effortto make it work.eR

However, while political direction is important, it is still the bureaucracy that will help

develop the design and implementation of the government policies. Therefore, if farm

organizations still feel that their opinions are not contributing to policy development,

criticisnl is likely to continue and ineffective programming may result. 'Effective' policy

development requires the contribution of a range of policy actors: the provocation of

issues by interest groups and the media; the initiative of politicians to seize political

direction and establish a clear agenda; and the bureaucracy to appraise the suggestions of

stakeholders, and present valuable advice to cabinet

The Role of the Depuq) Minister

Donald Savoie quotes J.W. Pickersgill, a former federal cabinet minister, who

stated, "No one with any experience expects a minister to manage his department. That is
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the duty of the deputy minister".ee In carrying out their duties, DMs are expected to

remain nonpartisan. While this is most often the case, it does not mean that they are

isolated from the workings of political strategy that exist in government. Barry Wilson

argues that bureaucrats "are at least equal partners in the policy-making process and often

are the driving force".r00 Wilson explains that bureaucrats keep the rninister infolned,

meet with lobbyists, prepare supporting arguments to be used in political battles, and

often succeed in swinging the political agenda by controlling the information that is

filtered to oflicials.r0r The powerful role that a deputy minister can have in policy

development is reflected in the following case study.

The Crow Rate Issue

Elected offrcials make policy decisions based on the information they receive

from the bureaucracy. The bureaucracy assesses whether a particular policy option is

feasible, based on their available resources, and will provide advice to the minister'. This

advice is not always the result ofa minister's request. In fact, policy direction and change

may be a product ofa bureaucrat's initiation. One ofthe best examples ofthis was in the

early 1980s when the Deputy Minister of Transport suggested dramatic change to

Canadian freight rate subsidies.

Arthur Kroeger, a highly accomplished public servant, had been appointed to the

role of deputy minister to serve under federal Transport Minister, Jean-Luc Pépin. After

receiving this appointment, Kroeger decided that one of the most pressing issues facing

the department concemed freight rate subsidies, more specifically the Crow's Nest Pass

fleight rate (Crow Rate). In an interview conducted for this study in December 2006,

Kroeger explained that at the tirne, he observed that the state of the railways was
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declining as a result ofthe lower freight rate charges and decided that government needed

to address the Crow Rate issue. He believed that terminating the Crow Rate subsidy was

in the best interest ofthe federal government, as it could not afford to increase the freight

rate subsidies indefinitely.r02 He stated that, "There is a limit to how much the Federal

Government can afford and thete is a limit to how rnuch you ca spend on a particular-

industriat group in a particular part ofthe country".r03 Kroeger knew that any proposal

resulting directly in higher costs for western farmers would be controversial. He

recognized that the Crow subsidy "was part of western culture and it would take a pretty

heroic approach to deal with it".roa Kroeger argued that not all Westerners were in favour

of changing the policy, but nÌost farmers understood why action was being taken.r05 The

fact that not everyone in the west was adamantly opposed convinced Kroeger that it was

the right time to tackle the important and highly sensitive issue.tou

Kloeger remained committed to the issue because he was convirrced that in the

long-term it would help the transport industry and the western economy.l07 Barry Wilsorr

explains that due to Kroeger's initiative, Minister Pépin "was easily sold on the idea. He

liked the logic and saw the economic arguments".ros Despite facing strong opposition

fron western MPs, prairie wheat pools, farm lobbies, and western farmers, pépin and

Kroeger persevered for what they believed was a necessary step, because in Kroeger's

words, "the railway system was at risk".rOe

There were two sides to the issue: there were those who supported maintaining

the freight rate, and those who argued that the rate had to be increased to reflect the rising

costs for the lailways. Opposition to the proposed chânges to fr.eight rate subsidies proved

to be a highly debated issue within the cabinet. Many of Pépin's fellow cabinet members
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were skeptical of such a bold policy move that would impact the Prairie region, where

they were already experiencing extremely low levels of political support. In the 1980

federal election, the Liberals had managed to form government, despite electing only two

members west of the Ontario border, both of whom were f¡om urban Winnipeg. By

undertaking a coutentious policy issue that had such economic intplications fol a region

where they had such little representation in caucus, the Liberal government was reluctant

to pursue a policy change, which could be seen to lack legitimacy.

Given that many cabinet members, including Prime Minister Trudeau, were

hesitant to make a policy move that might further erode their popularity in the west,

Pépin and Kroeger knew that their first obstacle was to convince the cabinet that the

Crow Rate's demise was necessary and inevitable. Kroeger states that one ofthe lessons

of governance is that "if in government you are trying to get a customer for your solution

you have got to make them understand that there is a problem".ll0 When asked whether it

is the senior bureaucrat's role to pressure a particular direction ofpublic policy, Kfoeger

affrrmed that it is when it is in the "public's interest".rrl Once cabinet was supportive of

the policy direction, then a strategy was put in place to gain the necessary support from

the public. This strategy reflected political considerations and used the media as the main

tool to 'sell the policy'.

ln Farnting the System)t2 , Barry Wilson argues, "Political considerations were

equally important" in considering whether or not to pursue the Crow Rate issue.ll3

Taking on the issue that was considered almost sacred to western flarmers, being often

referred to as the'Holy Crow'r1o meant that the Liberals would risk doing fur'ther damage

to their already weak popularity in the Prairies. However, given that the Liberal party did
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not have much to politically risk in the West, they had little rural suppoft to lose. Further,

if the dernise of the Crow Rate led to benefits on the Prairies, they could perhaps gain

some credibility in the region. The political move to end the Crow Rate would prove to

be one of the most notable and controversial policies of Pierre Trudeau's last term in

offrce.

Despite the overwhelming opposition to the proposed demise of the Crow Rate

voiced by western opposition MPs, prairie provincial governments, prairie wheat pools,

and farmers, the government still pushed the issue forward and developed a

communications strategy to help sell the idea. Barry Wilson explains "The Crow Rate

issue was primarily a political battle over public opinion, with economics playing a

secondary role".r15 As such, media manipulation and information nlanagement proved to

be "vital strategies".lr6 Arthur Kroeger states, "Jean-Luc Pépin was obsessed with

communications and he was prepared to do almost anlhing to sell the product, as long as

it was honest".lIT As such, the government devised a strategy focused on communication

projects that included: letters to 140,000 Wheat Board permit holders from Minister

Pépin, a brochure sent to producers and rural residents of Saskatchewan; a program of

response to editorials and letters to the editor, as well as sending letters promoting the

reform of the Crow Rate on a 'proactive' basis; radio interviews by Pépin; a series of

ne\ryspaper advertisements directed at prairie residents; and appearances by government

offrcials at public gatherings.lls Barry Wilson also explains that Arthur Kroeger,

"made a special point of contacting his own list of influential reporters.

One such regular contact was Financial Post Ottawa bureau chief Hy
Solomon, who would periodically write stories about economic benefìts

and industrial spin-offs that could be expected from ffeight rate
^ .. tlaretorm' "-
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In his interview, A¡thur Kroeger argued that the media strategy was not as prominent as

Wilson claims and that his involvernent with the media was mainly to correct

misinformation that was being presented by opponents of the policy endeavour.r2O

However, it is undisputed that Kroeger and his advisors constantly monitored the media

to evaluate the message that the public was receiving, and how they were reacting to it.

Once the governrnent felt that the media had created the right environment to suggest

change, they took the necessary steps to introducefhe Westem Grain Transporrdfion Act

into Parliament. After a long and contentious debate in the House of Commons, the lcl

was finally passed and received Royal Assent in November 1983.

Once the government was successful in passing the legislation, political

considerations were again thrust into the spotlight to ¡eveal the regional and divisive

nature that often influences Canadian policymaking. When government oflcials agreed

tliat some type of payment should be given to assist western farmers in the transition to

higher transportation costs, there was a strong debate within goveüìrnent and in the larger

national context as to whether payment should be distributed directly to westorn farmers.

Arthur Kroeger explains that the government saw the clear benefit to giving the money

directly to farmers to use either for diversifying their operation or their increased

transportation costs.r2r However, Quebec producers strongly believed that this payment

to western farmers would put them at a disadvantage. In the research study entitled,

Parlies and Regional Represenlalion, Paul G, Thomas explains, that the possible

ernergence of a processing industry in western Canada as a result of more value-added

industry would "upset the economic equitibrium in the livestock and meat processing

industries to their [Quebec producers] disadvantage".r22 As such, Quebec proclucers
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exerted their influence through the L'Union des Producteurs Agricoles (UPA) lobby

group and their seventy-four Liberal elected MPs, to pressure government officials to

avoid direct payment to western farmers and instead, pay the railways directly. Arthur

Kroeger argues that paying western farmers would not have made the industry any less

competitive in Quebec, but that political pressure ultirnately changed tlle government's

direction.l23 The seventy-four member Quebec Liberal caucus warned that the palty

could lose 20-25 seals in the provincel2a if the payment was not given directly to the

railways and it was not a risk that the Liberal government was willing to take.r25 Kroeger

explains that the government's choice to change the funding formula was "defrnitely

political" and that the regionalism within the nation was clearly evident over this issue.t'6

The drarnatically reduced subsidy levels under the Acl, also know as the Crow Benefit,

would be eliminated years later by the Jean Chrétien Liberal government in 1995.

The end of the Crow Rate did not bring about the expected prosperity that Pépin

and Kroeger had hoped for, and it remains a sore spot with rnarly prairie farmels to this

day. David Rolfe, president of Keystone Agricultural Producers (KAP) explains that the

demise ofthe Crow Rate nerely transferred the problem from transport to agriculture and

that there was little long-term vision for what the impact would actually be on the

industry.l27 Furthermore, whether it was the best policy choice to be made, or whether it

served to help or hurt the agricultural community, is a question that is still open to

contentious debate. However, the point of this case study is not to debate the validity of

specific policies, but rather it highlights a number of significant points regarding the

policymaking plocess in Canadian government.
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First, it demonstrates the powerful role that bureaucrats can have in initiating

signihcant policy endeavours. However, the influence ofthe bureaucracy is only as great

as the prime minister and other ministers are prepared to allow. The fact that cabinet

members are ultimately answerable to the public for policies provides an incentive for

ministers to control the final shape of policy. This is supportive of Donald Savoie's

argument that "the role ofpublic servants is to advise the rulers on complex issues, not to

make the decisions". 
128

Secondly, this case study illustrates how political strategy is a strong

consideration for govemment action. Governments will assess the political risks and try

to minimize them accordingly. Financiel Posl bureau chief at the time, Hy Soloman,

wrote, "I thought it r¡r'as one ofthe most fascinating stories I've covered in Canada lt was

a great example of policy-making with bureaucratic, political and regional overtones".r2e

As Canada has developed as a regional nation, regionalism in political policymaking is

very much evident. This case study reflects the division often cited between 'East' and

'West'. The legitimacy of a policy measure that affects one particular region of the

country in which the governing party has little or no support, will always be questioned

especially if it appears to create an advantage or disadvantage by those most affected.

A third point to be made involves the media's power to influence the public and

the government's attempts to use them to promote their position. This contradicts the

usual assumption that the media creates the agenda of issues to which governments are

forced to respond. Nevertheless, the influence of the lnass media in the policyrnaking

process is important because they must rely to a large extent oll the media to reach the
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public. This topic will be further explored in an upcoming section on the media's role in

the policy environment.

This case study also reveals how a minister's commitment to an issue can be

extremely powerfitl in determining how the government proceeds with the issue. Jean-

Luc Pépin and his deputy rninister, Arthur Kloeger, faced a great deal olopposition when

they presented such a radical policy change affecting both the transportation and

agricultural industries. Policy changes which cross departmental boundaries require a

great deal ofconsultation, negotiation, and coordination for success. while it is necessary

for departments to work together to deal with overlapping issues of public poticy, there

may be diffrculties and inefliciencies that arise in the process.

Gover nment Accou ntubility nn d Effi ciency

As the above case study illustrates, issues that affect the agricultural community

span government departments. As such, there are implications concerning accountability

on policy matters, as well as questions ofthe quality ofpolicy that is able to be produced

from such a diffusion of policymaking authority.

As Donald J. Savoie, in his article Searching Jor accountability in a gover.nment

-tviîhoul boundaÍes argues, because public policies and government programs are.,now

the product of many hands ... we may well have reached the point where accountability

in the sense tlìat we can retrospectively blarne single individuals or even single

government departments for problems is no longer possible or fair."r3o Savoie also

explains that policy outcomes are also affected by this anangement of policy

development: "The various incentives and constraints shaping behaviour in government
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are so powerful that they have prohibited the development of a comprehensive policy

agenda"-l3l

It is clear that many issues require the involvement of a number of .government

departments, and for that matter, many governments. Donald Savoie states, "Everlthing

in a government depafinlent now seerns to connect to other depaftlnents and other

govemments, whether at the provincial level or abrcad".r32 This overlap in departments

can be seen in the above discussion on the Crow Rate, in which the Departments of

Transport and Agriculture were involved in policy discussion. But as academics have

argued, the outcome of having multiple government departments involved has not led to

better or more consistent policy.

Grace Skogstad makes the argument that bureaucratic diffusion of policymaking

authority has weakened the national state's capacity for coherent action on economic

trade policy for agriculture.r33 Skogstad explains that within the national government,

there is such a large degree of department overlap on trade policy, that it has caused

considerable "co-ordination problems".i3a Given the fact that there are multiple

government departments involved in developing international trade policy, the lack of

'coherent action' may be attributed to varying goals and perspectives from each

department. Michael Howlett argues that the conflict and the lack ofco-ordination results

in a policy decision that "may be rnade on the basis oftheir acceptability to all concerned

agencies rather than intrinsic merit".l35 The policy that results for the agricultural

industry is therefore often more general than specific to gain some level of agreement

from the various departments.
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If policy direction is being complicated as a result of the lack of coo¡dination

between govemment departments, then what needs to happen to address this problem in

policymaking? Donald Savoie cites the argument of various department oflicials, who

believe that,

"... if the federal government is to have a strategic vision, it can

only be constructed at the centre of government. Similarly, if
coherence and coordination are impofiant concetns to the

government, then the centre should be held responsible for their
promotion and their success or failure. ... when it comes to taking
the lead on a file, in establishing a strategic vision for the

government, or even-in providing a sense of coherence and

õoordination, it fails". r36

Again, it must be reiterated that the govefnment executive needs to establish a clear

vision for policy areas. Furtliermore, as areas ofpublic policy intersect, it is essential that

governmerìt's policy direction is collective in its approach, as one policy decision rnay

affect multiple groups of citizens. As final decisions on policies and overall political

direction, rest with the executive, it is imperative that more leadership is assumed, and

subsequently, more responsibility taken for ineffective policy and programming. Power

may be concentrated in the hands of the PM and the cabinet creating the potential for

coherence in policyrnaking, but in reality policymaking has becotne more difficult

because of the complicated, interdependent, turbulent, and uncertain nature of most

policy frelds. This creates a new set of challenges for public offrcials, both elected

ministers and senior public servarlts, in seeking to manage the policy agenda.

Agenda-Settíng

Although politicians and bureaucrats have a great deal ofpower when it comes to

formulating legislation and implementing policy and programs, we must look further to

what guides their policy priorities. As the governing political parties decide how, and to
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what extent, issues of public policy are addressed, the theoretical 'political agenda' of

government develops. Agenda-setting implies that issues vary in importance according to

the time and manner ofhow they are addressed by government. Studying the influences

on the political agenda help to explain why some problems reach the political agenda but

othe¡s do not, and why certain policies are consistently preferued in spite of their poor

record of success. The upcoming sections on lobby groups, the media, and consumers,

will provide greater detail into how these policy actors try to influence the government's

agenda and policy development. First, it is important to briefly explain how

elections/political goals and fiscal resources affect how agricultural policy development

is affected.

Policy proposals and development is often part of a larger political strategy.

Politicians will always try to gauge the response of critics, as they are made answerable

for failures ofpolicy and progrants on a routine basis. Jean Chrétien once argued,

"the art of politics is learning to walk with your back to the wall, your
etbows high, and a smile on your face. It's a survival game played under

the glare of light ... The press wants to get you. The opposition wants to
get you. Even sotne ofthe bureaucrats want to get you. They all may have

án interest in making you look bacl".r37

Given the nature of Canadîan party politics, it is essential for politicians to appear

politically active. This is especially true when there is an approaching election.

Bruce Doern argues that the party system plays a large role in policy

development, because the content and the timing of poticy is often a reaction to an

upcoming election.r3s 'Between elections', the focus on poticymaking is slightly less

grand in r"op".t" Doem explains that poticy is directly connected to two powerful

forces: "the need to survive politically and the obligation of the government to
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govern".l4 Political survival is a powerful instinct and as such, political parties in power

are often prepared to change priorities to help sustain the coalition of voter support that

will help them to retain office. Further, these self-interest motivations are most often

linked to dominant issues that surface through such mediums as public opinion polls and

the media.

Due to the complicated nature of policy issues and the fact that the media presents

a shallow understanding of news, widespread public knowledge is often lacking. Murray

Edelman's Synbolic Uses of Politics provides insight into the regulatory process ancl the

nature of public policy. According to Edelman, much of politics consists of the

"manipulation of symbols to evoke public arousal or quiescence".lal When the public is

concerned about a particular problem, politicians often will try to take advantage of the

situation by advocating short-term solutions and political support. Given the number and

complexity of issues raised on a daily basis, governments are often provoked to be

reactionary, and tlrerefore are hesitant to conceutrate on issues for too long without

extended public support. This is not to say that political leaders and appointed ofhcials

are passive receptors ofcues from the public, as there still must be some initiative taken

to convert a problem into a "live" issue.l42 However, reactive policy is favored not only

because it creates the perception of an active government, but also setting a short-term

agenda allows for results to be seen sooner rather than later. For a government hoping to

reap the rewards for an implemented policy endeavour, and subsequent public approval

in the polls, a short-term approach is favourable. Of course, using this same logic, a

flawed short{erm progrâm or policy could backfire on the government. However, in
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considering political strategy, the risk may be better than seeking a lông-term solutior.r

that a successive govemment may receive credit for when it produces positive results.

Politicians, along with other party members, wifl estimate whether decisions

rnight win political support or insult potential voter groups. The rearity of policy

decision-making is more politicafly complex than is ofte'realized. Agricurture Ministers,

like all of their cabinet colleagues, are restrained by the system in which they operate as

much as they are empowered by it.ra3 They must work with the policies and programs

they have inherited, and lobby their cabinet for budgetary resources.

Fiscal feasibility and available resources often determine whether a particular

department pursues a policy direction or not. Furthermore, the distribution ofgovernment

resources is linked to shifting priorities and often determined by larger poriticar goars. For

example, in 1994 despite the pleas of many of his cabinet ministers, prime Minister Jean

chrétien made a firm decision to make massive cuts to many government departments

and prograrns to address the federal deficit. This exercise called .program Review' lasted

from 1994 to r996 and invorved varying depths ofcuts to budgets and staffing in federar

departments Eleven departments were singled out including Agriculture canada, for the

greatest cutbacks. Ralph Goodale, the Minister of Agriculture at the time, questioned the

extreme cuts to agricultural resea¡ch and programming in his department. ..what gives

you the right to act as judges on what generations of other peopre have created? From

what divine right do you derive the power to decide that fifty of my scientists will be

without work tomorrow?" demanded Goodale at a 1gg4 ministerial program review

meeting.laa unfortunately, Goodale was unable to convince chrétien of the impact that

massive cuts would have on canadian agriculture, and there .were many long standing
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farm programs and subsidies that were eliminated, including freight rate assistance

(Crow's Nest Benefrt), inspection services, research programs, and industrial subsidies.

In addition, the budget for Agriculture canada was decreased by 30%o and the staff cut by

200%.rai Despite initial doubt, Goodale soon toed party line in his public statements

stating, ,,Farmers are not victims of this budget. The cuts and end of the crow Benefrt

subsidy will be the beginning of a new, mole prosperous era for prairie agÏiculture".ra6

This example once again demonstrates the dominant power of the prime minister in

setting government priorities, which in this case proved to be addressing the national

defrcit rather than the maintenance of many agricultural programs

As this research has shown, the key factors to the development of agricultural

policy are political commitment and vision. To ensure that agriculture is given the

support it requires, the actions ofother policy actors becomes more signif,rcant in forcing

the government to commit to issues of public concem. Michael Atkinson, autlìor of

Goterning Canada: Instilutiotts and Public Policy, explains that studying public policy

and its outcomes, provides an informative "window on politics".raT In examining

agricultural policy, the 'window' exposes that in addition to institutional factors,

government decisions are also influenced by a nurnber of societal actors. TIle following

sections will examine in greater detail the policy role oflobby groups, the media, and the

public/consumer.

Policy Actor #2-Lobbv Grouos

To gain a complete understanding of the signifrcant role of agricultural interest

groups in canada's political system, it is essential to first outline who they represent, the

roles they play, how their activities are affected by the political system, and what types of
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obstacles they face. It is with this understanding that we can identify how it may be

possible to improve their contribution to the policy process.

An interest group/pressure group can be defined as an organization whose

members act together to influence public policy in order to promote their members'

common interest.la8 The actions of interest groups are often referred to as lobbying,

which is defined as "any organized attempt to influence decision makers".rae Common

objectives among Canadian farm lobby organizations are: striving towards sustainable

farm income levels, the establishment of fair trade practices, the maintenance and

improvement of rural communities, and providing accurate and up-to-date information

for agricultural producers so they can make qualifred, informed decisions relating to the

day-to-day workings of their operations.l5o While farm lobby groups represent primary

producers, they actively promote the entire agricultural industry encompassing individual

farmers and the processing industry.

For t¡e purposes ofthis thesis, analysis witl be limited to tlle representation of tlìe

primary producer, given that the current 'agricultural crisis' is a reflection ofthe distress

they currently face. Therefore, while it is important to realize that agri-business is active

in lobbying government, their interests may not necessarily translate into benefits for

primary producers. As such, the following section will specifrcally examine the role of

farm lobby organizations in the Canadian public policy environment.

Roles of Agricultural Interest Groups

Agricultural interest groups serve maûy roles within the policy network and

attempt to influence other policy actors like the media, consumers, and most of all,

government policymakers. Agricultural lobby groups serve as a link between governnent
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and citizens. In this role they provide representation, promote communication, and bring

awareness to important issues. Interest groups can potentially provide a voice to those

citizens who are otherwise underrepresented in political institutions. As there has been a

dramatic decline in farmers in recent years, the political influence they have has

obviously been affected. Therefore, primary producers greatly depend on farm

organizations to relate their concerns to government, media, and the public.

As the distribution of seats in the House of Commons is based on population, the

Prairie Provinces feel underrepresented in ottawa as they only hold 56 out ofa total 30g

seats (18%) in the canadian Parliament. In addition, rural communities also feel

underrepresented within their own provinces, as the majority of the population lives in

urban centers. Therefore, farm lobby groups provide a "supplementary kind of functional

representation".l5l This representation focuses more on the specific interests of its

members, as compared to political parties who strive to engage wider public support. As

such, the restricted role ofinterest groups allows them to complement rather than to ¡ival

political parties in the process of political communication.r52 Canada's model of

government has limited the extent to which individuals can participate in the

policymaking process. As such, many citizens rely on interest groups to present their

concerns and perspectives to government. The Government of canada reaffrrms that

Iobbyists and interest groups can "perform a useful and legitimate role in the cornplex

system of contemporary government ... [and are] a necessary part of modern public

policy making".r53

Secondly, interest groups provide a diverse communicative role in the potitical

system. Not only do these groups relay the perspective of their members, but they also
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inform their members about government policies and programs. paul pross stated,

"Interest groups perform a vital communication function, linking the public to

government they are able to carry information across institutionalized barriers ...',_r5a As

the canadian political systern makes it difficult for canadian farmers to bring their

concerns to the attention of policymakers, they must rely on interest groups to provide

this two-way transfer of communication. For example, when effective farm lobby

organizations are evaluating proposed government legislation, regulatory controls, and

progfams, they maintain a constant communication with governrnent and their members,

through meetings, newsletters, briefs to committees, etc.

The third role that agricultural interest groups serve is to bring awareness to issues

affecting their industry. Farnr lobbies that are perceived to be effective in contributing to

the policy process tend to participate in more collaborative activities with policymakers

and avoid protest-associated behaviour. Former Manitoba Agriculture Minister, Harry

Enns explains that a lobby group's actions often determine the iufluence they have with

government offrcials.rs5 Enns cites the example of the National Farmers' union QrIFU)

who he believes has lost a great deal of credibility with government at both levels,

because of their often extreme 'lefÌ-wing' approach.r56 Enns argues that farm lobby

groups are more influential when they focus on collaborating with government rather

than promoting a strict ideological agenda.r5T As a result, agricultural interest groups are

able to maintain a respectful position with government, which will help them gain access

to officials to present their issues. According to author John sawatsky, this illustrates that

"effective lobbyists prefer to operâte as insiders rather than outsiders,' within the

policymaking process.t" In addition, when groups participate peacefully and
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cooperatively, they demonstrate support for the politicar system and those with whom

they are interacting.r5e whire protests and demonstrations are often associated with small

reactionary interest groups, wefl-estabrished farm robby groups have been known to

organize such events to bring media attention and generar public awareness to issues

plaguing the industry.

canada's politicar system has produced many governments, which have been

more reactive than proactive in their policy development. During periods of farm

prosperity there was a generar lack ofinterest in farrl policy matters. However, when the

farm economy has colrapsed, poricymakers have rushed to find a band-aid solution.

Policy that only reacts to crises often ignores careful consideration of factors affecting

long-term sustainabirity. Therefore, the consistent pressure that farm robby groups appry

to government is important in bringing awareness to longer-term issues facing the

agricultural sector' and encouraging the development ofeffective policy to address them.

Many agricultural robby groups at the federar and provinciar lever pray an active

role in the policymaking process. When new legislation, regulations, and programs are

proposed, agricultural pressure groups ensu¡e that their members are represented by

providing government with their ínsight on how policy may affect their industry, It is

essential to understand that agriculturar interest groups do not merely serve the rore of
critic; they often present we -researcrred criticisrns and legitimate proposars.

Govemments varue the information that intefest groups can provide, as welr as the

legitimacy they can give to their policy actions. continued access to government officials

often depends on the extent to which interest groups can furfill these two roles. In

addition, despite the apparent decrease in farm population numbers, farm interest groups
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in canada and the united states have forged crose links with politicians and civil

servants.

As the issues that govemments are dealing with are becoming increasingly

complex, elected offrcials can no longer be expected to have substantiar expertise in all

po.licy areas. Interest groups, which are able to focus on one paficular area, fill this void

by acting as consultants and reraying their speciarized knowredge. As academics

Jacquetta Newman and Brian Tanguay state, "government policy seems to vary within

restricted parameters. In such an environment, organized interests ... can be extremely

important as sources of innovative ideas and as critics of conventional wisdom.,,r60

Interest groups act as an essentiar vehicle for the transmission of knowredge within the

Canadian political systent.

Influence of the Politicat Systent

As interest groups play a varuable role in the poricymaking process, the political

system in tum, determines how they operate. Donard smirey wrote that, ..Government

institutions will be shaped by, as welr as shape the structures and activities of interest

groups".r6r The same perspective is found in paul pross, Group poritics and pubric

Policy, wltich is regarded to be the leadi'g fu -length study of pressure groups i' the

canadian context.162 Pross arso cites the work of Harry Eckstein who argued, ..pressure

group politics are a function of the variable attitudes of individual members and of the

society at large' the structure of governmental decision-making, and the patterns of
policy-making in the political system".r63 characteristics ofthe canadian political system

such as: its decentralized federal system, the unrivaled power of the executive, the strict

culture of party discipline, regionalisrn, and the increasing autonomy of the bureaucracy,
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have made for a political system that is "lacking in opportunities for citizen invorvement

in policy formation".r6a Thus, agriculturar producers, whose population is continua y

diminishing, increasingly rely on farm lobby groups to represent their interests.

The division ofjurisdictional responsibilities in the area ofagriculture has made it

necessary for interest groups to lobby both levers of government. This arso allows them

two access points and while this may seem advantageous, it can lead to compriçations.

The nature of canadian federalism is such that group access becomes severery

restricted when an issue ente¡s the arena of intergovernnrental negotiations. Richard

Simeon argues that the machinery of intergovernmental negotiations (,limits 
the

participation of interest groups in the bargaining process".ró5 In addition, while farm

lobby groups have much closer access to provincial government ofiìcials, many

provinces do not have the financial capacity to implement programs without the federal

government's support. The intergovernmental programming often means that programs

are more general in nature due to the fact that the federal governrnent has to satisfu the

demands of provinces that want to control rrow programs are impremented withi' their

owr borders. The requirement to maintain contacts with both levels of government

creates additional costs and staffrequirements for farm organizations. Such groups do not

have unlimited resources, especially given the income crisis in the industry, so farm

lobbies must focus and often strategically limit their efforts.

The political system not onry affects how farm lobby groups operate, but more

specifically whom they target to achieve their objectives. Access can occur at a number

of points in governrnent: the bureaucracy, the cabinet, and Members of

Parliament/Legislature. since their resources are limited, farm organizations selectivelv
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contact government officials and also seek to influence them indirectly by utilizing the

rnedia and informing the public.

Because the bureaucracy and the cabinet dominate the legislative process, most

lobbying activity involves those o{Iicials. Farm groups, which have established

credibility tlrrough rnembership, longevity, and a reputation fo¡ constructive collaboration

with elites in government, can establish mutually beneficial and ongoing relationships

with policymakers. Furthermore, both governments and itìterest groups gain legitimacy

for their actions from such close relationships.

The targets of interest group activity reflect the concentration of power in the

cabinet and the bureaucracy, and the relative decline of the legislature.r66 However, this

does not mean that the parliament and legislatures should be completely disregarded. It

can be argued that the parliament/legislature "largely legitimizes decisions previously

tâken by the executive".16T Therefore, while individual members of the

parliament/legislature may not hold im¡nense political power, they still have a role in

pressure group activity. Robert Adie and Paul G. Thomas argue that interest groups that

are poorly financed, lack permanent organization, or are politically marginal, are often

forced to rely on making their impact through opposition parties as they lack the

organizational capacity and ongoing access to government offrcials.r68 As well, in a

rninority government situation, opposition parties can play a more collaborative role in

policy creation. Therefore, it is in the best interest for all pressure groups to promote and

maintain a relationship with both the govemment and opposition parties.
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The media is also an important target ofinterest groups, as they want to be able to

bring awareness to agricultural issues and capitalize on the influence of the media. The

success of lobbyists is closely related to their access to media coverage.

Comlnrison of American and Canurliun Lobby Group Ent¡ironment

Taking into consideratio' the position of Richard Simeon that interest groups are

¡estricted in the canadian political system, we can see how American farm lobbies do not

face similar impediments. Thomas patterson, a professor of American politics at Harvard

university, argues, "The structure of the Arnerican political system provides fertile

ground for group influence, particularly when a group seeks to proteci government

benefits that it already receives".r6e As the American's political system provides for

greater checks and balances between the Senate and the House of Representatives, it

makes it relatively easy for a lobby.group, if it has support even within a single

institution, to block effofts to cut the benefits that it receives. This means that the high

levels of government subsidies that American farmers receive are very difficult to cut

from govern'rent spending. conversely, in c-anada's politicar systenì, a majority

government can slash programs and government spending with legislative ease. This of

course could easily be seen in the dramatic cuts to federal government farm programs

between 1993 and 1998, when there was a 500% ¡eduction of federal funding to the

aglicultural industry and its producers.IT0

In the American politicar system, the relationship that farm lobby groups have

with members of government is similar to the canadian system in that it is mutually

beneficial to both sides. For exampre, with support rrom congress, farm groups can

obtain the legislative help they need to achieve policy goals. In turn, the volume of
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legislation that Congress deals with neans that they must rely on established lobby

groups to provide research reports, polling data, and strategic policy advice. American

farm groups also lobby executive agencies in an anernpt to inlluence policy decisions at

the implementation and initiation stages. These executive agencies are parallel to the

bureaucracy in Canada in the role they perform. The bureaucracy makes key

adrninistration decisions and develops policy initiatives that the legislative branch enacts

into law. One major difference between the American and Canadian political system with

regard to lobby groups is that they are much more political in nature in the method in

which they seek influence over policy creation and implementation.

American lobby groups encourage the political participation of their members,

support candidates for public office, and work to influence policymakers. Thomas

Patterson argues that American interest groups approach elections by rewarding their

Íìiends and punishing their enemies.rTr Opposition to a powerful lobby group can openly

obstruct political goals of a candidate who does not support the organization's stand on

policy issues. The most æmmon rnethod in which interest groups try to gain influence

through elections is by contributing money and resources to election campaigns.tT2 An

American lobbyist stated, "Talking to politicians is frne, but with a little money they hear

you-better".¡73 After lobby groups support successful,campaigns, they hope that elected

members remember them wl.ren it comes to policymaking. The perception of lobby

groups essentially 'buying' the support of Ame¡ican politicians has led to extensive

criticism. In their article Crashing the Party: The Politics of Interest Groups qnd Socic

Mo'¡,entenls, academics Jacquetta Newman and Brian Tanguay, explain that the tactics

interest groups use to influence politicians have, in many cases, created a perception that
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American lobby groups are undermining, rather than enhancing the legitimacy of the

political system.174 However, as interest group activity is more restricted in Canada's

political system compared to the United States, they do not face the negative connotations

to the extent of their American counterparts. Moreover, Paul Pross explains that while

interest groups have similar functions; it is the political systenl they exist in, that

essential[y determines the 'style' used by groups to voice their.demands. r75

The type of direct political support common to the American system would not

work in Canada due to strong party discipline and the lack offixed elections. The level of

party discipline in Canada is much stricter than in America. In the United States, the

Congress strongly represents their districts as opposed to their party, and members are

easily accessible to lobby groups. As party discipline is not heavily enforced, lobby

groups can target blocs of members to support their interests when it comes to drafting

policy and supporting/passing legislation. In the United Stâtes, it is common lor members

of Congress to form regionaf alliances across party lines on given issues includirrg

agriculture. In Canada, Members of Parliantent/Legislatures do not often bre¿k from the

party's position to form alliances with members of other parties. As such, when

governments regularly change, it would not be wise to support one par-ty and its

candidates and completely disregard the opposition parties. Further, as C¿nada has a

multi-party system that allows for minority governlnent situations, the lack offixed term

elections means that a government can fall and subsequently be replaced. Therefore, it is

wise that Canadian farm lobby groups meet periodically with.opposition .parties to not

only discuss their concerns with a potential goveritment in waiting, but also to ensure

their concerns are more widely understood. Opposition parties often use the information
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to provoke debate in Question Period, and subsequently in the media when the

government fails to address farm interest groups' concerns or proposals. As such, it is

wise that lobby groups attempt to remain as politicalþ neutral as possible, or it may limit

their credibility within the policy network.

Why Lobby Groups May Appeør Ineffective

While Canadian farm lobby groups make a consistent effort to contact the media

and government offrcials, they are not always seen to be 'effective' in helping to set

policy clirection. Barry Wilson divides the farm lobby effort into two levels- the technical

and the politicat.rT6 The technical level involves consuhing with bureaucrats on specific

issues and making suggestions lor preliminary drafts of legislation/regulations. In respect

to this level, Canadian farrn lobby groups are quite effective. The political level, where

the bigger issues are decided including what direction and place government wants to

give the industry within Canada's economic and political culture, is where Wilson feels

that Canadian farrn lobbies, with the exceptiotl of the UPA in Quebec, are "r.rot

effective".l?7 Four explanations for why farm lobby groups are seen as i¡effective are:

symbolic consultation, finances, inability to measure results, and lack ofunity.

White tobby groups in Canada are consulted on many proposed national and

provincial programs and.legislative bills, their. suggestions are ¡ot often fully utilized.

Meetìngs arranged between government oflicials and lobby groups are often seen as a

formality in order to predict the organizations' response to proposed programs and

legislation, and minimize the negative reaction that may result. This is unforfunate due to

the knowledge that these groups bring of flontline experience with the agricultural crisis

and the research they present goes far beyond what bureaucrats believe will work within
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the farm gate. For example, in November 2O06, farm leade¡s met with federal officials to

once again discuss making changes to the Canadian Agricultural Income Stabilization

program (CAIS). The farm lobby groups issued statements expressing thoir ongoing

frustration over what they feel is the reñrsal of federal oflicials to heed their advice. Bill

Dobson, president of the Wild Rose Agricultural Producers, stated, "I definitely wish

they were making rnore progress and I wish they were really taking what farmers are

saying into account and notjust listening and then doing what they vvant to do".r78 As

farm groups have continually lobbied government to change what they feel are inherent

flaws, they have been relatively unsuccessful. As primary producers have witnessed the

lack of change to the CAÌS program, they may feel that the government does not value

the advice ofthe lobby groups that are representing them.

The second problem that agricultural interest groups face ís that thçir efforts are

hard to measure. Measuring the effectiveness of farm lobby groups is difficult because

decisions concerning farm policy are usually developed for reasons far beyond the

demands ol such groups. Governrnents make policies taking into consideration multiple

factors, including economic stability, foreign policy, the envìronment, employment

strategies, and the support of the public. As such, when farnrers face the effects of an

ongoing struggle within their industry, they may leel that larm groups are not effectively

representing thern. In fact, an Ipsos Reid potl conducted in January 2005 found that 30o/o

of farmers felt that no farm group represented their interests.lTe The provinces of Alberta

and Saskatchewan had the largest number of respondents (40%) thar. felt that they were

urrepresented in farm policy debates.l80 The problem may be one of communication or

general frustration, as it is diffrcult to truly measure the impact of lobby groups on a
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farmer's bottom line. The exception exists in the province ofQuebec, where a June 2005

Ipsos-Reid poll found Ihat 68%o of Quebec farmers claimed that the llPA adequately

represented them, which was by far the highest score for a farm organization in

Canada.rsl The reasons for this support will be discussed in an upconing section.

The third problem faced by farrn lobby groups involves a lack of financial

resources. As indicated earlier, there is a dramatic decline in the farming population and

their political influence is negatively affected. Fewer farmers often means less frnancial

resources and lobby groups can only be effective if they have the adequate resources to

carry out proper public relations campaigns, inform their producers, hire expert staff, and

travel to meet with politicians. Clearly, a farm lobby group's capacity to influence the

policymaking process is directly related to their financial ability. In addition, as

mentioned in a previous section, the division of powers in Canada's federal system

requires more resources to be shared between lobby groups at both levels. As Hugh

Thorburn argues, "The developrnent of cooperative federalisrn and later executive

federalism have tended to place greater strains on the financial resourcgs of interest

,, 182groups .

The fourth, and most often cited challenge facirrg Canadian farrn groups, is a lack

ofunity. There is great diversity among agricultural producers in Canada. Canadian farms

range in size, capital, and commodities. Some examples of lobby groups at the federal

level include the National Farmers Union and the Canadian Federation of Agriculture

(CFA). The CFA is an umbrella organization to provincial lobby groups like the

Keystone Agricultural Producers in Manitoba, the Wild Rose Agriculture Producers in

Alberta, and the Agriculture Producers Association of Saskatchewan. There are also
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commodity specific groups that exist at both levels ofjurisdiction (e.g. dairy, beef, grain).

As such, lobby groups are often weakened by disorganization on specific demands, as the

perception is that little common vision exists. This fragmentation of inte¡ests often

presents conflict over government support programs as each commodity sector vies for a

larger share of government resources.

Former federal Agriculture Minister, Fugene Whelan, who served ftom 7972 to

1984 (except for nine months in 1979-1980), once commented that, "I don't think they

[Canadian farm interest groups] are very effective compared to say farmers in Europe

wlere they are.all one big group with a common goaf'-r83 Furthermore, in the United

States, special irrterest groups have overcome many of their differences to speak with a

unified voice on policy matters. Andrew Schmitz identifies the powerful unified stance

that American farm organizations took with regard to the 1996 Fann Bill, where there

was little dissent.rsa As the Canadian farm population decreases, the ability to unify the

voice ofdiverse agricultural interests may be necessary to see inrprovements in long-telm

agricultural policy creation. The following section will illustrate that there is an exarnple

ofa strong unified provincial farm lobby in Canada that other provinces could emulate to

some degree.

The Quebec Exomple

While farm lobby groups in Canada are often seen as ineffective, the province of

Quebec is considered to be the exception. The L'Union des Producteurs Agricoles (UPA)

has proven itself to be a powerful and influential group. Barry Wilson identifies the

Quebec UPA as the "most powerlul farrn lobby in Canada".I85 The reasons for the UPA's

strength are numerous. First, successive Quebec governntents, starting with the René
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Lévesque government in the late 1970s, have made a strong commitment to their farmers

and have been prepared to spend much more than any other province in Canada. While

most provinces aim to spend 40 cents for every 60 cents Ottawa spends, Quebec puts an

average $3 into provincial support programs for every $1 contributed by Ottawa.Is6

The llPA was cleated following a plebiscite that established the Farnt Producers

Acl in 1972. This law provided for the accreditation ofa single professional association to

reprcsent farmers in the province ofQuebec. The organization receives annual dues from

all Quebec producers, whether they are members or not. The financial resources that the

IIPA has at its disposal allow the organization to fund research and employ staff with

substantial expertise. As such, the tlPA can generate policy specific and technical

information, and nrobilize members and public support for its policy proposals. While the

IIPA is a single organization that represents diverse interests, the organization is

institutionalized and has a base organization of 180 local syndicates, which form 16

regional federations.l8T In addition, there are i50 cornrnodity specifrc syndicates that

producers can belong to.188 These local and commodity specifìc groups provide enhanced

representation for producers, which in addition to farmer delegates, speak on producers'

behalf at the annual General Congress. In turn, these local groups are able to transfer

inlormation back to producers across the province.

In 2005, the UPA had an annual budget of $26 million and employed 900 full-

time positions to provide financial and technical advice to the 45,000 farmers, whom they

serve.lte To.put this into perspective, the Wild Rose P¡oducers in Alberta has an annual

budget ofonly $145,000.1e0 As mentioned earlier, all provinces are not equal in financial

capability but the cornmitment of successive Quebec governments to agriculture has been
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consistent, regardless of political stripe. This commitment should be applied in other

provinces, especially in the Prairies where the farm population is the most concentrated.

The financial ability of the UPA is significant. Academic Kathy Brock explains that

Quebec econornic interest groups are "more likely to use public forums to ensure policy

influence and to advertise their positions; their briefs tended to be better prepared and

more cornpetently argued before the commissions; Quebec economic assoçiations made

better use of academics and technicians in the preparations and presentation of their

onels.

The most significant factor in the UPA's overall success has been the continuity

and unified voice of the various sectors within the province. Quebec's farm support

program started in 1975 and has existed since, with nothing but improvements negotiated

by the powerful UPA. Instead of many different commodity groups (e.g. dairy, bee{

hogs, grain, etc.) the strength olthe UPA comes from having one single voice that works

on behalf of all agricultural workers in the province. UPA has stated that the main

problern of lobby groups in the Prairie Provinces is that they seem to be conìpeting with

each other.le2

Lobby groups in other provinces must learn to work together in order to have a

larger base of support and to look at gains of one commodity group as a gain for the

agricultural industry overall. Lobby group efforts are successfui depending on a nunrber

of determinants: number of members, cohesion, resources (information and financial),

{inancial position of government, and the absence ol opposition. In addition, for farm

organizations to bring awareness to issues that the agricultural industry is dealing with,
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they often rely on their access to media sources to bridge the gap between farmer atrd

consumer.

Policv Actor #3-NIedia

Most Canadians rely heavily on the mass media through television, newspapers,

internet websites, and radio, as their primary source for political and social information.

Public policymakers in turn depend on the media for information, as well as for

transmitting the messages that they want the public to hear. The media thus provide an

important two-way communications link between the govemment and citizens. Further,

just as the political environment infiuences the way in which the media operates, in turn

they also exert their influence by helping to set the political agenda and presenting

various perspectives to the public. The power that the media exercises in the policy

network is very important to the overall understanding of hor¡v governm-ent policy is

created and what it means for the agricultural industry.

As the rnedia exists as a rnajor player in policymaking, it is clear that other

rnembers of the policy network affect how they operate. The influence on the media

emanates from actors within government, as well as outside of the government realm

through interest groups and consumers. The rnedia also contributes to the policy process,

as it is used as a tool to spread the policy perspective of both lobby groups and

government officials. As the media is a source of information for the public, both lobby

groups and government ofiìcials try to influence what the media communicates to

citizens, in the hopes ofgaining support for their actions.

Politicians and their bureaucratic advisors seek publicity and subsequent support

from the media in presenting their position to the Canadian public. Informing the public
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and gaining their support helps to legitimize their policy direction. Further, politicians

often use the media to their advantage by providing them with selective information in

order to present a positive spin on a given policy endeavour. In this regard, it is often

diffrcult to decipher valid information from political rhetoric. ln politics, image is nearly

every4hing and unfortunately news media simplifies complex issues, regardless of the

area of policy, into sound bites, television clips or short newspaper stodes. As such,

government officials carefully monitor how the rnedia cover theil behaviour and actions.

Harry Ennsle3, a Member of the Legislative Assembly of Manitoba (MLA) who served

from 1966 to 2003 argues, "I think we are losing opportunities to engage in.debate and I

blame this on the influence oftelevision which encourages us [politicians] to speak in 30-

second sound bites".rea In a January 2007 interview, Enns explained that the media has

also increasingly affected the conduct ofpoliticians during legislative debate over the last

few decades- describing it as a "reduction in demeanor".res

Furthermore, the rnedia also depends on inside government sources to provide

them with stories, policy statements, and opposition parties' news releases. This flow of

information is also reciprocated as government offrcials often depend on the media to

provide inforrnation on the public's reaction to a given policy and/or political event.

Similar to the influence that government officials have towards the rnedia, lobby

groups also attempt to gain support for their respective issues by issuing news releases,

setting up websites, writing letters to the editor in various newspapers, holding public

rallies, publishing proposals for legislation/regulation charìges, and conducting polls and

providing media sources with the results. This contact, ifconsistent and credible, cân help

agricultural lobby groups keep farm issues in the media, thereby attenpting to bring
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ongoing public attention to the state ofthe agricultural industry. Lobby groups also hope

that by providing accurate information to consumers via the media, the more support and

recognition they will gain in the political agenda gf government, as the medja's power in

the political landscape is greatly connected to their agenda-setting ability. In fact, author

Michael Howlett states, "The manner and forrn in which problems are recognized, if they

are,recognized at all, are important determinants of how they will ultimately -be addressed

by policymakers'. re6 The ability to reach both the public and government policymakers is

farm lobby groups' primary objective, as they seek to gain citizen support and

government action to address the industry's concerns.

The media, while receiving pressures from other policy actors to present their

positions, also exert a great deal of influence over government action and the way

information is presented to the public. A current perspective on the role of the media is

thât they help set the political agenda for the country.reT In this respect, they help define

what is 'political'. 'Agerrda-setting' essentially lefers to the act of prioritizing issues on a

governrnent's agenda. By recognizing and addre,ssing an issue, it relates To the public

how important the public body deems it to be. This is a function that the media share

with political parties, and while parties ntay be more importarìt as initiators of issues,

those raised will not likely remain on the agenda without media attention. Prime Minister

Pierre Trudeau observed the powerful role of the media in setting the political agenda,

Trudeau claimed that, "Canadians are getting the kind of political discussion their media

are encouraging".le8 Therefore, not only is the media powerful within the policy network

in helping to set the government's political agenda, but their influence also affects what

issues are brought to the public's attention and ultinately how the news is presented.
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Reporters and editors can be considered 'newsmakers' as they define what is

worthy of reporting and translate the stories that they believe should be related to their

consuming public. Michael Howlett 4rgues that the media, "function both as passive

reporters and as active analysts, as well as advocates of a particular policy solution".lee

Howlett explains that it is the media's portrayal of issues that conditions how the public

understands problerns andlor solutions. This means that the way in which news storjes are

'framed' or presented affects the public's political perception. As canadian citizens

largely depend on media for their political information, they expect journalists to not only

present them with important issues but also delve into them to provìde essential

information. unfortunately, the public often takes news stories at face value and

considers the information as valid. Thís does not mean that all news stories are false or

fabricated, but many reporters and media sources may carry a bias that affects how they

present their stories. some citizens may be able to sepârate this information from

whatever cornmentary or biases accornpany it, but the particular perspective that

journalists may give to the data they present, may sway the viewpoint of many

consumers.

It is also true that different media cater to their respective audiences, taking into

consideration what they want to read or hear. For example, large urban newspapers

assume most of their readers are disconnected a¡d unfamiliar with rural and agricultural

issues, and therefore they focus more attention on entertainment and urban affairs. Barry

Wilson, Ottawa bureau chief for The I esÍertt Producer, explains that in the last two

decades there are less and less reporters for agricultural issues and it is reflective of not

only the general urban rnedia's indifference, but how it is increasingly difficult to gain
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the general public's interest in rural issues.200 Senator Hugh Segal, a member ofthe 2006

Senate Committee of Agriculture and Forestry that detailed some of the problems facing

rural communities in Canada, stated "Rural people tend to- get forgotten: they don't get

the media or the government attention that problems in the cities do".20r

Barry Wilson also identifies how the coverage of farm issues can be very

complicated in Canada's media, as several levels exist. Wifson describes the general

interest media as often "disinterested and ill-informed", regional media as "better

informed but often limited in their interest to issues oflocal relevance", and the specialty

farm press as both "well-irforrned and often biased toward the farmer's poiut of view".202

There are of course varying levels, including national, provincial, and more local news

sources. Each presents a unique perspective, as their target audiences are very different.

For example, rural newspapers, like the Brandon Sun, are much more likely to cover the

farm crisis as compared to lhe Natio al Posî, as the Brundon ñ¡¡¡ 3 readers are more

likely farniliar with the local irnpact of a struggling industry.

The role of the media is part of a larger democratic culture within the political

sphele. A key step in putting pressure on the government is getting media attention, and

through that, taxpayer and political empathy for agricultural issues. Considering the

information that has been provided thus far, what does this mean for tbe agricultural

industry and the policy creâtion that impacts it?

In an age when the political agenda often is set by nightly newscasts, it illustrates

a problem for the farm population and the organizations that represent theirjnterests. The

"culture of commentary" often means that farm issues are not given the attetltion they

merit. News is a business, which leads media outlets to prefer reporting on issues that
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attract and hold an audience. As very few Canadians fully realize how agriculture issues

affect our nation, political scandals and celebrity news seems to be much more attractive

topics. Agriculture captures little sustained attention from the public. This is due in large

part to the mainstream rnedia that very often only gives farm issues attention when there

is a new crisis like a health scare, a trade dispute, or irrcreasing food prices that can sell a

newspaper or hold the attention ofthe evening- news crowd. In the wake of-a crisis, there

is often a great deal of support shown for action to resolve the problem. However, as the

crisis recedes, other issues top the news agenda.

Oversimplifying the media's role to merely that of an entertainer is a mistake. In

reality, the media can perform an important function by following the actions of

government and holding them accountable by making the public aware. Access to

information is essential to the health of democracy for at least two reasons. First, it

ensures that citizens make responsible, informed choices rather than acting out of

ignorance or misinformation. Second, informatíon serves as a "checking function" for

govemnìent and points to weaknesses ofexisting policies.

The media are usually eager to publicize controversial issues and often delight in

pointing out problems that the government has failed to resolve. The rnedia, dependirrg

on the source, does bring awareness of the problems farmers are battling,.as well as the

government response, or lack thereof In addition, the media can help lobby groups by

presenting information and giving them a medium to voice their concerns. Government

realizes how irrfluential the media can be, and may respond more quickly to resolving an

issue, especially if they are the targets of bad press. In this regard, the media has a

indirect role in policynaking as their coverage may spark changes to agricultural
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programs and hold govemment ofücials answerable to the public, and more specifically,

the rural population that is most directly affected.

There are also some qegative perceptions with regard to the media's power in

policymaking. The first that is often cited by the farm population is what has been

refered to as fallout from a "burnper crop of fake plojections". By rnedia outlets

exaggerating harvest yields or livestock numbers, it is believed to lower the price of

commodities when there is a perception that markets will be flooded. As mentioned,

many politicians use the media as a source of information by monitoring their publishecl

opinion polls and commodity estimates, therefore projections could affect policy creation.

David Rolfe, president of KAP argues that the media often do not fully realize the extent

to which their projections or their 'spin' on an issue can impact the indus1ry.203 Weslern

Producer journalist, Barry Wilson supports this argument by explaining that most

reporters in the general media only consider the surface of agricultural issues and fail to

understand the subtleties or underlying issues of how the agricultural industry is

affected.2oa

The second negative viewpoint on the media is that by helping to set a short-term

political agenda, they are supporting a reactionary policy environment. G. Bruce Doern

argues that the media has created an environment of increased demands on goveflìment to

the point thât, "it is impossible f'or a polìtician to be seen doing nothing".205 The limited

resources at any level of government have created a tendency ofwhat Doern identifies as

"policies for show rather than for real".206 ln The Politics of Nevs, Doris Graber presents

a sir¡ilar argument with regard to how the media can facilitate quicker responses of

government but are "most effective in producing symbolic resporrses by
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policymakers".2ot These symbolic poricy gestures are one of the main reasons why

governments are failing to look towards long-term solutions for the agricultural industry.

Further, the inability of governments to find 'real solutions' is creating a cynical and

pessimistic view of what government is capable of doing. Therefore, governments must

take a greater leadership role and attempt to set a political agenda that the media is

encouraged to follow.

The third negative viewpoint on the media in relation to agricultural issues

focuses on the adversarial nature ofreporting. on prominent policy issues it is understood

that the media must attempt to present a .balanced, story by writing opposing

perspectives on an issue. However, the criticism that faces the media is that the focus on

the opposìng views often overshadows the rear issues. Reporting the opposing viewpoints

that may be extreme, ill-informed, or extremely minimal may not achieve ¿.balance,at

all. Furthermore, fairness to an issue does not necessarily mean that extreme opposites

need to both be'epresented. Therefore, lobby groups, for exa'rple, not or'ìly have to

actively seek rnedia attention but also have to anticipate opposiug views and worrv about

how their perspective will be presented.

As mentioned, the rnedia forms a large part of trìe poficy network as they can

connect other policy actors through information and support. The influence that flows to

and from the rnedia is apparent in the canadian political system. citizens should not be

mere ¡eceptors of information, but should be active in their pursuit for valid facts and

perspectives. The public plays an important role in the policy network and therefore,

should not accept complacency on issues as the norm. consumers need to be informed of

issues that will uncloubtedly affect thenselves and their families and seek both sides ofa
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given issue presented to them. Agriculture and food issues wanant more critical attention

and the public should demand more. However, this is easier said that done. As citizens

and consumers, we often wait until after the fact until we demand more information from

our governments and our news sources. The next step in analyzing the development of

agricultural policy is to examine the role that consunlers/electorate have in the policy

process.

Policv Actor #4-Consumers

Consumers are very powerful as their support translates into votes¡nd it is in the

best interest ofpoliticat parties to monitor public perception and social values. Therefore,

consumers hold the power to be one ofthe strongest influences over the development of

agricultural policy, but remain a diffused group. The major problems are that not only do

consumers not fully realize the powerful role they could play, but also they are often

indifferent wherr it comes to agricultural issues. Saskatchewan premier, Grant Devine,

once stated, '1nost consumers do not understand the problerns in the farm sector, the

complexity ofthe sector or its importance to the Canadian economy. For many Canadians

today, agriculture is an invisible industry"-2o8 Therefore, when most Canadians live in

urban Canada, the only inforrnation they receive on agricultural and rural rssues is from

the media. Angus McAllister, president of McAllister Opinion Research of Vancouver,

cited market research he conducted in early 200ó. McAllister explained that young adults,

especially city dwellers, are not engaged or informed on current issues concerning

agriculture or related concepts like envi¡onmental sustainability.20e

Currently Canadian consumers have a safe, adequate, and affordable food supply.

As consuners, we rarely stop to think about where our food comes from and who
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produced it. More than a decade ago, Brewster Kneen, an author and food system analyst,

proposed that Canadians "are becoming increasingly separated from their basic food

supply".2ro Therefore, the consunler voice in agricultwal .policymaking is relatively

weak. Only when issues offood safety or concerns over environmental stewardship arise,

do most consumers give the primary producer a second thought. In 2001, a survey asked

Canadians which agricultural issues were ofa high priority. The survey showed that 84%

of Canadians felt that "the environment" was a high priority issue and "food safety"

ranked close behind at 8}o/o.21t In comparison, only 620/o of Canadians surveyecl stated

that "farm income" was a high priority issue.2l2 Although the concern for farm income is

relatively high, compared to the environment and food safety, it is much less. This means

that farmers need to balance environmental and food safety concerns with educating the

general public on the extent ofthe plight facing the agricultural industry. In ¡ddition, it is

in the agricultural industry's best interest to address the rising demands ofconsumers for

food safety and enhanced environ¡nental stewardship, by reaching out to build broader

organizational alliances with consumers and possibly environmentalists.

Canadian citizens can express their support for an area ofpublic policy by writing

lefters to the editor, contacting their local public officials, voting, and frlling out public

opinion surveys. Public opinion polls are acknowledged to be on ofthe most significant

links of comrnunication between governments and their people. Governnents and

political parties use polls to assist them in defining and prioritizing their positions on

rìulnerous contentious issues. While governments use public o-pinion polls to gauge

Canadians' views towards government policies and practices, they do not solely rely on

them to guide policy direction. The public plays an indirect role in the policymaking
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process and the influence that polls have exists among other pressures on government

oflicials. Michael Howlett cites the work of Anthony Downs, who studied the connection

between policymaking and public opinion, Downs stated,

"Public attention rarely remains sharply focused upon any one
domestic issue for very long- even if it involves a continuing problem
of crucial irnportance to society. Each of these problems suddenly
leaps into prominence, remains there for a short time, and then- though
still largely 

_ 
unresolved- gradually lades from the center of public

attention".2l3

As Michael Howlett argues in Studying Public Policy, "in a democratic society the level

of public support for the resolution of a problem is critical".2ra In regards to problems

facing agricultural producers in Canada, there exists a need to inform consumers, but also

apply a constant pressure to all policy actors so that issues remain on the political agenda.

Awareness is the only way this problem can be remedied. Most consumers are simply

unaware of how they are inrpacted by the stability of the agricultural sector and

subsequently why it is an important issue for policymakers to address. Moreover, without

this understanding, government officials do not feel pressured lrom the general public to

priolitize agriculture on their agenda.

In the years to conìe, malìy factors that relate to the industry, such as animal

welfare, the environrnent, and health concerns will gain greater recognition and

consumers may eventually start to pay more attention. However, the state of the

agricultural industry may deteriorate in the future if the issues that continue to plague the

industly are not addressed. ht 1992, the Standing Committee on Agliculture reported tlìat

the Canadian agricultural sector is Austrated by a "lack ofclear vision ofwhat Canadians

expect fi'om the agricultural industry".2r5 Fifteen years later, the vision and expectations

of Canadians is still not clear. As Canadians we nust understand why the agricultural
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industry is important and how the problems need to be addressed sooner rather than later.

In doing this, we must contemplate the extent we are willing to go to preserve and

promote a prosperous agricultural industry.

Conclusion

Chapter Two has provided an arralysis of the policy environment in which

agricultural policy develops. The political systern and the policy netwo¡k have an

enormous amount of influence over the nature of policy creation. The relations between

policy actors and the framework that is set for them by the political structure, is

promoting a style of policy that is primarily reactive and short-term oriented. This does

not mean that there is no potential in Canada's policy environment for long-term

objectives and manageable steps by all policy actors to achieve better policymaking. In

forthcoming chapters, this thesis will explain why agriculture is important in Canada and

explain how the policymaking process could be improved to benefit the industry and all

Canadians. However, formulating agricultural policy is lìot an easy task, as thele are

many pressures outside of the Canadian political environment that ultimately affect its

development. Therefore, before examining how agricultural policy could be improved, it

is necessary to evaluate the international pressures that exist and detemrine how they

impact the nature ofpolicy being produced for the Canadian agricultural industry.
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Asricultural Policvmaking

Prior chapters have addressed a number of cha enges to the development of

agricultural policymaking faciritated by the canadian political system and the poricy

network. However, to gain a full understanding of agricultural policy development, it is

essential to also address the multitude of pressures that exist beyond canada,s borders

that affect domestic policy creation and the economic stability of the agricultural

industry.

canadian agriculture exists in a grobal market. Therefore, agricurturar porioy

development must take into consideration the internationar pressures that are placed on

the domestic industry, As indicated in the irrtroductory chapter, the purpose ofthis thesis

is to examine the 'politics' of agriculturar policymaking in canada. However, it is

important to detaìl how public policy developrnent in canada is affected by international

factors. This chapter examines how international commodity markets affect domestic

economic stability, how international trading practices pressure governments to adopt

similar economic policy, how international crises can herp set the poritical agenda of

canadian legislators, how international agreements restrict poricy tools of governments,

and how these challenges require the canadian government to develop innovative policy

to stabilize the domestic market in the long-term.

Deoendence on International Mar.kefs

ln discussing how international commodity markets affect canadian agriculture, it

is useful to apply Grace skogstad's concept of internationalization' as opposed to the

broad term of 'globalization'. In her journal article, Globalizarion and public policy:

situating canadian Anaryses, skogstad expraìns that the Term ,globafization,
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encompasses economics, politics, values, and ideology/market liberalism.I Alternatively,

'internationalization' is a term used to more narrowly describe the political and economic

relations between nations.2 Skogstad clarifies that 'internationalization' does not always

translate into mutual interdependence.t Ho*eu"r, the economic interdependency that

does exist between Canada and the United States is illustrated in a number of trade

sectors, including agriculture.

Canada and the United States enjoy the largest two-way trading relationship in the

world. This relationship includes a dynamic flow of agricultural products in both

directions, driven by geography, demographics, mutual advantage, and a history of stable

political relations. Between January and September 2006, 59yo or $i1.81 billion of

Canada's agricultural exports entered the United States (Appendix D).4 Furthermore, in

the same time period, agricultural products imported from the United States accounted

for 57.9Yo or $9.647 billion ofCanada's total agricultural imports (Appendix D).5 In July

2006, Statistics Canada explained, "Canadians export about halfofthe food they produce

and import about half the food they eat. This makes Canad¿ one of the world's most

agriculturally dependent nations".6 The 1989 Canada-U.S. Free Trade Agreement (FTA)

and the subsequent 1994 North American Free Trade Agreement O{AFTA) have also led

to an increased level ofintegration between the Canadian and American agriarltural food

markets.T These accords removed most quotas and tariffs from trâde of agricultural

products and led to increases in exports. Given the clear interdependency of the North

American economy, the Canadian agricultural industry is susceptible to fluctuations in

economic stability as a result of the production of other countries. Furthermore, the
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production levels of other natiorìs is often reflective of modern technology and differing

economic policies such as frnancial subsidies.

The increasing levels of exports in the international economy are largely due to

the technological advances that have led to an increase in production. Agriculture is

highly dependerìt on the intemational economy as Canadians are producing more thatr we

need domestically. Currently, the primary -agriculture sector exports 40% of its

production, an increase flom 32%o during the 1986-1990 period.s Furthermore, while

there have been notable increases in production, the reliance on international markets has

also been gradually increaslng. For decades agricultural commodity m¿rkets have

reflected mutual dependency and competition between various countries. Some sectors

have been especially rulnerable as a result of the variation in economic policies. Grace

Skogstad argues, "Over the past two decades, grain markets have beçn unusually

turbulent and prices low, in no small part because of the subsidy policies of the world's

two most important agricultural powers, the United States and the European Union".e

Comrnodity subsidies made available to farmers in other countries not only.ensure a level

of frnancial stability, which is lacking in Canada, but subsidies can also lead to

overproduction and depressed rnarket prices.

ln a September 2006 news article entitled, U.S. Farmers vell Jed by public

trough, LauraRance argues that the high subsidy levels that American farrners receive is

leading to overproduction as "farmers are encouraged to produce with little regard for

demand".l0 As the economic principle of supply and demand is applied to international

cornmodity markets it is understood that an increase in production naturally results in
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Iower commodity prices ln tum, as commodity prices fat, farmers wit try to produce

mo¡e in order to achieve a level ofprofitability.

In 2005, the Department of Agricurture and Agri-Food canada conducted a series

of consultations with agriculturar producers ac¡oss canada on the topic of farm income.

A commonly cited concern for farnle.s, robby groups, and agricurtural economists was

the belief that government prog,'ams in the European union and the united states were

more "strategic" than those in canada.ll Farmers repeatedly commented that the unequal

programming was, and continues to make "it difficult for producers to compete in a fulry

liberalized market".12 The ü,s. I;arn BiI estabrishes safety net levers for commodities to

protect American farmers from huge drops in rnarket prices. The levels of support that

the u.s and E.u. farmers receive have arso increased over the last decade. In contrast,

the Canadian government removed most of its subsidies (e.g. GRI., Crow Rate) by the

late 1990s. Agricurtural economist Andrew Schmitz argues, .,This Ieft canadian grain

producers wlnerabre to rarge swings in international prices, wh e the united states and

the European u'ion retained (and increased) trrei¡ tevels of domestic support,,.13

Journalist Barry wilson exprains that while canadian agricultural support programs were

slashed in 1995 by the Liberar government, Americans have.,buirt bigger shovers to get

the cash out to farmers".la

The organization for Economic co-operation and Development (.ECD) rereased

a repoft in 2000 that exarnined and compared agr.iculture subsidy levels of various

countries. ln 1998, the OECD reported that the total value of canada,s subsidies had

decreased by over 60% from our rggg average.15 In comparison, the u.s. was more tharr

100/o above its 1980s average, and the E.u. was 2o%o above.16 Furthermore, farm subsidy
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levels in the u.S. have "increased dramatically" since the OECD numbers were compiled

in 1998.r7 In 2000, the canadian press reported that united states' producers were

receiving the equivalent of almost eight times more financial support per tonne of wheat

than canadian producers.ls Moreover, American subsidy levels are i'creasing. For

example, in 2006, American subsidies totaled approxirnately $20 billionre- an increase

fì'om the 1999 subsidy levels of approximately $lB billion.20

The world rrade organization (wro) has addressed fhe issue of market

distortions caused by commodity subsidies. According to Grace skogstad, the wro
agreements have affected canada in two ways: by circumscribing the use of some policy

instruments, such as export subsidies, and by embedding a set of principles upon which

countries should harmonize their agriculture and food policies.2r skogstad argues that the

1995 wro agreements did little to open up foreign markets to canadian products, and

they also "effectively locked in American and European subsidies- the very subsidies that

canadian farmers now say are driving down commodity prices to unprofitable levels,,.22

There has been considerable pressure at various wro meetings over. the years to

eliminate export subsidies. However, the large subsidies that are received by producers in

the European union and the united states are not likely to change ar.ry time soon, as they

both have strong reasons for maintaining their domestic price supports, export subsidies

and import quotas, which are designed to maintairr the nations' supply of agricultural

products and to protect producers from financial instability and import competition.23

Ensuring that there are cornpetitive prices for their producers also translate¡ into more

stable food supplies in the event of an international crisis, supply shortage, or trade ban.

But while canada has been critical ofthe subsidy levels ofother nations, the world rrade
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organization has stated that canadian government support for farmers, both federal and

provincial, is well below the allowed levels among industrialized countries.,'2a

The united States and the European union both have agricultural programs that

affect world prices and trade volumes through domestic price supports and export

subsidies. Furthermore, the u.S. and the E.u. also have trade policies, including import

quotas and tariffs that are designed to protect their producers from import competitíorì.2s

This 'protectionist' approach is most notable in the grains and livestock (beef and pork)

sectors as they are the "most dependent on export markets,'.26

The increase in canadian agricultural exports to the united states has often

provoked a "protectionist reflex" on the part ofthe Americans, especially in regard to the

exports ofcattle, ì¡/heat, and hogs.27 As such, the canadian-American trading relationship

has been "chronically beset by trade disputes".2t However, as Grace Skogstad underlines,

the "intemationalization" of agricultural products has not "affected all canadian

agricultural and food producers to the same degree".2e skogstad explains that the supply-

rnanaged commodities like dairy, eggs, and poultry, sell their produce witlún a protected

domestic market and are regulated in accordance with domestic demand. Therefore,

product prices are set to ensure that these producers leceive a profit. Furthermore, as the

supply-managed sectors are concentrated in central canada, "ontario and euebec

farmers have been spared the instability and loss of market power experienced by

producers in other parts of the country, most notably prairie canada".3o This instability

was clearly evident in the Prairie provinces as a result of the BSE crisis that began in

2003.
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The BSE Crisk Case Stutly

In May 2003, the beef industry in Canada was paralyzed when the Canadian

govemment announced that a cow infected with Bovine Spongiform Encelopathy (BSE),

a chronic disease of central nervous tissue, was discovered in Alberta. Following the

announcement, more than forty countries imposed immediate restrictions on live

ruminant animals (cattle, sheep, goats, bison, elk, deer), meat products, and animal by-

products from Canada. Imposed trade bans on Canadian beef led to a dramatic financial

decline in the industry and the economy.

While the effects of the borde¡ closure were felt in every province, the most

devastating impact was on the th¡ee Prairie Provinces, where approximately 8l% of

Canada's cow-calf producers and feedlot operators are found.3l The concentration of

Canadian beef cattle of 5.3 million head in westem Canada is illustrated in Figure 3.i,

which shows that as of January 2006, Alberla had 39% (2.05 million head),

Saskatchewan 29% (1.56 million head), Manitoba 13% (688,000 head), Ontario 8%

(410,000 head), B.C. 6% (285,000 head), Quebec 4% (225,000 head) and Atlanric

provinces af l% (59,000 head). These percentages are compar.able to pre-BSE levels.

Figure 3.1 Canada Beef Cows by Province (January 2006)32
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At the time of the BSE discovery, the Canadian beef industry was largely

dependent on the United States for the export of live cattle and beef products. From the

late 1980s, exports to the United States steadily increased as can be seen in Figure 3.2. In

contrast, Figure 3.3, illustrates the market's plummet after the discovery of BSE in 2003.

Farm receipts33 from international exports of live cattle and calves plunged 67%o to $585

million, as almost all live cattle exports went to the United States and this market had

collapsed".3a On average, over one million cattle were exported per year in the four years

prior to the border closure and following the first discovery of BSE, Canada's share of

U.S. cattle imports fell from 60% in2002 fo 0.2Vo in2004;'3s

Figure 3.2 U.S. Cattle and Beef Exports from Canada , 1987-200236
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Figure 3.3 Canadian Exports to U.S, of Staughter Cattle, lggg-200437
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In the years leading up to the BSE crisis, Canada had become so dependent on

selling live cattle to the U.S. market that much of the domestic slaughter capacity was

substantially minimized. Moreover, when intemational markets were not available to

Canadian producers, the limited Canadian slaughter capacity had consequences for beef

producers. For example, befo¡e the BSE crisis, Manitoba cattle producers sent

approximately 80% of their animals to the U.S. for processing.3s After the BSE

announcement, Manitoba producers were forced to spend thousands of dollars feeding

cattle they would have normally sold, either because they could not "find anywhere to

slaughter them or because prices were so low there was no profit to be made',.3e Cliff

Graydon, a cattle farmer south of Winnipeg, claims that during the week of May 10,

2005, he sold an older "cull cow" at market for $54 at 7 cents a pound.ao That same cow

before May 2003 would have been worth at least $575.4r As mentioned in the first

chapter of this thesis, Canadian beefproducers' input expenses are estimated at 94 cents

for every dollar of revenue.42 Thelefore, when beef farmers were faced with such low

market prices, they were hesitant to sell their cattle. However, the ¡ealities ofthe livestock

2NI
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sector meant that farmers could not afford to keep their calves and their cull cows

indefinitely at such a high expense. This neant that farmers were faced with orre of two

options: sell at a reduced price or incur more cost and hope the border opens. For those

producers that Ìvere forced to sell, the lack of processing facilities in provinces like

Manitoba, meant beef producers had to cornpete to get cattle into slaughterhouses irr

Saskatchewan, Alberta and Ontario, which gave precedence to local cattle.a3

As a ¡esult of this competition and lack of market potential, the prices for cattle

were so low that many farmers decided not to sell them. As a result, the number of cattle

on canadian farms reached a record high of i4.7 million in January 2004.aa Manitoba had

one of the largest increases. Between March 2003 and April 2005, Manitoba,s cattle herd

grew by over 30%o from 1,250,000 to 1,650,000 head.as with the lack of local slaughter

capacity in Manitoba, producers demanded both levels ofgovernment provide assistance

to help ensure the industry's short and long-term survival by constructing federally

inspected slaughter facilities in the province.a6 Government scranlbled to react to these

demands, as years earlier, processing companies like swifts and Burns left Manitoba due

to the lack of incentives for staying and expanding their operations in the province.

Agricultural policy is hard to develop within a time of crisis, and unfortunately, as this

case illustrates, our governments are usually reactive as opposed to proactive on

agricultural issues.

The American trade ban was wa*anted under terms that canada and the u.S. had

agreed to afìer BSE was discovered in B¡itain in the 1990s. However, the delays for the

border's reopening were not a'ticipated. when the united states announced its first case

ofBSE in December 2003, which they traced back to canada, it took the united states
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Department of Agricurture (usDA) an extra year of "procedurar changes and regal

wrangling to re-open the border to canadian cattre under 30 months".a? while the USDA

favo¡ed resuming the beef trade with canada, powerful opposition from congress and

American farm groups (e.g R-GALF) led to fi.ìrther chalrenges and subsequent derays.

However, sorne groups like the American Meat Institute (AMI) supported the reopening

of the border to canadian beef cattre of a[ ages, as they were suffering fro_' a rack of

supply that they were reliant on to maintain their production levels. Unfortunately for

AMI, when the bo¡der closed, it experienced a 12yo production loss and several thousand

. jobs had.to be cut.a8

Political relations between counties are undoubtedly important in economic policy

matters. over the BSE issue there was a crash between the American and canadian heads

of government. Former u.s. Ambassador paul ce[uci writes in his memoirs that

President George w Bush was strongry in favor of ending the trade ban. However, ,.there

was rìot a strong rapport between the white House and the prime Minster's oftìce that

may have given canada extra political- capitar to advocate its ,case".ae.In his study

entitled, Mad cotv: A Case study in canadian-American Rerations, Alexander Moens

explains that relations between prime Minister paul Martin and president George Bush

were strained over issues like the softwood lumber levies and the ..American

disappointrnent over a canadian flip-flop on missile defense,'.i0 with the political tension

that existed between the two nations, the canadian govemment was openly critical ofthe

Arnericans and claimed that their actions were 'protectionist, over the refusal to end the

trade ban. As Moens argues, "The canadian governmert's pronouncements in 2004 that

the united states government was engaging in protectionist action or condoning such
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behaviour were inaccurate and appeared politically motivated rather than substantive,,. sr

Furthermore, Moens concludes that the canadian government's cornments ,.seemed

directed more at inflaming public opinion in canada than at constructively cooperating to

resolve the issue".52

The prolonging of the trade ban affected both the canadian and American

agricultural industries. However, given "the difference in market size, the losses had a

much greater impact in canada".53 The economic impact ofBSE has been substantial. In

June 2004, statistics canada released a paper that analyzed the canadian beef sector and

the economic fallout from the discovery ofBSE. This paper explained that the loss of

income for beef farmers, as a result of the trade bans, was "signifrcant".5a As of early

2004, the canadian livestock ìndustry had suffered a loss of an estimated $6.3 billion in

the first year after BSE was discovered.5s The report also detailed the broader impact on

the canadian economy and stated that there was a loss of an additional $2 billion fronr

lost exports, a $5.7 billion decline in "total output in the canadian economy" (spin-off

industries), a $1 billion decline in labour income, and a loss of an approximate 75,000

jobs.56

The total impact ofthe BSE crisis is complex as agriculture permeates many areas

of the canadian economy. However, the statistics that are available are nonetheless

significant as they illustrate the extent to which the beef industry is dependent on an

inte¡national market. Therefore, the BSE case study illustrates some main points that are

important to this research. First, the discovery ofBSE in canada reflects the international

environment that many agricultural sectors exist in. Furtherrnore, there is all

interdependence among countries not only in terms of global economic arrd monetary
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trends, but also in terms ofthe movement ofproduce ald in the case ofBSE, diseases as

well. Secondly, in times of crisis, the government is forced to address the issues that

arise. This means that the policy agenda of government must sometimes be reactive and

accommodate unforeseen events that require obvious attention by public offrcials to

minimize the impact on the domestic economy. Third, while it is accepted that crises are

'unpredictable', governments can still develop contingency plans and take better account

of longer-range considerations. In the case of an crisis like BSE, long-term planning

includes, ensuring domestic slaughter capacity, diversifying markets, enabling research

that examines the potential risk, and prevention of, diseases, and learning from what other

countries have done to deal with similar crisis situations.

Scientific studies have proven that the fatal, brain-wasting caused by BSE is

transmitted through feed, which contains animal by-products.s7 As such, Canada and the

united states banned ruminant proteirr from cattle feed in 1997 when there was an

outbreak of the disease in Britain. However, it "took months- and maybe years- for

ranchers to actually end the practice of feeding protein from cattle parts to other cattle".sR

Furthermore, the ban did not require ranchers to dispose ofthe remaining feed in storage,

and did not provide any incentive to do so voluntarily. Livestock operations including

feedlots and dairy producers often had huge stockpiles ofthe feed, which may have been

used for a considerable amount of time afìer the 1997 ban was in place. Since March

2003, six cases of BSE have been discovered in Canada, all of which were believed to

have contracted the disease from feed that was banned in 1997.5e Furthermore, while it is

uncellain whether a total feed recall in 1997 and stricter compliance with feed regulations

would have averted some of the cases ofBSE in canada, the federal government should
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always consider what may happen in the event of a 'worst case scenario'.60 Currently,

there is a great deal of concern over pigs and chickens still consuming animal protein in

their diets, in addition to the prediction that in the years to come the Canadian

government may be faced with other livestock crises like avian influenza in poultry.

On July 18, 2005, the American border re-opened to Canadian cattle under 30

months and since then levels of trade are slowly increasing to pre-BSE leve.ls. While the

crisis is considered to be over, the effects on many producers in the agricultural

community will be felt for years to come.

Pressu res for Policv Congruencv

As our world becomes increasingly linked though trade, there is a need for

cooperation and policy alignment. Agreements through NAFTA and the WTO affect the

tools that nations can use for economic policy formulation. In addition, the domestic

policy that a nation adopts can also affect how the Canadian agricultural industry

operates in terms of market potential. The pressure for policy congruency is a reality in

the current nature of international market access. Nations, as economic aclors, want to

trade with countries that have similar policies that do not conflict with the demands of

their economic markets. This is especially true in regards to the agricultural industry,

Intensive Lít'estock Operations Case Study

Rising consumer demands for food safety, enhanced environmental stewardship,

and animal welfare, all affect the Canadian agricultural industry's ability to access

specific international markets. This case study examines the pressures That Canada is

currently facing to make changes to the intensive livestock operation (ILO) industry.
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The E.U. rnarket is one the largest potential export markets that the Canadian

agricultural industry is not capitalizing on. Until 1984, Europe was the second largest

importer of Canadian beef until Canada lost the European market due to changing

standards of import policies,6r It is true that the E.U. has maintained high tariffs to protect

European producers from import competition, but in regards to the beef rnarket, there is

enormous potential for the Canadian livestock industry. In 2005, the E.U. imported over

200,000 tonnes of beef, and in 2006, is expected to double their import capacity to

400,000 tonnes.62 Furthermore, it is anticipated that by 2015, 7.5 million ton¡es of

impofied beef will be required to meet the E.U.ls demand.63 Ted Hanley, president of the

Canadian BeefExport Federation has described Europe as a "beefdeficit region', and has

stated that in order to access the E.U. market, Canada must consider moving to similar

standards of livestock production.6a Two ofthe major issues in.regards to production are

animal welfare, and health concerns over the use of antibiotics and honnones in

livestock.

The E.U. is the world's largest importer of food and the largest markef .for imports

offood from developing countries.65 The current position ofthe E.U. is "Farms and food

producers in non-E.U. countries must respect the same safety principles, as apply in the

E.U.'.66 However, the E.U. resents the claim that high food standards are used as a mea s

to restrain food imports. The E.U. argues that they have made a "political choice not to

compromise over food safety ru1es".67 Furthermore, these high standards for food

production are applied as much to member states as their international. trading partners.6s

The E.U. states,
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"The concern ofthe European Union is to make sure that the food we eat
is ofthe sane high standard for all its citizens, whether the food is home-
grown or comes from another country, inside or outside the E.U.".6e

Furthermo¡e, as the European Union is not expected to change their policies regarding the

raising of livestock, the canadian industry is facing the pressure to implement similar

practices as the E.U. in order to access tlìe potentially lucrative ntarket.

The European Union, which is the largest economic.organization in the world, has

been gradually implementing policies that reflect changing consumer demands for

livestock practices. The E.U. will ban narrow veal crates in 2006, standard cages for

laying hens in 2012, and stalls for pregnant sows by 2013.70 Concerns fo¡ anirnal welfare

have fuelled these policy changes. Increasingly, the public is becoming aware of the

changing nature of agriculture. Oftentimes, large farms view animals as units of

production in a factory setting, rather than living beings. The less food that the animals

eat and the less they move, results in less animal husbandry and human labour

requirements. As Hog Farm Magazine once stated, "Forget the pig is an animal. Treat

him just like a rnachine in a factory. schedule treatrnents like you would lubrication.

Breeding season is like the first step in an assembly line. And market like the delivery of

finished goods".7r The Manitoba Agriculture website explains livestock production

methods like sow/gestation stalls, veal crates, dairy stalls and pregnant mare urine (pMU)

barns as "efficient methods that reduce disease and produce higher quality than

traditional methods of farming".72 Additionally, the website states that Manitoba would

prefer to avoid legislative bans of these questionable practices and irutead would like to

use codes ofpractice and societal pressure for change.73
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rt appears that change is on its way and the government's policies needs to be

proactive rather than reactive. More export markets may be closed to our nation in the

. years to come if our governments fail to realize that a long-term strategy is needed to

access international markets. For example, with regard to the pork industry, the E.U.

instituted a conrplete ban of "sow stalls" by the year- 2013. New farnls in the E.u. are

now required to comply with standards immediatety and older farms are given financiar

assistance to slowly modify their operations. Food production in the E.u. also is being

modified, as retailers have started to label their packaging to inform the pubric how their

food is produced in anticipation of the risl¡g consumer demands. For instance, egg

cartons are required to have labers that provide a description ofthe raising practices (free

range, caged, etc.). In addition to the E.u., many large food retailers in the united States

have also begun to move in this direction. McDonald's, the multibillion-dollar fast food

chain, has even started strictly purchasing their meat suppries from producers that have

used 'huntane' standards in raising their livestock.

concerns of animal welfare focus on how intensive rivestock operations virtua y

immobilize animals in crates or cages, or in overcrowded feedlots and buirdings, which

deny animals many of their basic behavioral and physical needs. such artificiar

conditions cause animals to suffer from boredom, frustration, and stress, which often lead

to ab'o¡mal behavior incruding unnatural aggressio'or neurotic and repetitive behavior.

These conditions, along with the rack of sunlight, faciritate potentiar disease and health

risks to livestock anirnars. As a result, animals in confinement conditions are given a

large amount of antibiotics in an attempt to prevent or minimize disease. The E.u. is

confident tlrat production levels can still be high when animals are given adequate food
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and room to exercise, which also means that the potential fo¡ disease is significantly

lessened.

In a 2004 E.U. publication entitled, From fat'nt to.fork: Safe .food far Europe's

consuners, it states,

"It is a principle underlying E.U. policy that animals should not be
subjected to avoidable pain or suffering. Research shows that larrn
animals are healthier, and produce better food, ifthey are well treated and
able to behave naturally. Physicat stress (e.g. From being kept, transported
or slaughtered in poor conditions) can adversely affect not only the health
of the animal but also the quaiily of meat". ia

The position that the E.U. has taken is reflected in the clear rules they have set on the

conditions in which hens, pigs, and calves may be reared, and how farm anirnals can be

transported and siaughtered.T5 Despite the changes that have taken place in the last few

years with regard to livestock rearing and slaughter, there are marìy cases within the

livestock industry that prove that alternate methods can be profrtable. Even in Manitoba,

experimental hog facilities that have incorporated the straw-based system similar to what

the E.U. is promoting, have found that it has exceeded expectations in regards to lower

capital costs, less odor, low morbidity rates, and potentially higher profit, as antibiotics

are not used as growth promoters in the operation, which allows them to be marketed as

premium pork.76 In addition, fighting among sows has dropped significantly using the

ttaditional straw-based system with protected food stations- "rnaking these syâtems every

bit as productive and perhaps more cost effrcient" than rearing animals in confinement

barns.?7 In addition, farnts in the United States that have adopted these 'less intensive'

operations have witnessed similar results, claiming that the minimized confrnement and

allowance of more natural bghaviours has also led to less aggression amongst the
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animals, less concerns about health issues from working in confinement barns, and lower

input costs, which ultimately raises profit margins.Ts

Closely related to animal welfare is perhaps the most prominent concern related to

the livestock industry. The use of antibiotics and hormones in livestock animals. For

example, antibiotics are commonly used only as required in smaller cow-calf operations.

However, in larger intensive operations, animals are often given a continual amount of

antibiotics in their feed and drinking water. The use of antibiotics has increased

substantially since intensive farming practices have become more common, with large

numbers of animals confined together. Producers use the antibiotics to increase animal

growth and treat and deter diseases.

One of the main reasons cited for reducing the use of antibiotics in livestock

aninals is to "reduce the risk that antibiotic resistant bacteria will develop into a threat to

hurnan health".Te Research on antibiotic resistance in humans has also questioned the

overuse of antibiotics in addressing human ailments. However, concerrìs about the

hormones, antibiotics, and chemicals used in the food we consume are also leading to

questions about the agricultural industry. A 2004 report from the Canadian Integrated

Program for Antimicrobial Resistance Surveillance, lends a degree of legitimacy over the

concerns that meat consumption may be linked to antibiotic resistance in hunlans. The

study conducted a check of healthy livestock and poultry being slaughtered at packing

plants and found some degree of antimicrobial resistance in 80% of pigs, 78% of

chickens,. and 31Yo of. cattle.8o A report issued by the Canadian Medicat Association in

1998 stated that excessive amounts of antibiotics being fed to livestock are creating

"superbugs" that cause illness and death among humans.sl In 2002, an advisory
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committee was set up by Health Canada, to further investigate these concerns. The

Committee stated, "There is a growing international consensus that antibiotic use in

animals has a significant impact on resistance in some human infections".t' The

Committee made several recommendations, including that more should be done to restrict

or abandon large unnecessary use ofantibiotics in farm animals and the use and effects of

these drugs should be monitored closely.s3 However, little has been.done at the federal or

provincial level to rnonitor the use of antibiotics in livestock. It can be anticipated that in

thecoming years studies on the effects of hormones and antibiotics will continue to be

prominent and may invoke more public demands on the domestic industry in Canada.

Intensive farming operations may need to plan long-term to adjust to such restrictions.

Jim Romahn, a freelance journalist with the Ma¡itoba Co-operalor who has written many

articles on the topic, argues that the livestock industry must be proactive in their actions

to address the changes that may face their sector in the years to come.84

Furthermore, there are also implications on the health care system iu Canada for

people who are, or who have been, employed in ILO barns. For example, the air quality

in ILO facilities has been linked to immediate health risks to workers. A report jointly

released by some ofthe major universities in Canada and the United States, as well as the

Institute of Agricultural Medicine and Occupational Heath, examined the risks of air

quality in confinement barns. They found that hog barn employees are at a high risk for

developing bronchitis, occupational asthma and organic dust toxic syndrome.85

While the issues surrounding ILO facilities are complex and often evoked by

animal rights activists, it does not make them any less significant. Health concerns about

the use of chemicals in food we consume as well as the welfare of livestock animals, are
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topics that will only increase in years to come as more studies are done and the public

becomes more aware.

Accessing international markets in the long-term as well as meeting the demands

of the domestic market, are both important for the sustainability of the agricultural

industry. In canada, there has been an increasing demand for organic products as a result

ofconcerns over chemicals that are present in the food, whether they are appliçd to crops

or given to livestock animals. saskatchewan's Natural valley Farms, which is a processor

of 'natural beef (Natural beef is defined as no administration "of antibiotics after

weaning, growth hormones, or animal b¡rproducts.86) is conJident that thele is market

potential not only in international markets but also the domestic market.87 David white,

general manager of the Natural valley Farm's location in Neepawa, Manitoba argues that

marketing of natural beef in canada will also help to make "natural beef producers

independent of the u.S. market".88 white advocates that as canadian beef producers

cannot afford to experience another international trade ban sirnilar to the one that resulted

frorn the discovery of BSE, value-added industries that slauglrter and market

domestically, will help to increase the sector's stability. A survey conducted in 2003 by

the canadian council of Grocery Distributors, found that a majority of consumers would

pay 5%o more for humane handling i animal production.se The Grocery Distributors

suggest that as more consumers become aware of animal production, there will be a

demand to move to labeling sinlilar to the E.U., which recognizes humane handling.

The pressure for policy congruence is present in many trade sestors. hr regards to

agriculture, the dependency on international markets means that the industry has to be

flexible and plan long-term in order to attain stable market access. This case studv
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presented one specific example of the pressures that the industry currently is facing in

Canada. There are changing demands for agricultural products and it is in the best interest

of the Canadian government to consider adopting policy conducive to trade with

international trade partners. The market potential for Canadian producers may require

change within the industl'y, but it does not necessarily rnean that it is a negative or norr-

manageable step to be taken. In the case of the E.U. and the requirements for livestock

practices, it must be understood that the largest economic organization in the world

would not adopt practices that would potentially hurt its economy. Furthermore, the E.U.

claims that tlæ rules for food standardsare "updated in the light of new scientiflrc data".eo

President ofthe Keystone Agricultural Producers, David Rolfe, explained that strategic

investrnent and research on the behalfofthe government and the industry might facilitate

long-term stability and profitability in years to come.er

Interest Rates and the Value of Currencv

Interest rates and the value of Canadian currency also greatly affect the Canadian

agricultural industry. First, interest rates afïect the value of the Canadian dollar and

commodity prices, and second, they influence the cost ofcapìtal. As Canadian agriculture

is largely capital intensive, the cost of capital is an important variable in the overall cost

of production. Furthermore, as agricultural producers often borrow money to purchase

equipment and land, the interest rate at which they borrow "directly affects the cost of

.. ot
financlng such purchases".- -

According to agricultural economists Andrew Schmitz, Hartley Furtan, and

Katherine Baylis, "exchange rates have a major impact on the competitiveness of

agriculture". For example, when Canada and the U.S. sell wheat to Japan, the price is
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quoted to the Japanese in u.s. cunency. This currency is then converted, and canadian

farmers are paid in Canadian dollars. As a result of the currency exchange, ,.the

competitiveness of canadian and u.s. wheat producers is determined in part by the

Canada/U.S. exchange rate".n' Schmitr, Furtan and Baylis argue that a major reason why

the Prairie grain and oilseed sectors afe in crisis is a stronger canadian dollar in recent

yeam.ot Fu.tan explains that the rising strength ofthe canadian dollar negativoly impacts

agricultural export commodities. It is estimated that a $0.01 rise in the canadian dollar

relative to the u.S. dollar equals a loss of $232,7 million in export value.e5 president of

Maple Leaf Foods, Michael Mccain, explained in September 2006 that the rapid rise of

the canadian dollar over the past three years has been a "currency hurricane" that has

brought "huge challenges to the canadian pork industry".e. Mccain stated that as

canada's dollar has appreciated approximately 40% since 2003, *it has not only made

canadian pork exports more competitive, but also more imports of foreign pork have

become more attractive as a result".eT

Conclusion

There is a level of unpredictability in the agricultural industry in terms ofweather

pattems, the booms and busts of intemational markets, interest rates, the spread of

disease, and the threat of economic crises. These unforeseen developmenfs affect the

policy that canadian governments put forth, whether it is by addressing crisis through

safety net programs, adopting similar policy as major trade agreements dictate, or

implementing programs to ensure some level of competitiveness in the sho( and long-

term.
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As there are p¡essures that the Canadian government faces from international

trading partners, the rise ofthe 'competitive' state could in one sense be interpreted as a

loss of independence'. However, academics like Grace Skogstad and Susan Strange have

presented a different viewpoint. The 'internationalization' that Skogstad describes, can

effectively lead countries to not only create new opportunities for themselves, but also

learn from the policy experiences of others.es Susan Strange presents a similar argument

as she states that the rise of the 'competitive state' encourages governments to "embark

on new policy initiatives designed to equip their labour force and economic sectors with

the skills and technology needed to survive and expand".ee Grace Skogstad's journal

afüc|e, GlobalizaÍion and Public Policy: Siluating Canadian Analyses, which examines

Canada in the context ofthe 'competitive state', argues,

"The Canadian evidence reinforces that of other industrial countries:
economic globalization is not uniformly constraining, governments retain
scope for independent economic policies if they are prepared to pay the
costs and the parameters of the public domain stretch and shrink as
govemments reconfigure and assurne new regulatory and expenditure
responsibilities in an effort to render their industries more competitive". t00

In the pursuit of developing policy that makes Canadian agriculture more

competitive in the international market, it requires the commitment of both the provincial

and federal governments, However, as was discussed in Chapter Two, the nature of

federalism in Canada can make this process difficult. Skogstad explains that the federal

nature of Canada's political system often gives rise to inter-provincial and federal-

provincial conflict as each province has different economic interests. Skogstad states,

"The consequence is a lesser probability of coherent adjustment and competitive

strategies",l0r As such, it is necessary that the federal governrnent take the lead in setting

the long-term objectives for the industry to promote stability, However, achieving federal
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policy leadership will not be easy given certain fundamental facts about the nature ofthe

Canadian political system, most prominently the decentralized nature of the federal

system which often produces provincial governments who adamantly guard their

autonomy and jurisdiction. However, with regard to the international context of Canadian

agriculture, the federal govemlnerìt does have the responsibility to establish domestic

standards irì an attempt to plan for future market potential. Both case studies that were

reviewed briefly in this chapter demonstrate that long-term planning is necessary to not

only plan for crises but also to look towards future goals. For the Canadian government to

be proactive as opposed to reactive, long-term planning must consider ensuring adequate

domestic slaughter capacity, consideration of banning animal protein in other livestock

feed (pigs, chickens), and investing in research that allows for diversifying markets for all

agricultural products, especially those most (ependent on export markets (grains,

livestock, etc.).

It is clear that in addition to the network of policy actors in Canada, there are also

linkages that exist between domestic and international issues and policy actors. In

response to the pressures from international markets, Canadian agricultural producers

appeal to political forces for support. The Canadian agficultural industry relies or.r

government offrcials to not only continue their fight for a more liberalized international

market, free from distorting subsidies and protectionist policies, but also to support the

industry by planning and setting short and long-term objectives. As governments respond

to intemational pressures and domestic demands, there are a number of comp.lexities that

are present in the policymaking process as have been mentioned in previous chapters. In

addition, limitations including frnancial constraints, lack of research, or treaty
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obligations, undoubtedly influence how government responds through policy measures.

Furthermore, given the international context ofthe Canadian agricultural industry, it also

creates a complex policy environment for agricultural lobby groups as they must exert

pressure and influence at various levels- local, provincial, national, and international.

This influence on behalf of the industry is difficult to aftain given the strained resources

and need for consistency in their demands for all levels of policymakers to work towards

similar long-term objectives.

Intemational pressures on the agricultural industry require the government to be

innovative in their policy development and strive for better and more proaotive policy

direction at the domestic level. As Canadian agriculture depends greatly on international

trade, it is essential that the Canadian government focuses on long-term market potential

and crisis prevention and does not merely accept 'instability' as an inherent characteristic

of the industry. David Rolfe, president of KAP explains, that instead of constantly

criticizing international trading partners for their trade policies, the Canadian government

must 'strategically invest' by implementing domestic policies that rneet changing export

standards, as well as to set similar import requirements as Canadian producers face in

international trade markets.r02 Rolfe believes that by investing in the domestic

agricultural industry, the Canadian agricultural industry has a much better chance of

retaining and acquiring new market potential and promoting Canadian products

domestically and internationally, which will ultimately help to achieve the stability that

producers are seeking.l03 The following chapters will examine why- a stable agricultural

economy benefits all Canadians, and provide some suggestions as to how agricultural

policymaking in Canada could be improved.
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Chapter Four: Whv Canadian Agriculture is Important to Canada

We are all connected through agricuhure, whethet'*,er":í:3!r:,:::,{:r,. r,

Agricultural policy in Canada is not often at the forefront of concerns for most

Canadians. However, like many other areas of public policy, it is one that affects each

Canadian on a daily basis whether it is through consuming food products, being directly

or indirectly employed by the industry, or benefiting from a strong ec¿nomy. Canadian

agriculture ìs important economically and socially within our nation and yet most

Canadians are becoming increasingly unaware ofthe state ofthe industry and the impact

a struggling agricultural sector may have on their lives. Agricultural economist, Andrew

Schmitz argues,

"Politicians and the general public ignore, to their peril, the economic
conditions of agriculture. Only during turbulent times-in periods of food
shortages or economic crises does agriculture get broad attention. Policy
that only reacts to crisis is not generally the policy needed to sustain an
industry".r

Crisis does in fact act as a catalyst to promote government action and citizen attention.

However, the current state of the primary agricultural industry is not the result of one

particular crisis but rather the accumulation of many years of such factors, including

dramatically low grain and livestock prices, changing weather conditions, uncertain

export markets, increasing costs for inputs, and a fluctuating land market.

The interactions between the changing economic, technological, and social

context ofCanadian agriculture, and the actions and inaction ofgovernment, are rnultiple,

complicated, and unpredictable. Thus, it is understandable that many Canadians are not

aware of the political underpinnings that affect the development and implementatioll of

agricultural policy. Nonetheless, the policy decisions that elected offrcials make will
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affect every citizen, regardless ofwhether they are a prirnary producer or a consumer. As

Canadians, \rye must come to rcalize that the health and stability of our agricultural

industry is as vital to our rural commurrities as it is within the perimeters of our urban

centers.

The agricultural industry is an important part ofthe Canadian economy. In 20O4,

the industry accounted for 8.1%o of the total national Gross Domestic Product (GDP).2

Furthermore, in fiscal year 2004-2005, the agricultural industry generated $i 10 billion in

the domestic Canadian economy.' The wealth that comes from our rural communities

stabilizes our economy through business, investment and exports. In 20Q4, Canada

exported $26.5 billion worth of products, which accounted for 11% of total trade

surplus.a

Canadian agliculture is also a major generator ofjobs in both rural arrd urban

Canada through employrnent on farms, in the production of agricultural inputs, in the

processing of farm products, and in the service sector. The federal government repofis

that the agriculture and agri-food system provides one in eight Canadian jobs, which

translates into over 2 million people employed directty and indirectly by the sector.5

Moreover, for those provinces that are more dependent on agriculture, the economic

statistics are even more substantive on a smaller scale. For example, in 2005, agriculture

in Saskatchewan constituted approximately 14.2 %o of the provincial GDP and was

responsible for 23.7 %o oftotal provincial employment (1l3,000jobs).6

Agriculture is a significant sector of Canada's GDP and therefore a very strong

contributor in our economy. Economic stability helps ensure job creation, food of high

quality, and a strorÌg business sector that greatly benefits from agriculture's many spin-
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off industries. when farm families are in an economic crisis, the jobs and wealth they

create are also at risk. For example, it is estimated that every year canadian agricultural

producers pay almost $2 billion in salaries to canadian workers, spend $1.9 billion for

fuel, $2 billion for fertilizer, $570 million on veterinary service and drugs, $800 rnillion

on electricity and telecommunications, and over $300 million on rental and leasing of

machinery, equiprnent, and vehicles.T These expenditures produce stability for many

businesses in rural and urban canada. In Manitoba alone, $3 billion was injected into the

provincial economy through agricultural expenditures on the goods and services needed

to run family farms in 2004.8 In light ofthese statistics, it is clear that the boom and bust

conditions of the agricultural industry would logically have repercussions elsewhere in

the agriculture cornmunity and the larger society, including such areas as input supply,

the financial sector, grain handling and transportation, etc. Moreover, businesses that

exist in rural canada are faced with even greater uncertainty than their urban

counterparts, as they are more directly dependent on the financial capacity of residents

and the generation of wealth that agriculture supplies to their cornmunity.

The first chapter of this thesis discussed the crisis being faced in rural

communities as a result of the economic struggle of the agricultural sector, while some

may argue that rural issues are increasingly distinct from agricultural issues, it is an

argurnent that can easily be disputed. Despite the fact that the number of farms and the

farm population itself are in decline, ¡ural communities, especially in the prairie

Provinces, are still very much dependent on agriculture. In farm-dependent &reas, farm

support policies have a direct economic impact on their communities, whether it is

through the collection oftaxes on farmland fo¡ the rural municipality or the benefits that
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local businesses reap when farmers purchase products for their capital-intensive

operations. Furthermore, this means that government policies, which affect farm

payments, credit, and land values have implications beyond the farm gate to local farnt

supply companies, banks, retail outlets, schools, and other organizations affected by

agriculture.

Agriculture is also impoftant in a broader social context. A June 2006 Senate

Committee report stated, "Losing farmers and the jobs that rely on farm production will

put pressure on social programs, increase unemployment, and place great demands on

health services".e By committing to achieve a higher level of stability in the agricultural

industry, it means that governments are preserving jobs, communities, infrastructure,

schools, buildings, hospitals, and many other services. In addition, the aging population

in the agriculture sector may put pressure on the industry in years to come, as the

possibility of a lack oftransfer to the next generation is very real. Furthermore, as smaller

family farms are increasingly consolidated and agriculture is becoming increasingly

intensive in nature, the implications for the environment and food quality will also

receive greater prominence.

As mentioned in the flirst chapter, the farming population is estimated at slightly

over 2Yo in Canada. While at flrrst glance, especially in refersnce to political influence,

this may not seem like much, one must realize that this 2% provides quality agricultural

products to 100% of Canadians. The food that we consume is some ofthe highest quality

in the world and we have primary producers to thank for that. As agricultural economist

Hartley Furtan claims, "The idea that farmers do feed the cities is what makes policy so

important".r0 It is undisputed that the quality of life in Canacla is closely related to the
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condition of our environment and our health, both of which are greatly impacted by the

quality food we consume and the environmental stewardship that primary producers

exercise in its production.

Canadian agricultural policy has implications for each citizen to varying degrees,

and so too does a long-term vision and commitment to the industry. The advantages of a

stable agricultural economy are much more extensive than can possibly bo discussed

within the limits of this thesis. However, the point to be made is that public policy that

strives to produce a more stable and prosperous agriculture sector has the potential to

beneflt all Canadians. The primary agricultural industry cannot continue to operate in

crisis mode indefinitely. Therefore, it is crucial to consider how policymakìng can be

improved and what manageable steps can be taken to ensure that not only does the

agricultural induslry continue to provide Canadians with quality products,.but also that

the industry can transcend into a state where its full potential is realized.
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Any.fact .facing us is not as important as out. ctfiitude tovard it, .þr thot deterninesolll' Success or þilure. -Non¡ton t/ihcenÍ peale, A rhot.

This thesis has discussed many of the cha enges that are present within the

agricultural policy environment. The politicar system and the policy actors that operate

within its framework have all contributed to policy creation that has been unable to

achieve and retain stability for the industry and its producers. proactive and sustainable

agricultural policy is not an unachievable goal within canada, but rather a different

approach must be taken to strive fo¡ better, more effective measu¡es. It is not to anyone,s

benefit that the agricultural industry continues to struggle. Therefore, government must

closely examine why agricultural policy conti'ues to fail and what measures can promote

more stability for the sector.

The notion of "stabirity" is more of generar concept than a well-defined term. In

terms of agriculture, stability is multifaceted and far-reaching, and has implications of a

sustainable environment, food quarity, rural communities, riverihoods of producers,

international market access, etc. Howeve¡ what stability means to policymakers and

those who are affected by them may often vary. To government, stability for the

agricultural industry means that the industry fulfi s the needs of canadian exports,

demands of domestic consumers, environmentar sustainab ity, and perhaps most of a ,

an industry that is weaned off of government funding. To producers, stability focuses

more on frnancial considerations, which are dependent on having access to qarkets arrd

having adequate resources to grow crops or raise livestock. This conception of stability

for farmers rests on a level of predictability for their operations. wh e the perspective of
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government and farmers may be not âhvays coalesce, their goals are quite similar, as each

wants an industry that is viable in the long-term.

Agriculture is best viewed as a long-term industry. Capital investments such as

buildings, livestock herds, machinery, and land, all form what is a long-term investment

for a producer. With large capital requirements, there is also a greater dependency on

future profitability. With the income problems that face primary producers it qften means

they are unable to, or are barely covering their costs of production. As a result, farmers

often do not have suffrcient income to operate their farms, maintain their capital

investments, and plan for the future. Agricultural economist, Hartley Fufian argues,

"Farmers have raised their productivity, improved their management practices,

diversified, created valued-added industries, invested in new equipment, and yet they still

can't make money".2 Given the importance of the agricultural industry in Can¿da, there is

really no question ofwhether the national and provincial governments need to do lnore to

help sustain and promote the industry. However, as a long-term industry, agriculture

requires long-term policy vision in order to succeed.

The agricultural industry has played a major role throughout the making of

Canada's historic foundation. However, short-term vision for agriculture policy does little

to ensure the industry will build upon its historical roots to ensure Â sustainable,

prosperous future. As a result, a void of long-term planning by policyrnakers may have

grave consequences for the industry in the long-term. Furthermore, in order to realize the

industry's potential, the¡e needs 1o also be a transfer to the next generation. As such, the

best way to encourage this step is to create optimism through stability. However, the

challenge renains as to how to accomplish such an objective.
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The following sections ofthis chapter provide a number ofsuggestions that would

promote better agricultural policy in Canada. However, these suggestions do not

encapsulate all that is needed, but rather represent meaningful first steps towards an end

goal.

National Discussion

The first element that would enable better agricultural policy is a national

discussion on how agriculture fits into broader national goals. Barry Wilson argues that

there needs to be some type ofnational discussion to ask Canadians what they truly want

from the agricultural industry in Canada, what role the industry has in the future, and to

what extent they are willing to support those goals.3 This national discussion could

possibly be initiated through a Royal Commission. Academic Grace Skogstad states, "In

health care, the Romanow Commission reminded us that health care is a public good. We

need a similar public inquiry on Canadian agriculture and food to allow Canadians to

debate the public values sewed by Canadian agriculture and farmers".a From this

discussion it is anticipated that government ofäcials will have a clearer understanding of

how Canadian agriculture fits into the broader context of national social and economic

objectives. Former Manitoba Agriculture Minister, Harry Enns explains that initiating a

national forum on the issue would frlter out the 'politics' to everyone's advantage

regardless of political stripe. 5

As primary producers are the roots of the agricultural industry and have been

experiencing an increased decline in profit margins in recent years, it is time that these

problems are publicly addressed in a way that vvill force Canadians to think and

government to act, Journalist Barry Wilson explains, "Decades of such reactive policies
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have produced less than robust results- a farm community in almost perpetual income

crisis with record debt levels and an unclear understanding of whether society want it".6

Wilson argues that agricultural policy in the United States and the European Union are

much more supportive towards their producers due to the fact that there is a clear

understanding of what agriculture mearìs to their nations.t Wilson explains, "The U.S.

farm program is best judged not as a stand-alone policy aimed at keeping farmers in

business, but as part ofthe American agribusiness industrial strategy".s This strategy is to

essentially subsidize primary producers to ensure they keep producing cheap and constant

levels of commodities to supply value-added industries. This gives busines¡es such as

feedlots, packing plants, food processors, and ethanol operations, access to cheap raw

products, which gives them a competitive edge in the global markets. Similarly, the

European Union has developed a strategy that stems frorn the near starvation many of

their nations faced following the Second World War. Grace Skogstad explains that in

addition to prornoting values such as a safle, secure, attd affordable food supply, the E.U.

model also recognizes the struclure .of the family farm.e Skogstad notes that the E.U.

views agriculture as contributing to social values, including rraintaining rural

communities and preserving the rural landscape, and pays farmers for promoting these

public goods.ro

Sinilar to the U.S. and 8.U., Canada must assess the economic and social

importance that agriculture has within our nation. This analysis will assist policymakers

in establishing a long{erm vision by identifying the signifrcance of agriculture to

Canada, and by clarifying what lenghs Canadians are willing to support and promote the

industry tbrough policy measures and funding. Academic Ronalcl Mazur argues that
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public policies are more than solutions to problems; they incorporate a society's shared

beliefs about the ends to which it is striving collectively, as well as the means to achieve

these goals.rr President of the-Keystone Agricultural Producers, David Rolfe argues that

one step to making agriculture a priority for policymakers is to address the disconnect

between rural and urban, and farmer and 
"onrr*er.tt 

Having a national discussion that is

initiated by government will not only help them develop a set of identified go4ls, but also

legitimize their actions by having established public support.

National Direction and Political Leadership

In Canada's political system there exists a trend towards decentralization in the

federal system, which has led to a continual struggle between the federal and provincial

govemments on many issues, including agriculture. Aithough the responsibility of

agriculture is shared between the federal and provincial governmellts, it is the former that

should be setting the larger direction for the country's domestic and international policy

In addition to having greater resources at its disposal for research, crisis relief safety net

progralns, rnonitoring ofglobal markets, and statistical analysis, the federal government

is able to apply these resources in ways that can ensure tllat all Canadian producers,

regardless ofwhich province they live, receive equal benefits.

A prosperous agricultural industry is also dependent.on the ability to market

Canadian products in global markets. The federal government must also take a strong

leadership role when it comes to setting standards for future market development. Canada

mr.¡st attempt to prevent avoidable crises, and anticipate changing consumer trends related

to food safety, in order to expand and stabilize future markets potential.
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Establishing a clear national direction for Canadian agriculture does not mean that

the contributions ofthe provinces should be reduced. However, as noted in Chapter Two,

the federal government has become increasingly critical about what they deem as

'unfocused'13 spending by provinces with regard to agricultural programs. If the federal

government commits to more funding for agricultural programs, the provinces should be

prepared to accept some level of conditions that promote similar standa¡ds for all

Canadian producers. Programs that prove to be effective in the long-term require the

collaboration of both levels of government working towards similar objectives. one of

these important objectives should be to devote resources that strategically i-nvest in the

industry.

Strategic Investment

Recent years ofcrisis in the agriculture indicates that throwing money into short-

term programming is not helping to sustain the industry. CFA president, Bob Friesen

states, "If you look at the almost $5 billion a year that both levels of government have

irrvested in agriculture in the last lew years, it's a significant amourt of lnorrey, but we

need to ask ourselves whether we are flowing that money as strategically as we possibly

can".la It is not reasonable to expect government to allocafe unlimited public funds to the

agricultural industry. It is however reasonable to demand that governmeni funding be

used in the most efficient and effective way possible. Strategic investment is key to

helping ensure that long-term objectives are attained. Research, 'smarter' marketing, and

value-added industries are some of the ways in which government can support a long-

term policy strategy for agriculture and its producers.
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Research ond Det'el opment

The benefits of research in agriculture are unlimited in potential. Research and

development in the field of agriculture not only benefit the industry, but producers and

citizens alike. Investment in research enables new means for protecting the environment,

reducing the risk of disease in livestock, promoting food quality, and increasing the

competitiveness ofthe Canadian industry in the global market.

Agricultural economist, George Brinkman states, "public agricultural research

typically has provided very high returns on investment and represents one ofthe highest

payback activities for the canadian public sector. continuation of research funding is

likely to generate far more income over time than would the same level of funding

delivered through transfer payments".r5 The federal Department of Agriculture and Agri-

Food stated in 2005 that every dollar invested in research and development for

agriculture, had a return of approximately twenty dollars for the industry.16 Furthermore,

every dollar earned by farmers in the marketplace is essentially less of a draw on

government support prograrns. However, despite the clear benefrt of investing public

dollars ìn agricultural research, funding for such initiatives has decreased over the last

decade. Journalist Allan Dawson explains in a November 2006 Farnrcr,s' Independent

weekly article that public sector research, as measured as a percentage of agricultural

GDP, has steadily declined in canada since 1990-91.17 Dawson also notes that while

canada has decreased its expenditures on research, the u.s. has consistently increased its

funding.r8 In fact, in 2ool-02, u.S..funding for agricultural research.was almost twice as

much as canada's, relative to their GDp. re Dedicating more funding for agricultural
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research ensures that Canada remains competitive in the global markets, which is

undeniably crucial for the grains, oilseed, and livestock sectors.

Between 1996 and 1999, funding for agricultural research was d¡amatically

reduced by over 55!/o.20 This lack ofresearch capacity has had serious implications for an

industry struggling with low commodity prices, rising inputs, and increasing debt. In

order for research to benefrt all levels of the food chain, it is necessary for the

government to reinstate their financial commitment to find ways that help create a more

prosperous future for Canadian agriculture. Furthermore, while private sector research is

often valuable, it may not result in better returns for producers. Economist Alvin Ulrich

explains that as research in the agriculture sector turns increasingly towards the private

sector for financial support, "It may, in the long run, prove to be costly to the economy as

a whole".2r Ulrich argues, "This is because private funding increases the chance that the

direction of research will shift so that private benefits are enhanced", whereas public

research funds have "the potential of producing the maxirnum level of benefits to the

economy as a whole".22

Research also has the ability to promote better policymaking in general. Career

civil servant, Arthur Kroeger explains that it in order to create effective policy, it is

important that government offrcials have access to updated statistics and research.

Kroeger afärms that policy development requires reliable research to enable the capacity

for good analysis.23 Therefore, gathering information is important to creating informed,

well-thought, effective programs that work towards the short and long-term goals of the

agricultural industry. One way that the Canadian government can reach long-term
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profitability for the agriculture economy relates to the ability to capitalize on research

findings and encourage'smart marketing'.

Smart Muketing

'Smart marketing' requires the Canadian government to take a leadership role in

creating an environment for producers to be competitive- domestically and

internationally. Currently, limited marketing choices and availability for livestock and

grain producers is supporting a struggling primary industry. With global competition,

Canada must develop a strategy to move beyond dependency and acceptance ol low

prices and limited market potential. Canadian agriculture, especially the grains, oilseeds,

and livestock (beef, pork) sectors, exist in an international market environment

Therefore, it is essential that Canada is setting standards domestically that translate into

international standards, rather than merely being reactive and critical of what other

nations are doing. Agriculture must keep up with rising demands for food safety,

environmental protection, disease control, and animal welfare, etc. There is no doubt that

Canadian farmers are resilient, effrcient, and able to be competitive in the international

markets. Therefore, we must plan ahead in order to attain the full potential ofthe industry

and what it could mean for Canada and its citizens.

Canada holds one ofthe most established reputations in the world for high quality

and safe agricultural products, and a marketirìg strategy that capitalizes on this

recognition is needed. For example, decades ago Canada was producing grain varieties

that were in high demand tkoughout the world. As such, Canad.ian tecbaology was

emulated by other countries, which subsequently led to an increase in the production of

bulk grain. Presently there is no market for the bulk grain that Canadian farmers are
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producing, despite the fact that it is some of the highest quality grain entering the global

market. Canada also has some ofthe most productive land in the world, and experienced

farmers who have consistently proved their capabilities. Therefore, it is an opportune

tirne for Canada to once again regain the role as a world leader in agriculture and

innovative products. Research could suppoft this initiative by developing and pronloting

new varieties ofgrains and oilseeds.

As discussed in chapter Three, international pressures are a large part of domestic

agricultural policymaking. With regard to the livestock industry, specifically beef and

por( the Canadian government must be receptive to changing standards of major trading

partners in relation to how animals are raised and processed. Former Manitoba

Agriculture Minister, Harry Enns argues that governments are ignoring these

international trends at their peril.za Canada must develop higher statldards for domestic

production and implement programs that support this endeavour. continually being

reactive to shifting consumer trends means that govemment is not planning ahead to

ensure Canadian products and dornestic operations aIe viable in the long-tenn. ln 2004,

Canada was the fifth largest exporter of agriculture and agri-food products in the world

after the E.U., the U.S., Brazil and Australia, with exports valued at $26 5 billion 2s With

an increasing world population, the potential for Canada to supply forthcoming demands

is dependent on the ability to set high standards for products that our nation exports, in

addition to those that we import. Also noted in Chapter Three, is the fact that Canada

cuffently does not impose the same standafds on products that are imported, as Canadian

producers face in competitive global markets. In July 2006, the Keystone Agricultural

Producers' general council adopted a series of strategic growth principles, one of which
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relates to Canada's import standards. The principle explains that imported products,

destined for industrial or human consumption, should meet the same standards as

Canadian products with regards to health, bio-security, food safety and labour conditions

of agricultural workers".26 As canada was the fifth largest importer of agriculture and

agri-food products itt 2004, with irnports valued at $20.4 billion2T, it is essential that our

nation helps promote greater consumption of domestic production, while impoSing higher

standards for intemational tfade partners to meet, similar to those faced by Canadian

producers in global markets.

Value-Adùe lnitiotives

value-added industry relates both to research capabilities and smarter marketing.

Essentially, the principle of value-added industry is to help ensure that not only is there

greater domestic market potential for Canadian commodities such as grain and livestock,

but also that there is more money staying in the local economy. When Canada exports

such a large amount of raw agricultural products to other nations, it often means that

Canadians are importing {ìnished goods with an etlormous mark-up in price. Value-added

industries hold great potential for long-term stability for rural Canada. These industries

help local producers by creating local markets, local jobs, and wealth that stays in the

provinces. Government, at both the provincial and federal level, must stop merely

promoting value-added industries and actually start implementing policy and programs

that would assist in their development.

Creating opportunity for primæy producers through innovation is essential to the

future of agriculture. For example, there is expanding potential for the biofuel industry as

the public becomes increasingly concerned about the environment. Different varieties of
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grain can be used in the production ofethanol, which has a lot of promise in future export

marketing. Although the primary capital needed for investment would be large, the return

from these industries in years to come would be much greater. Investment in rural areas

and agriculture will also create nluch needed optimism within the industry.

Justifying why public money needs to be spent on research will only be

understood when long-term benefits are realized. Research that is devoted to developing

new varieties of grains and oilseeds, investigating health issues related to agricultural

products, and enabling the sustainability of the environment, all lead to more stable

market access and long-term stability ofthe primary industry and the profitability ofthe

entire food chain. There needs to be critical long-term thinking and analysis to not only

address what the sector needs, but also to build on its strenglhs and deal with its

weaknesses. While the agricultural industry has, and continues to face serious challenges,

it also presents the opportunity to explore innovative measures to address them and create

a made-in-Canada approach for a viable agricultural economy.

Increasing Industryts Role

For agricultural policymaking to become more effective, the agricultural industry

must not be mere receptors of governrnent direction. The industry has many roles to play,

some of the most important are: the ability to communicate their concerns with the public

and government offrcials, initiating higher standards within their respective sectors, and

contributing to policy development through credible lobby representation.

Because so much po\ryer rests in the ha¡ds of the prime minister/prernier and his

cabinet, access to those ofTices and support from those offrcials is crucial to the

advancement of a more progressive policy agenda in agriculture. Joint occupancy of the
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agricultural poticy freld and the power that the provinces have within the federal system,

mean that âgreement and coordination among governments is required. These

fundamental facts of Canadian political life conplicates the efforts of farm lobbies to

have an impact where and when it matters at different stages in the policy process. The

ability of such groups to cltannel info¡rnation from the governntent to the public, provide

expertise and information on policies, bring awareness to issues, and provide a voice to

those who are underrepresented in our political institutions, make them an integral part of

the Canadian political system. As agricultural producers continue to decline in numbers

their ability to organize and lobby government is vital to their industry. As agriculture is a

shared responsibility between the federal and provincial governments, the lobby effort at

both levels must strive to bring issues to the attention of government, promote long-term

policy initiatives, and encourage political support for the industry and its producers.

The agricultural industry can have a larger role within policymaking by taking the

initiative to establish and promote higher standards themselves. As this thesis has shown

Canada's policy environment is often more reactive than proactive, and as such, it may

not be realistic to assume that politicians will become long-term visionaries overnight.

Therefore, the agricultural industry may want to start promoting their own proactive

measures. The ability ofthe industry to respond to consumer demands domestically and

internationally, will be a large determinant in future stability and prosperity. Farmers can

be parr of the solution by continuing to be environmentally responsible, anticipating

changing consumer demands, and promoting diversification to attain new domestic and

international market potential. If farm organizations have a clear vision ofwhat is needed
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flor the industry, they are in a better position to contribute to long-term policymaking with

the proposals they put fofth to government.

Govefnment offrcials must be receptive to the first-hand knowledge that farm

organizations have, as those most affected by policy are often the ones that can

communicate ltow proglarns can be improved. While not all farm lobby groups have the

salne amount of credibility with government, there are some that have been able to make

signifrcant contributions through research and constructive policy suggestions. The CFA

and its provincial counterpafts, have repeatedly put forth constructive policy suggestions

that have earned them the right to have their understanding of farm issues valued by

government ofTìcials. Unfortunately, government o{ficials have often been resistant to

farm organizations' suggestions. Once policies have been implemented, they should be

consistently evaluated and the industry should once again be involved to provide their

feedback.

Proslams and Policv Evaluation

There are many challenges to creating agricultural policy that effectively reaches

the objectives they are intended to. Furthermore, the complex series of intenelated

decisions that form a general understanding of what constitutes agricultural policy,

demonstrate that no one grand solution can fix all ofthe problems that the industry faces

in a short time period. Agriculture policy and proglams need to be able to establish both

short and long-term objectives and comprehensive programming that eflectively deals

with each issue individually, while understanding that all policies are interrelated. In

recent years there have been numerous attempts by government to develop safety net

progiams that address the incotne crisis in agriculture.
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one often cited problem with farm programming is that the 'one-size frts all'

approach is not working. As each province varies in the characteristics ofthe agricultural

sector and financial capacity, agricultural programming must be tailored to address the

individual needs ofeach provinces' industry, while upholding national standards'

Tøilored Progrønnúng

The enormous diversity between provinces can make policymaking diffrcult

between the two levels of Canadian government. Formulating agricultural policy that

effectively addresses the issues that each province has, is extremely difficult to achieve.

Therefore, creating a set of broader national goals and standards for agricultural

producers, and applying those principles to meet the needs ofeach province may be more

effective than a generalized approach. This approach would be more effective in

providing adequate and responsive programs that are tailo¡ed to each province's

producers' needs.

one ofthe reasons why programs in the united states have been successful is that

in addition to the broader policy framework established by the Fatn Bill, American farm

programs are often commodity specific. Tailoring programs that address the needs of

each sector would be a progressive step in enabling better policymaking, as the needs of

different sectors is apparent within the industry. Agricultural economist, Katherine Baylis

explains that in the U.S., farm programs are targeted to the primary producer and are

commodity-specific, which means there is a program for a corn farmer, a program for a

beef farmer, and a program for a wheat farmer, etc.28 Baylis argues that the United States'

approach is more effective compared to canada, irr which govelnments tend to design
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prog¡ams that encompass the entire agriculture chain, and therefore are ofteu

inadequate.2e

The tailor-made approach could also address the issues that each province often

has in regards to funding joint federal-provincial programs. Chapter Two discussed how

both the provincial and federal governments often express concern over sharing financial

responsibilities for agricultural policies. It is clear that there are many differences

between provinces in their ability to contribute to cost-sharing programs. All provinces

insist on input into national policy, but when it comes to frnarrcing programs they are far

less unified. For example, Quebec would rather implement its own programs with federal

resources; Alberta has a large base of wealth and doesn't rely as heavily on federal

contributions; and others like Saskatchewan and Manitoba welcome federal assistance,

due to their limited monetary and human resources. Furthermore, as provinces like

Saskatchewan and Manitoba have a higher percentage of farmers in their population, the

usual 60-40 funding formula for cost-sharing progfams translates into higher costs in

their jurisdiction,'o In terms of general economic downturns or crises in farming, it can be

diffrcult for less affluent provinces to fund relief measures. Tailorirrg prograns to not

only address the specifrc sectors within a province, but also to establish a funding

formula that recognizes the frnancial capacity ofthe province, would be a step forward in

agricultural policy. Former Manitoba Agriculture Minister, Harry Enns contends that

companion programs, which take into consideration the needs and capacity of each

province, would have benefrts in many areas of public policy, including agriculture and

child care programming.3r As Canada's political system is federal in nature, farm

progfamming must balance the provincial demands of autonomy with the need to have
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greater harmonization and national standards of farm programming across canada.

However, even if these aspirations are realized, the real challenge stilr remains:

Developing strategies for implementation and methods to achieve measurable success.

Policy Evaluøtion

one of Íhe great nù,srakes is ro j dge poricies and prog.ants by rheir intenÍions
rather thtm their resuhs.r: _l!.r¡tron FriedDìar! Econamisr

The implementation of new programming arways carries a certain level of risk.

Policy is complex and multi-rayered, and often fails despite good intentions or thorough

pla'ning David Rolfe, president of KAp argues that o'e of the main probrems with

agricultural programs is that they often "treat the symptoms, not the qauses',.33 Therefore,

it is critical that canadian government evaruates the probrems with past programs to

understand why policies are consistentry not reaching the objectives they were intended

to.lnthe Polìtics of Neu,s, Doris Graber explains, ..policy 
evaluation involves identifying

the goals of a policy, devising a means for measurement, targeting a population for

feedback, and assessing policy goar attainment, effrciency, and effectiveness,,.3a

However, Michael Howlett identifies how complicated policy evaluation can be in his

book sndyirtg Public Policy. Howlett states, "Any emphasis on examining the extent to

which policy objectives are accornplished by a program must contend with the reality that

policies often do not state their objectives precisely enough to permit rigorous analysis of

whether they are being achieved".35 Furthermore, in an area ofpublic policy that involves

both economic and social issues, it is oÍÌen diffrcult to measure whether a program is

really 'effective'. complicating matters further, in his article, performance Measrrement,

Repotting and Accountabili\t: Recent Trencls ond F,ttîe Dircctions, paul G. Thomas points

out "there are a great many things done by government that cannot be measured,,.36
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Despite these challenges, long{erm social and economic indicators can provide valuable

insight as to whether or not government programs and policies are working as planned.

Moreover, the dialogue that results from evaluating policy/program "effectiveness"

creates a positive first-step that can help work towards the end goal of improving public

policies. As Paul G. Thornas argues,

"There is no technical procedure available to rank and to combirle

different types oflmeasurei to reach a judgment about the relative worth of
different pólicies and programs. Such judgments must ultimately be left to

the political process. The real value of performance measurement [i e'

assessing policy and program outcomes/outputs in order to improve their

resultsl ãnd reporting comes not from providing the "right" answers, but

by helping to frame questions and to structure a dialogue about how to

improve public services."

There have been numerous farm policies that government has developed in recellt

years. However, Barry Wilson explains that what has been lacking is "smart policy",

which uses limited resources wisely and that "actually fixes what is broken and cloesn't

break what is fixed".38 Many agricultural programs in the last decade have had serious

flaws, including slow payout to farmers, being extremely complicated, easy to

manipulate, and lacking in new approach. As such, government cannot continue to

recycle old ineffective farm programs, but instead must evaluate the weaknesses of past

policy attempts and build on the merits these progfams may have had. Government must

establish clear goals and be receptive to feedback from those who are most affected by

their policy measures. To promote an agricultural industry that creates direct benefrt for

primary producers, there must be an attempt at stable and predictable goverlìment

programming. David Rolfe, president of KAP, states, "we're not looking for bailouts,

we're looking for investment. We want the kind of investment that comes as a result of
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recognition and respect for the industry which is doing its part for rural comrnunities,

infrastructure, the econonty and the environment".3e

Conclusion

These suggestions are some ofthe initial steps that can be taken towards enabling

better agricultural policymaking in Canada. Given that the Canadian aglicultural industry

operates within a framework of intenelated policy decisions, it is not one specific policy

that will reach a goal, but a series of policy iniatives over a long-term period, which are

designed and applied in a coordinated manner. Furthermore, the most fundamental

requirement to better and more effective agricultural policy is political will and

commitment. Establishing a national long-term vision, requires leadership and initiative

by both levels of government. Addressing the problems that the primary agricultural

producers continue to face, will produce many short and long-term benefìts for the entire

nation and therefore, warrants meaningful political consideration.
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Chapter Six: Conclusion

This thesis has discussed a number of areas relevant to the topic of agricultural

policymaking. While broad in scope, each element combines to produce a larger and

more coherent understanding of the connection between policy development and the

political environment. The 'politics' of agricultural policymaking encompasses both the

characteristics of the political system and the nature of relationships between policy

actors, in the domestic and intemational context. The interconnection betweeu the

political system and the policy network ultimately affects the quality of policy created for

the agricultural industry.

The present state of Canadian agriculture is the accumulation of mauy factors

sorne of which include, low commodity prices, increasing input costs, international trade

bans, disasters caused by weather, and ineffective government policies. As this thesis has

identified, government policy has been primarily reactionary in dealing with the issues

that have caused instability within the industry. Furthermore, governments seldom enact

bold or innovative policy measures, opting to marginally change the programs inherited

from the predecessors. This short+erm approach has largely failed to facilitate the

conditions needed for future stability and prosperity within the industry.

The comparison between the Canadian and American systems of governmerìt

provided a number of valuable insights. Most importantly, the comparison illustrates the

extent to which the political system affects the development of public policy. While the

American system is not without flaws, its policy environment has successfully been able

to produce stable, long-term, and effective programming for primary producers. The

United States has firmly established the agricultural industry's role within larger
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economic and social goals, and has provided fundamental support to help ensure that

primary producers can continue to provide their defined roles for years to come.

However, while the American political system seems to favour better policy¡naking for

agricultural producers, this does not mean that the Canadian political system is not

capable ofdeveloping a strategic vision for our domestic industry.

Many elements of the Canadian political system, including the increasingly

decentralized nature of Canada's federal arrangement, the centralization of power in

government, and the strict party discipline inherent in parliamentary style government,

have all produced varying challenges to effective and coordinated long-term agricultural

policymaking, Despite these inherent challenges, there are identifiable strengths that

policymakers can capitalize on. Parliamentary style government has the ability to be

flexible and responsive; federalism provides the opportunity for innovation within

provinces; and centlalized power and parly discipline enable commitment to innovative

policy when it is established as a govemment priority.

The political agenda of government is a compil4tion of issues that require

imrnediate action, and areas of policy that are recognized as larger goals within a

government's term in office. The complexity and number ofissues that are present in any

government's agenda require a careful balance of.political commitment and allocation of

resources. At this point, the relationships within the policy net\¡/ork are fundamental in

ensuring how, and to what extent, issues within the nation are addressed.

Each actor within the agricultural policy network has an importanJ role to play in

the policy environment. The relationships that exist between government offrcials, farm

organizations, the media, and citizens, are multifaceted and interconnected, and are set
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within the ûamework ofthe political system and the larger context of society. As such,

the interaction between policy actors often reflects their capacity for action and the

prominence of their role within policy creation. The influence that eac} has within the

policy environment is subjective, and often determined by the issue at hand or the

gove¡nment of the day. It is undisputed that farm organizations, the media, and the

public, are all essential contributors to public policy development. However, the final

decisions on policy and programming still rest with government offìcials at both the

provincial and federal Ievel.

Public policy development is a complex process. There are many challenges that

face policymakers in their attempts to create policy that has a level of foresight. The

adversarial nature of Canadian politics and the constant demands of government for

immediate action by lobby groups, the media, and the public, all contributç to a reactive

political environment. Canadian agriculture is constantly faced with international and

domestic pressures in terms of food quality, environmental stewardship, changing

consumer demands, etc. The development of a national vision for how agriculture frts

into broader societal goals will assist government in establishing a political direction that

will help the industry effectively deal with these pressures. Federal and provincial

programs that continually fail to address the problems that plague the agricultural

industry can no longer be accepted as the standard. To achieve sustainability for prirnary

producers, government must acknowledge the impact of past policy endeavours, believe

that it can do better, establish clear objectives for the short and long-term, and then

commit to developing manageable steps and methods to achieve those goals.
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A stable and prosperous agricultural industry is beneficial to all Canadians. As

such, the agricultural industry and its producers deserve better and more effective policy

and programs. Agriculture is a large part of Canada's historical past, and with political

commitment it can be a significant part of the future. Hindsight tells us that the search for

a grand strategy is seldom effective. However, political will and vision will help to find

manageable steps to take towards progress. Optirnisrn fol the future is often mellowed by

constant challenges, but the agricultural industry of Canada has immense potential.

Future research on this topic in the field of political science is a worthwhile endeavour.

Understanding the 'politics' behind agricultural policymaking, or any other area ofpublic

policy, is valuable in identifying trends within policy development. It is only with this

understanding that the aspiration for more effective policy can be realized.
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APPENDD( C Farm Population by Province
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